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CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE
FICTION NUMBER
THE NEW Ml1lXIco QUARTERLY has never been announced as a magazine entirely for
creative writing. Yet there has never been an issue that has not printed at least one
story and usually there are two. In 1937, E. J. O'Brien listed four stories from the
QUARTERLY among the Distinctive American Short 'Stories, and in the 1938 O'Brien
list, which chooses from issues between January 1 and December 31, 1937,five short
stories are listed; and one, "Zeke Ham~ertight," by Jesse Stuart, is given three stars
and placed on the Roll of Honor. Of the present list of contributors to the August
QUARTERLY, all have had stories starred by O'Brien, with the exception of Mr. Cald-
well, a newcomer to our columns, whoni we nominate at this time for the list of dis-
tinguished writers of American short stories.
_ RONALD CALDWELL is a Californian, young, but experienced in turning his hand to truck
driving, ditch digging, dish washing, bookkeeping, stenography, mill hand, and
service in the navy aboard the aircraft carrier Langley. He's had stories in
Literary America, Aperitif, New Tide, New Talent, and other magazines. At /
present he's writing a novel of the navy, because "Since Melville's, 'White Jacket'
(which did not have much drama to it) I cannot recall reading an honest story
of the navy. Mine is at least honest." Caldwell lives in Santa Monica.
ELIZABETH KNAPP is the author of the stOry, "John Hotchkiss' Religion," which
appeared in November, 1936, QUARTERLY, an.d was starred in the O'Brien list in
1937. Her home is in Moorestown, New Jersey.
ALLISON Ross is the pen-name of an Albuquerque woman who shows definite promise
of sustained creative writing.
MARGARET PAGE HOOD is the well-lmown state pen-woman of Las Cruces. She writes
for the Las Cruces Citizen and is author of the column. "Hoodwinks" in the New
Mezico Sentinel.
HAL ELLlSON has written more than one hundred and fifty short stories. "Walk in
Loneliness," in the' fall Literary America, was starred by O'Brien. His short
story writing creed is "to go beyond realism" to convey the emotional lift 'of
spiritual insight. He writes in Brooklyn, New York.
ALAN SWALLOW is a graduate of the Un,iversity of Wyoming, now doing advanced work
at Louisiana State University. He has published poems in Poetry, Frontier-
Midland, CoUege Verse, Prairie Schooner and Intermountain Review.
T.M. PEARCE, with TELFAm HENDON, arranged the anthology, America in the South-
west. He was ghost-writer to Jim LaIte Cook in Lane of the Llano, and is at
present working with Professors Mabel Major and Rebecca Smith of Texas
Christian University upon a brief history of Southwestern Literature with a
bibliographical guide. The book is to be called I'll. the Southwest, and will appear
C' in September. '
PEARL R. CASEY is the author of the verse entitled Facing West, published by the
Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho. Her poems have appeared in Versecraft,
Literary. Digest, New Mezico Magazine and elsewhere. She lives in Gunnison.
Colorado.
CURTIS MARTIN has published in Coronet Story, the QUARTERLY and elsewhere. He has
had four stories starred by (p~rien in recent years.
EDITH BLESSING will be a graduate fellow in English this fall at the University of
New Mexico. She is a bibliophile and connoisseur of letters and the arts.
GLEN BAKER has appeared with us more than once. Recently his poetry has been in
the University Review of Kansas City; earlier he published in Kaleidograph and
Frontier-Midland.
GEORGE SNELL lives in Salt Lake City, and has had two novels published by the Caxton
Press: The Great Adam and Root Hog and Die. He is author of short stories in
Frontie'1'-Midland, Intermountain Review, the QUARTERLY and other magazinem
HELENE MULINS, author of a book of poetry, StreamB from the Source, Caxton Press,
1938, came west after a terrible automobile accident in New York. Her verse .has
been praised by Lo.nis Untermeyer, William Rose Benet, Harry Hansen and others.
"
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Vision in the Sea
By RONALD C1\LDWELL
, .
~ THE SHIP lay a mile out. We saw her' masts first .and
did not speak for some time, focusing our eyes until
she assumed form and depth. W,e were bewildered. Week
after week we had watched for her and had seen nothing
but water and sky. Al rubbed his eyes and I lighted a
cigarette. Theil we grinned at each other.
"Am I nuts?" said AI.
l;)
- "We're both nuts."
We looked at the ship again. A wind blew and, even
. '
as we stared, a fog appeared, from nowhere. Whitecaps
sprang up on the surface of t~e sea. But the ship was still
there.
"I must be seeing things," Al said.
"It's there, all right."
"Looks like a South Sea boat. Let's swim out and get
a good look at her."
"It's too cola."
I knew-AI could do it all dght., He used to be a fighter
and he swam a lot because he said it was better than run-
ning. I don't know how goo(l he i~ now.
"How -about a rowboat?" he said. "We could rent one
cheap."
"We'd freeze/'
He continued to stare at the ship, sitting with his hands'
clasped under his knees and his back arched. He had large
bony hands with big red and white knuckles.
The fog grew denser. In a few minutes, the ship
disappeared. Al tried to peer through the fog but it w.as • '
too thick. We arose and walked up the beach .until we came
to a restaurant near the pier'. It had grown cold, so we got
coffee. Al kept talking about the ship: it sure as hell looked ,
like a South Sea'sailing vessel. He had a swell book about '
•[ 143]
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Moorea. There were no motorcars or adding machines, or
bills to pay there. The book cost him two dollars.
.. "I'm going out there in the morning," he said "Maybe
they'll let us look it over."
"0. K. I'll go too, if it's still there."
"It'll be there all right," he replied grimly.
At that hour the restaurant was deserted and the waiter
stood at the far end of the counter, staring out of the
window. As soon as we wer~ finished he moved to our end,
wiphlg his hands on his apron.
"Anything else?" he said.
"Are there many boats here now?" I asked.
"There's some row boats, I guess."
"Any big boats out in the ~ay?" said AI.
The waiter's eyes brightened. He wiped his hands
again. '"
"There might be a fishing barge. You fellows fish?"
"I mean a real ship. A four master."
The waiter scowled.
f.'Nope. Ain't seen a thing."
Al looked at me. We returned to the hotel without
speaking. Al frowned all the way and smoked cigarettes
incessantly. As soon as we got. to our room he took off his
coat and shoes and climbed on the bed.
"That guy's nuts," he said. '"
"Yeah. Those guys only see what's in front of their
nose."
I picked up the paper and began turning the pages.
There was little news: a plane crash, another strike~ Finally
I said: "Nice dance here tonight. What do you say we call
up Peggy and her girl friend?"
"Dance?" he snorted. "Who the hell wants to dance?"
"It's only four bits."
"I don't care if they give you four bits. Hand me that
South Sea book of mine, will you?"
The next morning she was still there. We went dO\\?l
early, after breakfast, and when we stood on the sands we
7
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could see her lying there like a dreapl. The fog ~as still
thick, hovering just over the sea, and even as we waited
began to creep in, moving over the ship and curling about her
masts like ghostly fingers. AI started quickly down the
~beach.
"I'm going to· get a boat," he said.
"It looks pretty rough," I said, catching up with him.
"For Christ's sake, don't you think I ever rowed a
boat before?"
"Yeah, but look at that fog."
"The hell with the fog."
- w
He moved so fast I could hardly keep up with him.
His mouth was set in grim, tight lines. When we reached
the dock the fog had already obscured the .ship and was
roIIipg onto the beach. We stood there, unspeaking, until
it reached us, gray and clammy wet, and then we started
back. There wasn't anything we felt· like saying.. AI
bummed a cigarette from me. His eyes were blank with
despair. .
"I guess that guy was right," he said. "I just dreamed
I saw it. I've been thinking about it too much."
C We stayed at the hotel "ali day; waiting for the fog to
lift but at night it still clung to the sea and· dock and. land.
It was so· thick .we could hardly see the beach. At ten
o'clock we got on the street car. Al was silent and I tried
to do a lot of talking but there didn't seem to be much to
~~ .
The next Saturday we were out on the beach'·a.gain. We
got off work at twelve and by three o'clock had checked our '
suitcase at the hotel. We went down to the beach almost
immediately. . The fog was still in. .
"Don't it ever go away?" AI said bitterly.
We walked out to the boat dock but it was just as bad
there; we couldn't see the ship at all. There were two guys
in blue dungarees swinging a rowboat up on" a davit and
'we watched the water drip from the wet hull into the cold
dark waters below.
I~ ,
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"Do you know when this fog'll clear up?" Al asked
, them.
"You got me, bud," one of them replied without look-
ing up. Al
"Think it will clear up tonight?"
"You can't tell. Sometimes it only stays a couple of
hours and sometimes it stays a couple of weeks."
"Is there a boat out there?" I asked.
"What kind of a boat? A fishing barge?"
.,. "No," said AI. "A big four master."
The other guy dried his hands and swung around.
"Yeah," he said. "I saw one anchored out there last week
but the fog's been in every day since. I guess it's still there."
"What's it doing?" said AI.
"I don't know. It don't look like a fishing barge."
"It isn't."
"It's hard to say what it is. It might be a gambling.
boat."
"What?"
"It isn't a gambling boat," I said quickly.
"Your damn rights it's not a gambling boat," said AI.
- "Well, I don't know what it is. lt might be a gambling
boat or it might belong to some rich\ guy. Chances are it
. belongs to a director or a movie star."
"Let's get going, AI," I said, pulling his arm. I dragged
him up the gangway.
"That guy's lucky he didn't get his face smashed in,"
said AI, looking back over his shoulder.. "He's Goddamn.,
lucky."
When we returned to the hotel, we listened in the lobby
to a football game over the radio but Al couldn't sit still so
we went up to the room. it was dark and cold outside and"
we tried to read some magazines but there didn't seem to be
anything good in them, so Al picked up his book again and
began looking at the pic,tures. We kn~w them by he~rtt.
Last summer we had read a lot of folders about Tahiti ~nd
we looked up steamship fares but were afraid to quit our
."
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jobs. We kept books all day and got damn tired of it. O;n
Saturdays and Sundays we went out with Peggy and her ~
girl friend. .This summer we wanted to do' something
different. We wanted to get some fun out of life, somehow.
We weren't sUre what we wanted to do, but the South Seas
sounded like a swell place.
At five o'clock the phone rang and I answered it.-
"It's Peggy," I shouted to AI. "Want to gO"to a show?"
"Hell no."
"She's got'tickets to the Chinese."
"You go."
I told her we couldn't go, and hung up. I tried to read
again but AI ran out of cigarettes and said: '~Let's go for a
walk." .
"Where'II we go?"
"Anyplace. Anyplace."
I laid my magazine a.side and put on_ my coat. I felt
like screaming, but I guess men don't scream. .The room
was blue with cigarette smoke.
It was cold outside. We walked briskly.
"Peggy's a nice girl," I said.
"What of it?"
"I mean 'we're getting pretty old."
He glared at me.
"Listen. I punched abag for five years and now I'm
punching an'adding machine. If you thi,* I'm going to do
that the rest of my life, you're crazy."
"Maybe you're right," I said glumly.
. We walked about three blocks up the street. It was
five o'clock now. Stores and offices were closing and there
were a lot of people going home from work.
·"Look at 'em," AI said. "LOok at the damn fools. Do
we want to get like that? Why the hell don't they get
away?"
"Where would they go?"
We crossed to the other side and waited on ~e corner
for the signal to change.' . \ .
10
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"Looks like the fog's lifting," 1 said.
Al looked up. &
'-..> "You're crazy. It's worse."
Half-way up the block we stopped at a movie theatre'
and looked thoughtfully at the posters. We' didn't know
-what to do. To tell the truth we were tired, although we
hadn't walked far. Al jingled some loose coins in his
pocket.
"Feel like going in?" he said finally.
"It's O.K. by me. The picture can't be as bad as it loo~s
out here." .
-I didn't really give a damn whether we went in or not
and 'I knew he didn't eithet-. But there was nothing else to
do except go back to the room or call up Peggy and her girl
friend. My legs felt tired, and my,head ached.
We got seats near the' middle. The show was lousy.
One picture was about a rich play boy and a big city; the
other was about a newspaper reporter and a big city. We
couldn't seem to sit still. After the first picture we wanted
to leave, but somehow we didn't. The people around us
kept giving us dirty looks.
When the newsreel came on we got up and walked
swiftly up the aisle. We stopped in the lobby to light
cigarettes.
"We ought to ask for our money back," said AI.
"They don't make good pictures anymore."
"They make them just for money. That's all the lousy
bastards think of-not beauty."
We stepped out. Then we stopped. We looked at the
sky and we couldn~t believe .it. The sky was clear. Stars
were shining, and the street lights blazed like suns, far on
down the avenue.
"Jesus. AI," 1 cried~
"We're crazy. You can;t see good when you've been in
a show that long."
"No. It's clear. 1 can see the stars."
11
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"We can't see good," he insisted. He shook his head,
like a groggy boxer. .
We began walking as f~staswe could. Al stared in-
tently ahead. His arms and legs swung like pistons. As
sodri as we reached the boat dock we could seethe ship as
plain as day. Sh~ was silhouetted in a faint outline of fog.
A string of burning lights enclrcled her; she was glowing
like an opalescent jewel.
"Let's hurry up," I said. '''We'll get a water taxi."
"We'll go down to the float." r
"We haven't got time."
"Let's go down to the float first."
"Jesus Christ."
There was a large motor boat- there.. put-putting, half-
.\filled with passengers in evening dress shouting and laugh-
ling and very drunk. The name Daisy was painted in bt;ight
new letters on the stern of the boat. Inside a square, un-
covered booth, above the float, a fat, red-faced man was
shouting through a megaphone. 1 could feel my heart beat-
ing. We caught· some of his words: "All aboard. All
aboard. Dining ... Dancing ... The Joy Boat/'
"What boat's he talking about?" I said.
•
"Shut up, 'Goddammit." .
A man in evening dress lurched drunkenly down the
gangway, hanging onto a washed-out looking blond, and Al
grabbed his arm.
"Where's that boat going?" he shouted iIi his ear.
"What's shat?" -, i
"I said, where's that boat going?" 1 -J ,l\
"Gh." The man lurched backward, hiccoughing. "You
mean that boat?"
"Yes," AI yelled. "That boat."
"Out to .shee." He waved his hand in a ·great semi,;
circle. "Way, way, way out to .shee."
AI dropped his arm and walked slowly away.
"Come on," I said. "Let's get going."
"Maybe we ought to get a rowboat."
(
<
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"It's too cold now."
"I guess you're right."
He seemed suddenly like an old man.
We moved up the gangway and, started toward our
hotel. We heard the little fat man say: '''There she goes!
There she goes! The Daisy. Isn't she a daisy though~ All
,(
aboard folks for the next trip to the Joy Boat. The newest
and finest pleasure palace on the seas. N0-0-0-0-0, you
won't get wet."
We looked back at the ship just once. The fog had
nearly vanished now but a few soft tendrils of gray mist
remained, curled around her masts~- Her lights shone with
a strange and startling brilliance against the deep sky. I
thought I could hear faint' strains of music, a jazz number
by a dance orchestra, but I wasn't sure. Our ship was pretty
far out. I didn't know ·whether music could reach us from
there or not.
When we got on the street car Al kept looking out of
the window. There w~s still nothing to see: only those
swift passing lights we had seen so many times.
"They weren't going out to our ship," I heard him say,
finally.
"There must have been another boat there. We didn't
look very close."
"That's right."
We both stared out of the window, trying to ,see some-
thing, but it was very dark.
"We'll go out with the girls next Saturday," he said.
"There ought to be a dance or a good show."
"They're nice girls."
"Yeah, next Saturday will be all right,"
His voice sounded very tired."
The red car was p,icking up speed now. The street
lights, passing by outside, began to blurr.
13
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Peter and the Martins
\
By ELIZABETH KNAPP
T HE MARTINS generally got there in the late spring- when, . the weather had steadied and private school was out.
. From the moment he read their.note asking him ,to open the
house and clean out the well, old Peter arose in the morning
with a purpose in life.
"You goin' to cultyvate them potatoes?" his wife asked.
"Maybe tomorrow; first of all,.the kitchen window needs .
to have a pane puttied in."
Not without j,ustice, his wife shot back, "YoQ let me
tack linoleum over a broken pane. You'd better git to them
.potatoes; you can't eat window. panes in the winter."
"You're never backward about spendin' the money in
the winter time for caretakin',';~ldPeter said neatly.
"It's less than he'd pay a young man and you done more:
to the place than. any young fellow would. Those people
wouldn't keep you if you wasn't a bargain.'"
"That's Sparks Creek talk," observed Peter coldly.
From his father, who had taught school in the winter when
there was no farm work, he had gained certain principles
of living. .
He did not wound his wife. She saw no reason to deny
Sparks Creek; indeed, she wished many a day she were
. back. What was wrong with the creek? Nobody was rich
up there, but the bond holding them together' withstood
any friction. The smell of the' creek lowlands never en-
tirely left her nostrils.
~
So Peter puttied a new pane in the kitchen window; he
-made fresh washers for the pump and put another brace
under the cellar .stairs. The weeds spread luxuriantly in
the potato plot. Janey hoed the lettuce savagely and pulled
weeds in the strawberry bed, wishing she could set fire to
the brown house with the Martins thrown in for good mea-
[ 151]
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sure. He always went off this way the minute they men-
tioned coming down, and all they did for him was let him
live in their tenant house, raise what he wanted to eat,'and -
pay him ten dollars a month for watching the place.
"They'd thank you for potatoes ef some size this sum-
mer 'instead of so much, messing around the house," she
nagged him. A barb like that often set him off ; but if he,
cultivated the garden thoroughly he worked arqund the
house later than usual that night.
The only pleasure the Martins gave Janey was the
chance to go to the s~,re because Peter was too bu~y.
Ordinarily he woqld not entrust the'shopping to her because,
no matter how particular the list was, she could not under-
stand- the fundamental rules of marketing as he saw them.
A standard brand meant nothing to'her, and she was apt to
buy for the color of a package. For her the fun in the store
trip was passing the· different houses, where any face· was
a signal for her to stop for human contacts'. At the store
she frequently found someone from up the creek to give
her the news.
When the Martins arrived Peter was proud that they
found a fire banked in the range, milk and butter in the
pantry, the tenderest of scallions and radishes beside a. bowl
of lettuce on the kitchen table. When they had.c;limbed O\lt
of the car, spread in all directions for investigation, they
yelled questions at him. One question was devoted'to Janey
-"how is Janey?"-of which he was jealous.
He moved inside with the wave of movement, twin
beams of content and interest on his face. It was not enough
for Peter to stand and serve-he must also be fully appre-
ciated. He enumerated in detail all he had done towards'
their homecoming and they admired as much as he expected.
Just because Peter stood over their progress with his
thumbs hooked in his belt, and caught up with all their family
news does not mean that he lacked in the nicety of a school-
teacher's son. Presently he said of his own accord, "Well,
I'll be goin' over now~ Youse wants to get settled. If
15
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there's anything .I've. forgot just let me know. , I'll be in
tf.?morrow, early." .
Janey said, "I seen 'um comin'g. Was the hull tribe
there:t" ,
"Doris Mae wasn't; she went on some kind of a house-
,party, the folks said." This troubled him a little; he would
~ave liked to reach out and encompass the house party.
Doris Mae should have come with the folks like always.
"They asked after you, Janey," he added in condescension.
"Just on account of you bein' my wife. They always do
things proper like"that." .,
"Cottage cheese for supper," Janey said.
• A
"Shook me by the hand, everyone of them. Mr. Martin
said I don't look a day older than I did five years ago. I told
them about my attack of sciatica last winter and Mrs. Martin
is goin' to give me a prescription.'"
"Maybe they didn't want to hear about it soon's they
drove up," Janey suggested.
This remark required equalling. "There's something I
like about the company of people like the Martins. They're
what I was used to as a, poy. 4 Always express themselves
nice. Of course they wouldn't treat any caretaker the way
they do me. They've said that themselves. I've been in the
family since Doris Mae was born." c' Sometimes he-thought
that if it had not been for a little too much drinking when he
was still young and had a chance a.t good jobs, I he might
have been in business with a man like Mr. Martin.
Peter's devotion to the Martin children blinded him to
their growing impatience with him. The fact that he
annually cut their Christmas tree and gathered the robin-
wood and holly for tlt~irwreaths,was overshadowed by the
new idea that he wa~ too "bossy." _
He imagined simply that all those links bound the chil-
dren. In the wint~r he studied· the pond's freezing so that
he could chart every weak spot, and when they came down
for a week-end of skating, he would, warn them, "It's safe
all but along the wood's side; seems like the trees hold the
•
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"I want to fix you up, Peter," said Mr. Martin. "I'm
going to send you five. dollars a month regularly. I'll neeq
a little wood cut, see." ~
"You know me, Mr. Martin. "Fll cut you' ten dollars
worth for your five."
"I believe you will, Peter. And if you were to keep
chickens we'd be buying a good many eggs."
"Ain't you figurin' on the newman doin' nothin'?"
"There's enough for him to do rolling the court and
taking care of the cars and so on. Now there's no hurry,
, . Peter-" •
"Only I'd like to git settled. Again," added Peter
without malice. He had thought he would probably die here
in the harness. "Must be pretty near lunch time, don't you
think?"
"That it is. Well, I'll see you, Peter."
"Yes sir. Guess I'll turn them vines when the sun gits
behind the trees," said Peter. ~As he walked towards the
house he was inclined to fancy that he had dreamed he was
leaving. He took off his straw hat and studied his handR
on its broad brim. He was forced to notice that they were
the thick-veined hands of an old fellow. Why did they have
to tremble? He thought that they might easily have be-
trayed him.
"I don't think I've got enough tea," Janey said when he
came into the kitchen.
"You was just to the store yesterday. Why don't you
look over everything before you go?" he grumbled.
"It don't cost nothin' to walk to the store. I heard down
there that Doris Mae has got a swell new stylish beau. You
didn't tell me."
. Peter almost acknowledged, '~I didn't know it." He
laid his hat on the table and crossed his aching knee over
the good one.
"Janey, we're goin' to make new plans. I'm thinkin' I'll
leave here. Can't work as I used to. Mist' Martin sflYs he'll
give me five dollars a month on account of the years I've
. '.,'
f
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heat there after the 'sun goes off." .While they skated he
would stamp up and down the bank, feeding the bonfire with
pine chunks; and the .Martins felt the children safe as long
as his voice boomed across the ice, "poris Mp,e, don't you git
any closer to th~ dam. Chris, you're pushin' Helen too
/fast." Peter, the parents said, would give up his life for the
children.
But Doris Mae began to pout, "Mother, I don't have to
listen to old Peter. I wish Y.ou'd tell lii~ so. Tell him not
to order me around right in front of people."
"It wasn't so many years ago that you used to answer
me ~ith 'Peter says I can' when my authority conflicted with
his," Mrs. Martin smiled.
"I was only a kid then. I don't wanf friends from
school to see him talk to me the way he does. Anyhow, we
ought to have a regular man like the other children have.
Nobody else has an old caretaker that is always talking."
In another year or two, the younger children·began to
add the pressure of their pleas. "We should get somebody
who could wait on the table," they said. "We couldn't have
old Peter; he'd correct our table manners in front of com-
pany."
Mr. and Mrs. Martin could not withstand a united
argUment. They weakened. Peter wasgetting old. He was
hardly a stylish adjunct; and the 'children were wanting to
motor down oftener ~nd use the place for frequent week-
ends. While the mother and father saw Peter's interference
as amusing, they admitted t~t children were sensiti,ve.
,,:you tell him" that ... we.'il need the house," Mr. Martin
suggested manfully.
"Oh no, you'll tell him. f'ay we have to get a ~ouple ill
to do all the w?rk. Or you could-oh dear, I'd rather put up
with him than get rid of him."
"Poor devil won't have much to live on. This is kind
of rotten. Suppose I offer him say, five dollars a month
pension? He's be.en with us a long time. He could cut a
, little wood for that."
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-
been here. Doris Mae was born my first year here. He
wouldn't do that for everybody who worked for him." He
•
. shot a look at Jenny and saw her turning th;e pork chops in "
all innocence. \ i .
She continued to look blank although she said craftily,
"We could rent a house up on Sparks Creek for three dollars
and have two left."
"I'm going to keep' chickens and sell them the eggs.
They will be upto see me right often. The kids won't forget
'0' me," Peter said. Sparks Creek! The inevitability of it.
If he had followed in his father's footsteps h.e would not be
~oming to this now. At the same time, he told himself that
he, Peter, could live anywhere and rise above his 'surround-
ings. When the Martins came kfter eggs, they would see
I
the difference between him and Greek people. And to settle
• .1
that questIon brought the return of peace. .
Janey set his plate before h~m and he dipped a hunk of
bread into the pork grease. A~ he bit into the bread, he
glanced at her uncombed hair Knotted on the top of her head;
and the dress, ordered from the catalog1 washed once a week.
"The kids is growin' 'up," .he ruminated. "They want
things nice and their parents ~can give it to them. The
Martins are l1lighty nice people.. I'll always say that. I
guess I'd have stayed on here, ~xcep~Jfor you. You just '"
don't fit in, Janey."
..
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"Well, you'd better break it to him. Don't drag it oqt
now that we've decided. It will probably be better this
way; poor Peter can't keep the place as slick as it ought to
be." - ' c, '
"It will be an awful blow to his pride," Mr. Martin com-
mented. "I don't know fhow he'll take it. His pride is about
the only thing that kept him from sinking too low."
He found Peter in the vegetable patch.
"It's time to turn the melon vines, Mist' Martin. Gosh
ding, this old ·knee of mine that. gits the rheumatism ain't
. so good for kneelin'. Wonder if the kids would help 1"
Mr. Mantin had a fleeting picture of the 'Children being.
asked. "They seem' to be off swimming," he· answered
vaguely.
"They don't hang around while I work~ I used to tell
them the names of plants and stories about my boyhood and.
all while we got a job done. Course, kids will 'grow up. Mr.
Martin, it ain't any of my business," thus }>eter always
announced his advice, "but do you think it's good for Doris
Mae to have her own autymobile1 She's a nice girl; I always
did like Doris Mae, only kids is liable to lose their heads."
For the moment Mr. Martin was almost as much irri-
tated as the children. He plunged brutally. "That's just it
-about tpe melon vines ... I think the work is almost too
much for you, peter ..."
"Who, me? Ho ho, Mist' Martin, this work don't bother
me one little bit. I'll have those vines turned just soon's I
make up my mind to it."
"No, Peter, the work is too heavy," Mr. Martin re-
peated firmly. "We:ll need a bigger garden next year because
the children are starting to have their 'friends stay here.
And we're going to build a bigger garage since Chris will
get his car for, Christmas. It'll mean more work all
around.",
. "Trouble with gittin' a younger fellow," Peter coun-
. seled, "is that they ain't got any brains. They have strength,
yes." .
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R. W. AND M. McC.
By AL~ISON Ross .
And if they died while, there are those to mourn
They have but clung to laughter and delight.
Their promise is undimmed by age's blight;
They have escapeg despair and hate and scorn.
Having fulfilled what tasks the gods require
And been relinquished froin tomorrow's strife,
They are returned now to the source of life-
Unconquerable, whose aim was Ever Higher.
The Spice Apple'
By MARGARET PAGE HOOD
Life gave her three apples-
One was, too green and she tossed it away
, " 'Over the moon in her childish play;
One was too perfect, she held it so dear
She dared not enjoy it because .of her fear;
But the third was wizened and wrinkled and old,
Such fruit as the autumn wind~ ruthless and cold,
Searching the highest bough, might have found
And idly defiant flqng to the ground.
This one she set on the fireplace shelf .
And stuck richly full 'of the spice of herself;
The perfume of memories scented the air
And she dreamed that her youth and her love were
still there.
[ 158]
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Bless Me, Father
By HAL ELI;sON
I T WAS June. The sky was squared in the frames of the win-. dows of the schoolroom, blue and speckless. The pens
. were scratching on the papers. Up and down· the rows
heads 'were bent over the old desks that were scarred and
carved witH initials and dates of former school boys. Brother
Bruno walked back and forth in the room. He had taken.
his glasses off. His head was bent. Softer yet, than the
scratching of the pens, was the sQund of his black cassock'
swishing. He went to the window and looked out. A flock
of pigeons wheeled in the sky., The whistle of the owner oI;l
a rooftop ca'me faintly into the room. A bumble-bee,
jacketed yellow and ominously black, droned by outside,
scouting. .'
Finnegan stopped writing and put the end of his pen
into his mouth; his teeth sunk into the soft wood. He stared
up at the black crucifix on the wall at the head of the class.
He kept staring. The pens went on scratching in the room.
The clock ticked louder now on Brother Bruno's desk and
on the wall.
Sister Mary walked in theGshade of the w~ll as if afraid
of the sun~ Her face was as white as the communion wafer
and long and thin as if it had been set that way, cast in
plaster.' She carried the long~ thin switch in her left hand.
Brother Gabriel passed her and nodded but Sister Mary
went by him as il he were a stranger.
Finnegan put his pen to the paper and belran to write
again.
Brother Bruno moved from the window and went to his
desk and glanced at the clock. "Time's up!" he said. A few
pens still scratched. "Pass your papers forward!" There
was a flutter and movement of yellow papers going forward
over shoulders, toward the front t>f the room.
[ 159]
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Finnegan still stared at the crucifix. Though it',was so
,
warm outside it was cool in the room. I j.
Brother Bruno collect~d the papers from each row and
, .
put them on his desk. He looked about the room and his
eyes rested on Finnegan who was still staring at the crucifix.
Brother !Bruno went to the board and wrote in big letters in
chalk-lrhat are you now thinking about? Finnegan?'
All the heads turned toward Finnegan. There were
grinnin faces; someone tittered. Finnegan's mouth was
open an a fly winged about his head. His eyes then fol-
lowed t e fly until it flew off toward the front of the room.
There h saw Brother Bruno looking at him.
"F' negan, what is it you're thinking of now? I could
tell by 'our face that it's a grand invention you'would be
making"
The class laughed.
I
BrGther Bruno picked up his ruler and slapped his own
palm with it. ,"Come up, Finnegan!"
Finnegan was already halfway out of his seat. He
knew what was coming. He went to the front of the room
and stood there before the Brother and put both hands out
to be struck.
Brother Bruno raised the ruler. Then he turned away
from Finnegan and went to the window. As if talking to
the yard outside, he said, with lowered head, contemplating
the flagstones, "Beating the devil does riot hurt him. Come
to the chapel this afternoon. Maybe you can pray the devil
out of you." .'
Finnegan still held his hands up. He would rather have
been hit with the ruler across the palms than spend the
afternoon in the gloOIIl;y 'chapel. Finally, he dropped his
hands and went back to his seat and sat down.
. ,
Brother Bruno turned around and looked at the clock
on the wall that was tocking away dismally. It was five
, minutes to twelve. Brother Bruno clapped his hands and
,.
went to the window again.
"Our Father," he intoned.
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"Our Father,", the class said.
"Who art in Heaven."
"Who art in H;eaven." >_
"Hallowed be Thy name."
"Hallowed be Thy name," they rep.eated after him.
The fly came back frolt\ the blackboard where it had
gone before, and circled about Finnegan's head, landed OD
his forehead ~and went off and came back again. Finnegan
slapped at the fly and missed. He followed it with his eyes.
"Thy Kingdom come."
"Thy Kingdom come," the class intoned after Brother
Bruno.
The fly came circling back through the air.
"Thy will be done on earth-as it is in heaven."
'Finnegan hardly moved his lips and followed the line
of the prayer with the rest of the class.
"Give us this day."
"Giv.e us this day;'" they all said. .
The fly came to rest on Finnegan's desk and took a little
walk around the. place. Then it stopped and rubbed its two
.forelegs together like a man sharpening knives.
"Our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses as we
forgive those-" . . "
"Our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses as we'
forgive those-" . .
Finnegan unclasped his hand and cupping it swept the
top of the desk. The fly was in his palm and then out before '"
~e could close his fingers. ~
"Who trespass against us."
"Who trespass against us."
The 'fly zoomed' over Leahy's head in the seat in front
of Finnegan.
"And deliver us from all evil." !J
Now the fly shot between them over the middle of Fin-
negan's desk. He cupped his hand again and swung.
"Amen!"
"Amen!"
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I
II "Amens" came from all the other rooms along the
, allway.
Finnegan put his closed fist below his desk and held it
, here.
Brother Bruno stared at Finnegan. ,There was silence
·n the room again. The last belated amen had died away.
e clock ticked on the wall. The pendulum swung back
and forth in its regular path without a break in speed or
hythm. Fi~negan dropped his eyes to his pencil which lay
on his desk. He squirmed uneasily in his seat. Brother
runo turned away and then looked back at him again. "Is
it the St. Vitus dance, you have, Finnegan?" he said.
Finnegan did not answer.
A bell clanged at the end of the hallway outside. Brother
Gabriel was swinging the brass bell.
The class got up and filed out of the room. Finnegan
~)tlshed himself among the thickest of the students and kept
, llis- eyes to the floor avoiding Brother Bruno's As soon as
he got out in the hall he began to run as fast as he could
down the crowded hallway. He made for the front door.
Brother Gabriel put down the bell and folded his arms
across pis chest and nodded and smiled at the students as
they filed 'past him. Finnegan ran past and Brother
Gabriel's long arm shot out and grabbed him by the neck.
"Come back," he said. "What's up? Where are you going?
Is it the <levi! after you ?"
Finnegan looked into Brother Gabriel's eyes. Then he
brought his fist up slowly before Brother Gabriel's face.
Brother Gabriel focused his eyes on the fist. Finnegan
opened his fist quickly. The fly flew out under 'Brother
Gabriel's nose.
Brother Gabriel frowned; then a smile formed slowly
J at his mouth and spread over his face. He began to laugh.
"Be -off with you, Finnegan. No hooky this afternoon,
remember I"
Out beyond the wall that surrounded the schoolyard,
Finnegan slowed down to a walk. It was too warm to run.
1
,
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Some one whistled behind him and he turned. It was Jimmy
Dalton and Thomas McMurray. ~
"Where you going in such a hurry?" Jimmy said.
"I'm going to eat, where do you think I'm going?" ~
"We're not going to eat."
"No?"
They shook their heads. "No.,"
"Why not?"" •
"We're going hunting in the woods. We'll have time
to get back at on~;o'clock. We'll each take turns at,the gun."
Finnegan's eyes widened. ..
"Want to come?" Jimmy said.
Finnegan looked at them. He did not answer. He
knew what would happen if he were late for Brother Bruno's
class.
"Come on, Finnegan."
. He shook his head.
"You can take every thIrd shot."
Finnegan shook his head again. He was wavering but
every time he was about to say, yes, Brother Bruno's face
came to his mind and he held the word back.
"We'll 'show you how to aim."·
Finnegan snickered. "You show me. I'm the best bb.
shot in the school." ,
"Yeah," Jimmy said. "You have to show me."
Finnegan did not go for the bait. He won over himself, .
again.' "
"Yeah, you're 4fraid," Jimmy said. "You're getting to
be a sissy. You're mother' washes your ears for you. 'I
"Who's afraid ?r' Finnegan s~id. '..
"You are. You've got a yellow streak a mIle 'wlde up
I
your back. You're yellow."
~
Finnegan stared at them.
"Come on," Jimmy said.. "We can have more. shots for
ourselves." They turned and went down the block.
Finnegan stood there apd watched .them go, his mouth
agape" his grey..green -eyes wide with surprise. He opened
. ~. 26
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his mouth wider and caught the words and stopped hi:ms-elf.
He turned toward the school but Brother Gabriel was gone.
There were no other brothers to be seen. Jim and Tommy
were just turning the corner. They did not even look back. ;
Finnegan waited until they rounded the corner. Then his
mind was made up. He started to run after them and went
down the block with his heels flying and turned the corner at
full speed and hailed them. 'Fhey waited, talkin&, to each
other as he came running up breathlessly. "All right," he
said, when he reached ~hem, "I'll go. I'm not yellow."
"We were only lcidding," Jimmy.said.
"That's all right," Finnegan said. "I'm not yellow, I'll
tell you that." '"
On the way they stopped at Jimmy's house and got his
bb: gun and went on to Farragut Woods.
They walked by the water-works this time and went on
down the dirt road shaded over by the great old y,.ellowed
sycamores and crossed the wooden bridge at the hot water
stream where great goldfish finned slowly throu&,h the green
water or floated stationary close to the bottom of the shallow
furrow that the stream had dug, for itself there in the woods.
They stood on the bridge and looked down into the quiet
Iwater. Not even a ripple stirred the surface. They stared
!at themselves mirrored below. The shadow of a bird flitted
lacross their images and was gone.· From the distance the
I
raucous cry of a jay came, its challenge softened by its faint-
iness. Downstream farther, cl~se to the pipe where the
water steamed from'the water-works, a willow leaned over
the stream and hung its long green strands of hair and wept.
:On the other side of the bridge the land rose into the rollipg
green voluptuous breast of a hill. The shade was deep and
,copl, there' beneath the old black oaks that grew upon it.
Down stream the trees thinned out 'until they stopped
abruptly at the border of the swamp where here and there
the grotesque rotting of a stump reared its ugly head.
, Jimmy Dalton raised the bb. gun to his shoulder and
sighted at the goldfish. The sun swept the length of the
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barrel. He pulled slowly with~ his forefinger. There was a
"put" as the bee-bee hit the water. A tiny' ripple flowered
upon the surface and grew wider and wider. The fat gold-
fish in the green depths stirred and then lay still again.
Another one moved slowly and went by. It came slowly
to the surface and opened its mouth wide and turned and
went down again, the gold fading'in the green darkn~ss. A
minute bubble lay on the top of the water. Pricked by death,
it burst and was gone. The water lay flat and still again. '
A yellowed willow leaf floated slowly down-stream and dis-
appeared beneath the bridge. Unseen, a green frog blinked'
his gold-ringed eyes above the rim of. water and 'flicked his
tongue at a tiny~gnat as it passed.
The three boys went pn and up the slow slope of the hill
. .• ~ It
within' the deep cooling shade of the black oaks. .A squirrel
performed his nimble acrobatics for them. Tommy carded
the.bb. gun now. When they reached the top of the hill they
stopped and looked down at the bridge and the quiet water
glinting with sunlight. A breath of air stirred the tops of "
the oaks. The jay called again, farther away now, faint.
, The three boys listened until the last call echged and died. .
.A silence swept through the shado.w cast over the hill by the
oaks; nothing stirred. Yet, there seemed to be music play.:.
ing there, and ~agic whispers and laughter. The rich:
perfume of the dark wet earth rose to them.
Finally Finnegan moved.~· "What time is it?" he said.
"Aw, it's early yet," Jimmy answered.
"Yeah," Tommy said. "We haven't even done anything
yet. It can't be late." Then he climbed on ap old rotten
'. stump and raised the gun over his head and looking down,
cried, "I am master of all I survey!"
The cry echoed down near th~ bridge and fled through
the grove of sycamores. 1
Tommy jumped down and said, "Come on."
~ey followed "the path along the top of the hill out
toward the swamp. Tommy led ~he way carnring the gun
in readiness. They walked in silence, watchfng among the .
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!trees. Then they came to an~,opening among the trees. In
Ian oak a squirrel was doing a trapeze act from limb to limb.
Tommy. raised his h~nd and they stopped and looked up into
the tree. He put hrs gun up and pulled, the trigger. There
.~ ,was a slight "ping!" and Tommy missed. The squirrel
leaped to another tree.
"What did you shoot at the squirrel for?" Finnegan
said.
Tommy turned. ,"I can shoot at what I want."
"You're not supposed to shoot at squirrels."
"I thought you were tough, Finnegan?" Tommy said.
"What did you come for? What about the birds?" ·
"They're different," Finnegan said.
"Aw," Tommy waved his hand at him. "Different my
neck." .
They began' to walk along again. All thr.ee of. them
were silent now. Tommy stopped and handed Finnegan the
gun. "Carry it, it's your shot!"
Just as Finnegan took the gun a whistle blew in. the
~istance. "It's one o'clock," he said. He looked ~back and
hesitated. It was his shot. He was late anyhow. Time ha~
run swiftly through the quiet peacefullness of Farragut
Woods.
"It's your shot," Jimmy said.
Finnegan looked in the ~direction of the school. Then
he turned away and led them on over the hard-beaten path
of the fflll. Now the trees began to thin out and in the dis-
t~nce t~y could see the smaller trees and the shrubs that
bordered the swamp. The hill sloped downward gently
until it was no more. They went on tr.eading silently,
watching among the limbs for a bird and listening. They
reached the swamp and'the mound that covered the runway
of the sewer. They climbed the mound and walked along it
on the path. On both sides of the path small wild cherry
trees grew and blackberry and elderberry bushes. It was
quiet here, too, but hot. Still pools of water with rotten
vegetation lay putrescent in the sunlight. ~ Farther off a
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patch of tall green reeds swept toward the salt marshes
where the tidal streams meandered through the dark wiry
grass. Beyond that was the bay, grey-blue, and bordered by "
a white strip of beach that fitted about it like a yoke.
Finnegan stopped suddenly.. Jimmy and To.mmy came
to a halt behind him. Fin~gan pointed. On a level with.
his shoulder a thrush with spotted breast and throat perched
on a wild cherry br~nch. Close to its head a cluster of wild
cherries hung, no lpnger red but not yet black and ripe.
Finnegan raised the bb. gun. The thrush hopped to another
limb and faced them again. He turned the barrel, sighted,
and pulled the trigger. In a flutter of feathers the thrush
fell to the grass below. They leaned forward as if surprised;
then,they ran toward the thrush. rt lay still in the grass.
Finnegan dropped the bb. gun and stooped and picked up
the thrush. It was warm in his hand, but its last heart-beat
$
had Bed. Its neck hung and turned as if on a swivel and
its ~~eIids ~losed halfway over the tiny orbs ,shutting away
the light of day.' Finnegan ran his fingers down the soft
feathers of its back. He took it and held it up and there 'It •
upon it, still wet 'yet, was the dark red stain of the wild
cherry on its bill and on its breast among the dark spots
there was a tiny red stain where the bee bee had entered.
Finnegan held it close to him, to his face. The others stared.
Finnegan ·choked but the sob- burst from him anyhow. '
Tommy and Jimmy turned away. Their throats were dry.
"I'm sorry I ever did it!" Finnegan ~aid. "I didn't know.
Look at him."
The others looked.
"I'm going to bury him' here," he said:- He kneltalld
scooped out a tiny grave where 'the thrush had fallen and,
took two twigs from the cherry tree and broke them off
and lay them like a cross over the small blac~mound of soil.
All three of them stood above it in silence; then they turned
and went back the way they had come.
The sun had passed its zenith and had swung downward
toward the west. : They walked along without speaking.
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The black oak woo~s were still quiet and cool, their great· .
branches spread high and. wide. Finnegan felt as if he were
walking down the aisle of the church. There was ~hat same
peaceful coolness and here and there a shaft of surtlight shot
through an opening in the branches, just as in church in the
late' afternoon, the beams of light angled down from the
high colored windows of Holy Cross and broke upon brown
empty, pews.
When they reached the waterworks, Jimmy said, "I
think we're late." -
Noone answered him. They increafled their pace and
lengthened their strides. Finnegan could see the red. spire
of Holy Cross in the distance and the cross against the blue.
In his mind he saw Brother Bruno's face.
They left the woods and the waterworks behind and
went up· the avenue toward the school. - One side was shaded
now and they knew it;'as very late. They'stopped a moment
at Jimmy's house and he left his bb. gun in the areaway.
Then they went on.
Finnegan remembered the thrush. He was twice sorry
he had gone with them.
Two blocks away they could see the clock on the church,
its hands pointing to the time and to ,their doom. As if it
still mattered that they should get there, they hurried and
turned in at a side street and went down it to the back of the
school. As they reached the corner they heard the joyous
shouts, of other kids and saw them come running from the
gates of the school yard> School was over. Brother Bruno
stood at the main door~ of the school with Brother Gabriel.'
The three boys on the corner watched them. Then Brother
Bruno went down the steps and crossed the pavement. The
great wall hid him from sight but they knew he was going to
the chapel to see to it that his group of penitents were there.
The three boys stood on the corner and looked at each
other. It was too late to go to class. The hands on the clock
were moving swiftly. It was Friday. At four o'clock con-
fession would be heard.
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Tommy and Jimttly looked at Finnegan.
"What are you going to do?" Jimmy said.
Finnegan shrugged his shoulders.
"I'm gOIng home," Jimmy said.
"So a}Il I," Tommy added.
The two of ~hem left him standing there on the corner.
Finnegan kept looking up at the clock.. He knew the
penitents were already at prayer in the chapel. They were
the ones whom Brother Bruno had caught throwing spit-
balls, or talking, or other ~uch things, in class~ Each day qe
held his class there in the chapel. Finnegan was due "among
the penitenJ;s, yet, he still stood there looking up at the clock
now and then. He. thought of the thrush again, lying under
the earth now. He was sorry he had ever gone. Now he
knew it was a sin. The thrush would sing no more.
The hands on the clock moved slowly until at last they,
pointed to four o'clock. Father Flaherty with p.is red berette
. cocked on his head came from the priests'house and went
toward the chapel; Father Gilligan followed hi~. They
were going to hear cpnfession.
Finnegan waited· until Father Flaherty entered the
. chapel, and then he walked slowly toward· it. He entered ~
the sudden shadow of the vestibule. Inside he could hear
the penitents intoning, "Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord
is with thee, blessed art thou.'~ \He touched the cold holy .
water with the tips of his fingers and blessed himself as he
, stepped within the chapel. It was dark. The red sa'Dctuary
light flickered above the altar. - He heard the p~nitents
louder now as they continued, "Amongst women and blessed
is the fruit of-o" He saw them now in thcJ pews kneeling
with their heads down over their clasped hands. Brother
Bruno arose from his knees and stepped into the aisle.
Finnegan looked at him and clasped his hands' and went
right past Brother Bruno without a word and knelt in a
pew close to Father Flaherty's box.
Brother Bruno opened pis mouth and closed it without ..
saying a 'lord. Then he went back to the pew and knelt
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again and caught the word and went on with the penitents,
"Pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death.
Amen!"
Finnegan arose and went to the confession box. He
pulled the black curtain behind him and knelt again. "The
thrush!" he thought, and then the grating opened between
Father Flaherty and himself. Finnegan made the sign of
the cross and said, "Bless me, Father ..."
In Oregon
By ALAN SWALLOW.
Where sea beats
where waves break
here is an end to land
Here gulls surge
not caustic as the hawk
drifting over Wyoming
-Here where trails halt
wheels must cease
continual turning
Here at last the West
and plows must feed
man must breed
:/'
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The Unpublished "Lady Chatterley's Lover"
By T. M. PEARCE
LADY CHATTERLEY'S LoVER is D. H. Lawrence's most dis-cussed book. 'Opinion may differ as to whether it is his
best. Those who know hi~ work and who ~ew Lawrence
believe that most of his fundamental ideas about society and
the world in which it exists are contained in this product of
his pen. It is not generally known that Lawrence wrote
three versions of Lady Chatterley, two of which remain in
.. manuscript. They were completed, but rejected as a more
satisfactory shaping of the elements of the story came to his
mind. These manuscript variants were brought to Taos in
the spring of 1938, from Italy 'Vhere they had been sin~e
D. H. Lawrence's death at Vence, in the south of France,
March 1, 1930. Many novelists, I suppose all,rework what
they create as ot~er relationships and new significance
occur in the lives of their characters. Unl1sualare three '"
full-length novels, treating the same theme.s and settings,
the third and final version. emerging not necessarily as the
climax of the other two, but with a balance of emphasis and
point of view which Lawrence preferred. The other ver-
sions are written with comparable brilliance. Either would
have been an astounding achievement, and important in the
tradition of the English novel, 'yet the changes in them
illustrate what Lawrence felt was most important in what
he had, to say about the relations between men and women.
A brief history of the printings of Lady Chatterley will
explain the reprinting of material here. Some misstatement
is possible, for not even Lawrence himself was sure what
happened to his famous book after editions" unprotected by
law or other authority, made their way into the world in
1928.1
1. D. H. Lawrence. Aprop08 of Lady ChatterleJ/s Lover (1930. 1931). 6-11. Wil-
liam Heinemann. Ltd.• London.
£-171 ]
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The authentic first edition _was published in Florence
by a little Italian press calling itself Tipografia Giuntina;
managed by Signior L. Franceschini. The edition wa~ priv-
ately printed and Lawrence paid for it. He describes it as
"bound in hard covers, dullish mulberry-red paper with my
phoenix (symbol of immortality, the bird rising new fr<;>m
the nest of flames) printed in black on the cover, and a white
paper label on the back,"2 Frieda Lawrence recalls the visit
to this print shop in a little, dark, medieval street where she
and Lawrence found a very old-fashioned press which had
only half enough type to set up the book. The book had to
be run in two sections, melting down the first forms to get
lead to set ,up the. second. A second-hand book-seller in
Florence, Pino Or'ioli, guided the Lawrences to printer
Fr~nceschini,who pnderstood no word of English. Nor did
any member of his family. Lawrence knew that the ma-
terial in his book would occasion protest and he told the
printer so. The Italian asked if it was political, or revolu-
1 tionary. When he heard that it described love, he said "But
we do it every day," and thought no more about it.a
Of this edition a thousand copies were printed on th~
first paper, and two hundred of a second edition were run on
ordinary paper. This second edition Lawrence released late
in 1928 after a pirated edition, photographed from the
Florentine first, had appeared within a month's time in
New York and then in London. A second pirated text 're-
Ilroducing by photography even Lawrence's signature
appeared in this same year. To meet these literary scaven-
gers, the author brought out in 1929 a cheap POpu111r edition
in France, printed by Edward Titus, using the English text
of the original Lady Chatterley.
A French translation followed in 1930, published by
Gallimard. There never had been any copy~ight, and other
pirated editions in Paris, Chicago, and elsclwhere, followed
that first from New York. After Lawrence's death, Mrs.
2. Ibid., 96.
3. Ibid.. fiR, fi:l.
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Lawrence ,gave permission to Martin Seeker of London, to
publish an expurgated t~xt in 1932. William Heineman,
Ltd., of London, took over the Seeker rights and reprint~d
the text nine times' between February of 1932 and" Novem-
ber of 1936. Alfred Knopf brought out the same text in
America in 1932. •
An interesting item in this list of edition's, is an un-
catalogued editi,on of two copies at the time of the first
printing. These two books were made from the first plates,
but prin~ed on blue paper of similar quality as' the hand-;
rolled mulberry-red. One of them became the property 1)f
'Pino Orioli, the friend and adviser of the first publishing
.venture; (Orioli distributed the first edition, sent out the
brochure announcing it and directed Lawrence in the pur~
chase of th~ paper) ; the ,second copy went tq Mr~;Lawrence.
In her cOJ~y, Lawrence has crossed out the words "One
thousand copies" so that the page reads in print "This edi-
tion is limited to," and in ink "only two copies and this is
, the dame's." It is signed D. H. Lawrence in the same hand
as the other script. Mrs. Lawrence recalls that jn Orioli's~
copy this verse is:inscribed:
One for the master, one for the dame,
None, for the little boy that cries down the lane.
That is the meaning of his gift to her. Lawrence was "the
little boy," who didn't get a copy on blue paper. '<
Of the manuscripts in Mrs. Lawrence's possession there
are: the version from 'whieh the first edition was 'printed-.
two notebooks, about six inches by eight,' bound in blacl:
imitation leather, written in ink in Lawrence's hand, with
his name, and Villa Mirenda, Scandicci,. Firenz~, Decem,
1927, inscribed on the fly leaf. The title "Lady Chatterley's
Lover," is on thi~ leaf, but page one of the ruled paper has
the title "My Lady's Keeper;" two notebooks, seven by nine
inches, with stiff pasteboard backs have ornamental de-
signs, and are held by leather backings, one purple,'and one
green with gilt impressions reading, "Mss" and" D. L. H."
, 11'
. '
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(volume one of these has "second version" p.enciled on the
fly leaf and a list of the, characters as a sort o~ dramatis
personre on the first ruled page; the tItle Lady ChaJtterley'8
Lover appears at top of page one) ; the fifth notebook is
evidently the initial' stage of the novel and is of pasteboard
binding, plain brown, with a printed title on a small square
of paper on the back; it is entitled, "Lady Chatterley's
Lover," at the top of page one. .
'The change in title is of interest·. Apparently the first
title which came to mind was the final one, but '~My Lady's
Keeper" occurred. to Lawrence as an alternative.' Mrs.
Lawrence says that a third title was i!1 his mind: "Tender-
ness."
I
There will not be space to 'rev~ew the history of this
book with the public. Shortly a~ter it reached the mails, it
was censored and banned in :m'ngland and America, and
• j
esoaping official reviews in botl!. nations, because it had 00
o~al publisher to send it to dignified literary reviewers, it,
ri~v~Jheless began, in press reports and news items, to
pick up the most unreasoning reports and denunciation.
I
References to "the sewers of French pornography," "a
landmark of evil," "turgid vigor of a poisoned. genius,"
appear in one English weekly, which calls for not only the
banning of the book but the imprisonment of the author.4
New Mexicans will recall that it was an incident in connec-
tion with Lady Chatterley that led Senator Bronson Cutting
, to wage the fight in Congress against an amendment te the
tariff act which woqld have made, government customs
officials the censors for the American reading public.
I
During the deba~e in the Se,nate on October 10, 1929,
Cutting remarked: "When Savanarola came into power in
Florence, he burned ih the public square the works of three'
aut~?rs, ~he most notori<fU.. s, as he. said, for licentiousness
and Indecency. One of~e three was Dante. The plays of
Shakespeare were banIftd from the stage within a quarter
of a century of his death as the most striking example of
-
I
r 4. ,John Bull, October 20. 1928.
"
"
I
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immorality which cOttld be put before the people of
England."5
When he introduced the debate again on October 11,
Senator Cutting pointed out that no book can be judged
fairly from individual words or phrases objectionable in
themselves to some people. The intent'- of the whole, the
achievement, o~ the whole alone make debatable ground. I
submit that the most dangerous book in the English lan-
guage is the dictionary," heco:(.nmented, "Because it con-
tains not only one or two indecent words, but it contains
them all."6
In summary, New Mexico's s.enator declared, "In my
opinion, the only policy we can accept in this matter is the
belief that the 'American people in the .long run can be
trusted to take .care of their own moral and spiritual wel-
fare ... " words that read like a charter for liberty and
. tolerance for sincere artistic utterance. •
No on'e should speak of the ~im-and achievement of
D. H. Lawrence in Lady Chatterley's Lover who has not first
read his book in defense of it: Apropos of Lady Chwtterley's
Lover. Lefthose critics who think,Lawrence's ideas of sex
are debased or that his notion of marriage is low, read what
he has to say in the Apropos. Let me quote: "Marriage is
tqe clue to human life, but there is no marriage apart fr6m
the wheeling sun and the nodding earth, from the straYing
:of the planets and the magnificence of the fixed stars. Is.
not a man dilfereitt, utterly different, at dawn from what he
is at sunset? And a woman too? And does not the chang-
ing harmony apd discord of their ovariations make the secret
music of life? ... This is marriage, the mystery of marriage,
marriage which fulfills itself here in this life. . . . Marriage
is no marriage that is not a correspondence of blood. For
the blood is the substance of the soul, and of the deepest
con'sciousness.... The jrreat river of male blood touches to .
its depth the great rive~of female blood-yet neither breaks
5. Congressional Record, Vol.'" 71, Part 4, p. 4445.
6. Ibid., p. 4436.
.)
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its bounds. It is the deepest of all communions.... Man
dies, and woman dies, and perhaps separate the souls go
back to the creator. Who knows? But we know that the
oneness Qf the blood stream of man and woman in marriage
~ompletes the universe, as far as humanity is concerned,
completes the streaming of the sun and the flowing of the
\
stars."7 . .:
l It is to win through to this ideal knowledge of love that
Connie Chatterley leaves Sir Clifford and mates with the
keeper Mellors. The paralysis of her husband, Sir Clifford,
is symbolic, for to him Constance had never meant the true
creative release in love. He refused to divorce her not because
he held any love for her, but because she represented a pre-
tentious asset to his household, something at Wragby hall
really more important than two limousines, the doorman,
and the other household perquisites. Love, between Lady
Chatterley and the Keeper crosses hereditary caste, social
position, wealth, the unwelcome framework of individual
lives and leaves two souls at peace, prepared for creative
living. Lady Chatterley's Lover is D. H. Lawrence's affirma-
tion of faith in life, not his despair for it; his high-souled
Puritanism, not bestiality. The expurgated edition brings
out the shameful cloak of fear we have nursed toward the,
most natural acts of life and love which with Lawrence were
not two separate spheres, or one a secret compartment, a
'~le shameful, in the other, but one and the same and all
of it wholesome.
Brief excerpts may ~how this positive and constructive
Eawrence as he worked out this material at successive in-
tervals. The opening lines of Lady Chatterley:
Version I:
Ours is essentially a tragic age, but we refuse emphatic-
ally to be tragic about it.
This was Constance Chatterley's position: The war
landed her in a dreadful siJtuation, and she was determined
not to make a tragedy out of it.
7. Apropos of Looy Chatterley'8 L01Jer, selections within pages 62-69.
f
~
I~
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She married Clifford Chwtt rley in 191'1, etc.
Version II:
Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it .
tragically. The cataclysm has fallen, we've got Used to the
ruins, and we start to build up new liJttle habitats, new little
hopes. If we can'Lmake a rocJ,(]p through the obstacles, we
go round, or climb over the top. , We've go.l to live, no matter
how many skies have fallen. Having tragically wrung our
hands, we now proceed to peel the. potatoes or to put on the
wireless.
This was Constance Chatterley's position. The war
landed her in a very tight situation. But she made up her
mind to live and learn. She married Clifford Chatterley in
191'1, etc.
Version III: .
Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it
tragically. The cataclysm has happened, we are among the
I
ruins, we start to build up new little habitats, and have new
little hopes. It is rather hard work; there is now no smooth
road into the future, but"we go round or scramble over the
. obstacles. We've got to live, n,o maltter how many skies
~ve fallen.' So we prt on the wireless while we peel the
potatoes.· ,
This was more or less Constance Chatterley's position.
The war had brought tke roof down over her 'head. And
she realized that one must live and learn.
She married Clifford Chatterley in 191'1, etc.
The last version is the one which appears in the original 4
Franceschini edition except for the omission of the last
sentence in, paragraph one: "So we put on the wireless while
we peel the potatoes.'" .~
A notable change between' the first writing, and the
, last occurs in Sir Clifford's reaction to the revelation that .
his wife is to have a child by the Keeper.
Version I:'
H] hoped it 'would make you happy," she said swiftly,
. the blood dyeing her throat and face. .
40
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His eyes shone curiously, and he ·smiled with emotion.
uHow beawtiful you are!" he said. uYou are a virgin,.
mother, a Madonna like a rose, instead of like a lily. By
God, I hope the child will be worthy of you. I'll get my'
paints out and try to paint you: The Modern Madonna! and -
I the Joseph! I shall fall into Mariolatry-Mary worship!
,What a wonderful woman you are! Give me your hand a
moment will you?"
She rose, and gave him her hand. He kissed it, and
'/Wessed it to his face. Then he kissed her wedding ring.
And she, as she stood was trembling to herself: UWhat (JJ
scene! What a scene! How one loathes being called a won-
derful woman. But I suppose it's part of the divine justice,
that I must hear it from Clifford."
Version III:
,He still leaned forward in his chair, gazing at her like a
cornered beast.
UMy God, you ought to be wiped off the face of the
earth!" .
"Why?" she ejaculated faintly.
Bwt he seemed not t.o hear her.
uThat scum! That bumptious lout! That miserable
cad. And carrying on with him all the time, while you were
here and he was one of my servants! My god, my god, is
there any end to the beastly lowness of women!"
He was beside himself with rage, as she knew he would
be.
Suddenly he had become almost wistfully moral, seeing'
himself the incarlmtion of good, and people like Mellors and
Connie the incarnil,tion of mud, of eva. He. seemed 'to be
growing vague, inside a nimbus.
~ When Lawrence wrote his first dra~t, he put much more
of the social cause in it. Parkin hopes Connie will join him
in fighting for the liberation of the lower classes, join him
as a Communist. Sir Clifford does not learn that his Keeper
is to be the father of Connie's child. The book ends with
r
l
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Lady Chatterley determined' t6 renounce what she ':fleels is
a fraudulent position as a· titled woman, mismated in a
loveless mardage. When Lawrence wrote his' final draft,
the cause is a personal one, not social. Though he: treats of
the false distinctions and of the real manliness of Mellors
and the need for true democracy in England, Lady Chatter-
ley is seeking the avenue of creative love ~s the solution to
her personal miser~. She lives in a hollow world of form
and property until a vital love comes to her. Then every-
thing else falls away.
It is the rightness of this relation that,leads Lawrence
to employ 'a condemned English verb in fo~r letters for
which the expurgatea edition substitutes "love." In the
following passage, "love" is used wherever' Lawrence used .
it; the blanks are placed where censorship removed the
other word Lawrence chose.
uSo I love chastity now, beca?,t8e it is the peace that '
comes of -'-. I love being chaste' now. Iflove it as snow-,
drops love the snow. I love this chastity, w.,hich is the pause
of peace of our --, between us now lik~ a snowdrop of
forked white fire. And when the real sPring comes, when
the drawing together comes, thenw.e can - the liJttle flame
brilliant and yellow, brilliant. But not now, not ye~! Now
is the time to be chaste, it is so good to be chaste, like a river •
of cool water in my soul. I love the chastity now that it flows
between us. It is like fresh water and rain. How can men
want wearisomely to philander? What a misery to be like
Don Juan, and impotent ever to- oneself into peace, and
the little flame alight, impotent and unable to be chaste in
. ~
the cool between-whiles as by a river." .
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I, Desert Magic
By PEARL R. CASEY
This is the Hollow of the Hand, the Source of Life,
Where a silver thread runs through the fabric
Like a pattern, untarnished and unshorn.
I see no barrenness-the brittle, surface-shell
Is a faithful covering for the germ of Life
~
Within this ,potent earth.
All things have meaning;
Even the shadows, slantwise, reach ,out fingers
Toward the edge of consciousness,
Seeking the souls of those
Whose brief experience here has made them
Children of the Sun.
The dust coils sinuously like signal smoke;
The heat-waves uncertainly subside
Like cobras, flaccid and inert
Before the piper's wail.
The strataed years are piled as evidence
That nothing here is lost;
~nd for so long the winds have thinned the atmosphere
rphere is no room for pal~ emotion.
The land is wise and calm; the stress of life
Is distant and remote
From such wide blueness and the sunswept space;
The kind old gods remain,
Knowing they never shall be dispossessed
Of what has always been their own.
[ 180]
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These Trees, This Grass
By CURTIS MARTIN
ARTHUR Ross
I WENT across the campus in the gathering twilight. AsI walked I reflected that this would be one of the last
times I would see this campus I had trampled for four years.
The sun had sunk and a bank of clouds in the west was one
huge yellow flame. I looked out through the branches of the
pine trees toward the flame. "There should be some emotion
in me," I thought. "I should fe~l something. This is my' ,
campus. This is my college. This is my Alma Mater. Here
my life has changed, struck a dividing line and turned along)
the road it will follow in the future. Here I first fell in love.
Here I first felt pain and hurt from a girl I loved. Beyond
that bunch of shrubbery I first knew, a woman, Helen. Here
I Was first shocked by. finding out that all was not right in~
the world; that the world was not my oyste~ for the opening.
This place should mean something to me. I should feel
something in common with these trees, this grass. But I
don't. There must be something wrong with me. My Alma
Mater means nothing to me. I won't be sorry -w;hen I leave' ,
it. I won't care to come back to it. It hasn't re'lly touched
" l
me. What I have done here hasn't been life. It has been
merely playing at life, and I will forget it as dUickly as I
forget the lines of the plays in which I act."
I went on across the campus in the gathering dusk. On
the far side I stopped and looked back across the lawn, then
up through the trees at the night sky. A singl~ sta~ shone in
the heavens directly above me.'
NORMAN SMITH
I never did give a damn about fraternities and that sort,
,$ of stuff. I wouldn't have joined one if they had asked me to, .
because I wouldn't ~sta'nd for all that paddling and secret'
[ 181 ]
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. .
stuff that they have. I could have joined two or three of
them if I had wanted to, but I didn't think that it was worth
, it. I mean for what you pay in, you don't get enough in
return. I used to say -to the other guys around the Dorm:
"Why 'the hell should we pay those gu~ys to paddle us ? We
- can paddle each other free. Ha. Ha." That used to get a big
laugh around the Dorm. As for dancing and that sort of
stuff we had our own lobby downstairs and could dance th~re
or in the lobby of the girl's Dorm, which was even larger.
There was a good piano in the girl's Dorm and there was
always somebody around who could play "Si;llitude", or some-
h· l'k h . ,1\t lng let at.' .~
If we wanted to throw a really big affEiir there was the
ballroom in the Student Union Building. .Wf} had, just as
much right to use it as any of:the fraternities had, and maybe
more right. We used to us~ it once in' awhile, too., let me
tell you. I remember one dance we ~had there. It was jn
I
October. "The Harvest, Dapce" we called it. We had the
place beautifully decorated. ,..s We had shocks of corn standing
in the corners and arranged about the roo~. Nestled around
each shock of corn we had some big, orange-colored pumpkins
that Holley Jones and I swiped from a field out east of town.
We had wheat straw woven into ropes and 'draped from the
ceiling and hung on the walls. I tell you it looked nice the
way we had it fixed with the lights dim and the golden ropes
of grain, and the shocks of corn surrounded by orange
pumpkins.
I took Martha Storm to that dance. She wore a kind
of transparent blue net dress, I guess you'd call it, and had
a kind of diamond star at the front where the V went down
between her breasts. She was a honey all right. She was
the best-looking girl at the dance, and you don't have to take
my word for it. The other guys all said so, too.
I filled her book for every other dance, and the guys
were sure sore at me about it. I can remember yet how she
looked in that thin blue dress in the pale light of that
golden harvest scene.>' She had coal-l;Jlack hair and a milk-
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white skin. I remember the way the lights shon~ in her eyes
when we danced. But the best part of the whole night was
the way I made that freshman scram when I cut in on him.
He was dancing with Martha, and I went up and tapped him
on the shoulder. H'e was a big guy, over six feet, and played.
center on the frosh football team. When I tapped him, he
looked around' at me and said that he wasn't cutting. I
looked at him. "You're a frosh, ain't you ?!' I said, keeping
my voice low, but putting plenty of power into it. "Why,
, .
yes," he said, getting the idea. I put my -hand on his
shoulder and gave him a steady. shove. "One side, Frosh," I
. .
said, "or I'll have to get the paddle and work on you when
we get back to the Dorm." He stepped away lively then. I'd
let him know his place. These frosh always forget that
there are traditions and customs to be carried on around any
college that's worth its salt. ~artha looked'at me with her
big eyes, and we finished the dance. I guess that was one
night I was pretty Close to heaven.
."
GEORGE HARDIN
Virginia Woodrow wasn't good looking. When she was
a freshman she was awkward and ill at ease. But during the
next three years she learned to be sure of herself and learned '
how to walk well, her feet close together, and without throw-
ing her hips all over the place. She wore thic~lensed
glasses, and that was one thing that she couldn't do 1Duch
about because she could barely see without them. She went
to good beauty parlors and had her hair done up'in ~ascinat­
ing coils about her head, and she had a smooth, clean skin.
She was just like I 'said, not good-looking, but she eould get
by. And she was smart.
Probably that was what had spoiled everything for
her, being smart. When she was a frosh her smartness was
her only asset, and she used it flagrantly. She flung her
brilliance in the face of every boy and girl she met. She
\ didn't do it to brag; she did it merely because of her inferior-
ity complex and from the fear that no one would see that she ·
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did have one good point. But she got to be known as that
kind of a gJrl. And nowhere is a person cast into a firmer
mold than the prison of reputation in college. It even works
as far as grades are concerned. If you get classed as a C
student by a professor, it takes a super-man to break out
of that classification. If you luckily are cast as an A s~udent,
you can loaf the rest of your college career and make even
the better honorary frats:
Virginia made her prison whclt--she was a frosh~and she
was stuck in it for the next three years. I had known her a
little in high school. She and I were from the same small
town. I saw her on the campus a ~ew times when she was a
frosh, and talked to her a little, but the thought of dating
her never entered my mind.
One evening in May, during Virginia's third year at
school, I was crossing the campus and met her. We were
alone and stopped to say hello. I couldn:t think of anything
to say except to ask her about her folks back home, and tell
her the news I had of the doings there. But she didn't want
to talk about home. She had the attitude about small home
towns that people get when they're not appreciated at home..
It was a lovely evening. The sun had just gone behind
the volcanoes, and the thin clouds near the horizon were
crimson, shading away to a wonderfully deep purple high in
the sky. There was a CQol evening breeze that rustled the
heavy leaves on the trees. Virginia was wearing a yellow
kerchief about her shoulders. I noticed the way her legs
looked through the thin hose she was wearing. We started
off across the lawn.
We got to talking and remembering things we had done
in high school; things like parties we had both attended,
although, to tell the truth, I can't remember her being at
any of them. She told me what good times she ~had had at
some of those parties, then the first thing I knew she was
crying; not actually weeping, but there were tears in her
eyes.
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Naturally, I tr.ied to comfort her. At first I was
'angry as hell at her for trying to pull that sob stuff on me,
but looking at her wet eyes I saw that they were a very deep
blue. I patted her. shoulder and her flesh was surprisingly
soft. Seeing her' wet eyes and feeling her flesh that way,
made me feel differently about her. I cheered her up and
took her to the Pig Stand for a cup of coffee before we went
to her Dorm. Someway or other I got a date with her before
I left.
I began taking her to dances and around. Before I
knew it she was so'popular that I was having a hard time
getting a date with her. When I realized what was happen-
ing, I was pretty upset. I decided' to do something about
. it. The next time I was alone with her I asked her to marry
me, and she actually stalled before she said yes.
But she married a young fellow back home that summer.
•
I haven't seen her since, but sometimes I think about the way
she used to be, and' about the way she changed after that
evening in May on the campus.
\\ NATHAN POLLARD
I had known Curly Smith for over three years. I con-
sidered him to be one of the m~st intelligent fellows around
the camnus. I had been in $everal. classes with him and he
ranked near the top in every one of them. He seemed to
have as much good, common sense as anyone I knew.
One morning he and I were coming along a cold, windy
street on our way home from the dairy where we both
worked. A black cat ran across' the street in front of us
and stopped on the opposite sidewal~ to watch us. i picked
up a rock to throw at it, and kept on walking. Curlystopped
and I waited for him. He didn't advance, so I glanced back.
"What's wrong?" I said.
"Didn't you see that black cat1"
"Sure."
"I won't cross its path. Let's go 'around the block.."
"Don't be a damned fool," I said, beginning to laugh.
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"My father's been sick for three weekS. Bad. I won't.
take a chance by crossing "that cat's path."
I looked at him to see if he were putting on an act. He
wasn't.
RONALD HOTCHKISS
Lucin~ Allen was probably the best-looking girl in
school. She had chestnut-colored hair which she wore
I 0,.
combed straight back and rolled into a soft tope-like affair
low on her neck. When she walked her hair swung with her
movements and glinted wonderfully in the sunlight. But
maybe it wasn't her good looks that attracted all of us to her.
It was her personality more than her looks, I expect. She
had a lovely smile and she always knew you when she saw
you. She wasn't like most of the girls who knew you only
if you were a big shot or had plenty of money. She smiled
at all of us and treated us all as equals.
I don't blame Professor Hughes for marrying her. He
really got something when he got her. In more ways than
one, I mean. Hughes was a young professor, teaching his.
first 'year on the campus. ·He fell in love with Lucille and
married her in the spring of her senior year. None of us
felt bitter toward him. No, it wasn't that.. But we did
feel that we had lost something. It was the kind of loss that
brought all of us, who had known her, closer together and
caused us to feel warmer toward each other, the way you
feel toward a close friend whose wife has died in her youth..
When we met Lucille after her marriage (she remained
in school to finish work on her degree) she still smiled at -q.s,
but it wasn't the same as before. She was changed. She
and I were both in Philosophy 168, and one day in class I
sat looking at her, thinking.' I glanced up and John Barton
was looking directly at me. We both looked away quickly,
because he had seen in my eyes what I had been thinking.
I had been thinking: Lucille isn't a virgi·n any long~r.j ..
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JOE HEMPHILL
Fred Manachelli lived in a little room above the one-stop
filling station just across the street from the gym. He
work~d seven hours"a day wiping windshields, checking oil
and putting gas in tanks. For this work he received his
room and five dollars a week. He" had to ,live'on that five
dollars. He had run away frorP., home to go to college,
because his father was against all forms of education and'
- n
had once been iIi jail for failing to send Fred to 'grade school.
The father had come from Italy and landed in ,New York
City with twenty dollars in his pocket. He had gone to work'
in the Pennsylvania coal mines, saved his money, then come
West and invested in a tiny, one-room grocery store. Fifteen
years later he was rich. He claimed that since' he had no
education and had been successful his son needed no educa-
tion, for Christ's sake. Fred's mother, on the other hand,
was stealing money from the cash register in her husband's
huge grocery store, and sending it to Fred so that he could
pay his tuition and buy a few clothes.
Tom Hyning and I used to loaf, taking in the sun, in
front of the filling station. We saw Fred at work. He really
went through hell, working alone at the busy station for
seven hours a day, then crawling up the narrow stairs to his
,room and studying for another seven hours, then going to
town about two in the morning to get something to eat. He
wanted to be a lawyer, and that's the way some men get to be
lawyers.
I was study·ing law too, but not the hard way. MyoId
man didn't have half what Fred's father had, but he was
kicking in plenty for me to get by on. °1 was in the class just
ayear behind Fred's. I was in the chapel the night Fred
took his degree. None of his relatives were there to see him.
When he came down off the platform, I went up and ~hook
hands with him. Because I felt sorry for him, I asked him
to go to town with me and celebrate the occasion of his
graduation. He didn't want ,to go at'firstkbut I kept urging
L
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him and finally he said all right. We went Olver to his room
so that he could change clothes. While he was changing, I
sat and looked about the little room. He noticed me' and
said: "Joe, tonight I'm through with this place. ~'ve spent
six yearS' here; winter and summer. But now I'm through .
with it." He looked around and a light came into his black
eyes. .
We went outside and got into my car. It was an old
wreck of a Ford that I had picked up on a used car lot the
week before. Down town we began to make a night of it.
It took 'me some time to get Fred into the spirit of .things
but after awhile he began doing all right by himself in the
way of a celebration. 1 did even better tl].an he did.
It was four o'clock in the morning when we came out of
that last beer joint. The morning wind was just getting up "
in the empty street. A street sweeper came by and blew so
much dust in my face that I wanted to fight its driver, but
Fred got me into the car and I got it started and turned its
nose up the hill toward s,chool.
There were no curtains on the car and the wind was
cold as hell. There wasn't anything in sight up the long
empty street, so I huddled down over the wheel and let the
car find its own way toward home.
I didn't see the damned sweeper until we were on top
of it. I stomped on the brakes but they were useless on that
old wreck. I jerked the steering wheel an instant before
we struck, and the car slewed half head-on into the heaVy
sweeper. When the noise was over and I had come to rest
in the crack between the steering wheel and the seat, I looked
up. The top of the car was gone and I could see that it was
beginning to get daylight. There was a sheen of morning
across the sky. I lay there, not thinking, hoping I would
never have to move again. Then this guy looked in at me,
and begaI(pulling me out.
Fred lay on the black asphalt. There was a sliver of
glass an inch wide sticking- cleanly through his throat. It
had cut his wind pipe and jugular as neatly as an arrow.
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JOHN RUSSELL
Thomas Manders was forty-three years old. I watched
him as we sat on the platform under the trees. Prexy was
speaking about the things that needed to be done in the
world, and the opportunities that we, the present graduating
class, would have of doing them•. It was a bright day in
early June. The sky was as clear as glass and empty of
clouds. The pig' l~aves hung heavily on the trees above us,
full of the juices of life.
Manders had his head turned to one side like a listening
dog. His eyes were on Prexy's back. Prexy) voice rolled.
sonorously over the hoj;, mildly attentive audience that had
gathered to see us take our degrees. Manders kept looking
fixedly at Prexy's back, his eyes almost glazed. I noticed that
the hair was thin on the top of Manders' head and over his
. ~emples it was gray. I remembered the class In geology in
which he and I had sat side by side.' He had been hard put
to make a passing grade in the course. I had heard from
others that he had' a hard time in every course that he took,
barely passing most of them.
On the campus he wore neatly polished shoes and care-
fully brushed clothes, but-they wer~ generally w,eiI~marked
with patches. He lived in a ~oom above a private garage -
two miles from the college, to and from which he walked
twice a day. Besides going to school he worked six hours a
day in a laundry, and wrote a long daily column for the
campus paper called Tfte Bright Now. .
He was ahead of me in the line as we passed the presi-
. .
dent and were handed our sheepskins. When I came down
off the platform and walked across the hot, dry lawn toward
the dormitory, I saw Manders sta:n,.ding alone in a sheltered
corner of the hedge. I stopped and watched him. He was
staring at his diploma as if he were reading the words
printed on it. Then he folded it carefully and began neatly
and methodically tearing it into narrow strips.
..
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;'t'
By EDITH BLESSING
A hardy spirit only can survive
Assaults of nature's grandeur. Stretch of plain,
The ever changing colors, cruel heat
And crueler cold: the timeless silent rocks,
The wind-swept sand, wild torrents or parched drought,
All dwarf the days of man beyond respect.
The savageness of men roan comprehends.
The blasting torrents nature hurls remain
Unfathomable.
Go back to man-made cities, timid souls!
In power over men revive your hearts.
Count off your little hours, your little years,
Thinking them something..
Only the strong
Of spirit can accept, embrace and love
The overwhelming beauty of the world.
The Gossip
By GLEN BAKER
Not having very much to do
She's given to imputations, .
She dearly loves to stretch the truth
And discredit reputations:
She moves about from morn till night
V~sitingamong 'her neighbors-
Because her hands are idle now
The devil has found her labors!
[ 190]
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"Throwback"
By GEORGE .SNELL
, JOHN SANDERSON kept to the fringe of trees all the way
along the winding road in the low hills. When the shadows
gathered and the way got difficult he still kept well under
. ".
cover, and the speedIng cars that roared along the pave-
ment seldom shot a shiver of silver light on his furtive form,
. .
making its way.. between the thickly growing pines. When
.
he came to a clearing and it was imperative to emerge from·
the sheltering gloom he ran quickly, bending nearly double, -
across the fields well in from the highway until he reached
another growth ~f timber. Unfortuna~ely the moon came
up about ten, a full glowing disc that was almost as bad as
the sun, and for his purpose worse, for now it had turned
cold and he ,was not only feeling hungry but"tiring from his·,·
exertions.
He stopped to rest frequently as the hours w,ore on and
traffic on the white road diminished. Toward midnight he·
even came out on the· road and looked both ways along it,
. ; .listening intently in the cold mellow light with the sky dim
of stars, hung with the full white moon. Sounds carried'
well in spite of the trees and a car's motor zoomed dist.inctly
while still miles off. He felt less and less the need for hurry·
now and proc~eded leisurely along the should~rs'of the con-
crete, his speed r~gulated only by the chill that crept into
his frame. . .
When he came to more familiar ground he paused,
.formulating what he would do, imagining the reception he
would get. The old barn of his father's north-section farm
stood bleak and battered, stark in the moonlight, with corrals
empty and rusted machinery ~bandoned, it seemed, ~here in
the fall it had been left. No cattle within, he saw as he~peered
over the unhinged door; already weeds were growing in the
old ruts of the farm road, and he veered away, setting his
[ 191 ]
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course to the west, awa~ from the highway and the neglecte
barn.
At two o'clock he was still far from the ranch house.
His legs ached and his eyes rebelled, closing in spite of his
will. Now the timberland was far behind, the landscape
was bare, no seeding had been done, and he strode stumbling
over stubble, dry and harsh, kicking the caked earth~ The
moon was waning in the' west, but by its slanting light he
saw the gray mound of last year's haystack, and he made for
it unwillingly; ~leep was imperative and perhaps ten miles
still separated him from his goal. He pulled handfuls of
the hay, burrowing deep; luckily it was dry, so he pushed
himself in feet first and then lay still for som~ time listening
to the few nig~t sounds. Sleep came to him effortlessly like
a long draught-:of water. .
* * :I:
"'.\
192 ]
The old man groaned, throwing the coyers off. From
the other room sounds of' early morning' i~ the kitchen
clattered through the wall; the black square' of sky in the
window was as depressing as the need to get up in the cold,
but he let his bony feet down to the floor and scratched at his
thin tousled locks of gray nair, yawning and shivering. He
staggered to the water pitcher on the stand and gingerly put
the tips of his fingers with~n,. dabbing at hi$ face and blo'¥.-
ing like a whale.. The aroma of coffee seeping under the
door revived@his spirits, and with shoes and overalls on he
felt better, opening the door and emerging into the warm
rush of atmosphere in the kitchen.
The girl glanced at her father. She said, "Good
mornun, Pa."1 His wife, smacking a batter at the table,
didn't look arQund.
He rubbed his hands, crackling their horny surface
above the hea~ of the stove. He yawned and rubbed the red
pucker of his ;yes, gouging hard, and then tentatively blink-
ing the wide-set blood-shot blue eyes owlishly, drawing to
a kind of composure with the comforting warmth.
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When he' rose from the table, full of corncakes and
eggs, it was to feel much better, and his coat went on easily, -
and the sharp nip of lemon-smo]ce morning air was a little
exhilarating as he went out to the barns.
"Marge Ann," her mother said, "cook me up some more
them eggs."
The departure of the old man automatically lifted
weight from the old woman's mind and,it'was obvious in
her relaxed posture now. She slumped her heavy body into
the corner agai~st the table~nd chair, watching lazily the
movements of her daughter, brown. eyes alone active in her .
big, gray face. Her breath came slowly and with painfully
monotonous gustiness through her thick carunculate lips.
Marge Ann cracked the eggs, fried them and set them
before her mother. She said, "I'm goin' to help Pa," and ran
to the front room fpr her coat, then coming back through
the kitchen swung .the door closed without looking at her
mother. The old woman's eyes followed the door to its last
shudder and slowly ate the eggs, not moving in the least
anything but her gray sagging jowls.
The girl found the old man throwing hay to the cows.,
getting ready to milk. Light was filtering in through the
open door, the dawn was faintly imminent in the east.
"Pa," she said, "John is comin' home."
The old man's lined face jerked up, his eye.s opened
itJ.credulous~ "John," he said.
"Yes," she said, looking far away through the open-
door, "I have a feelin'." .
"That bastard ain't cQmin' here. He can't git ou~no,
he can't!" the old man safd hoarsely, standing blasted and
immobile in the manure. i I
• .,..* ..
"But what if-he did?" she said tonelessly..
"I'd send him off!" ~
"He'd see Ma; she'd try to keep him."
'-'I'd kick him out of here an' set the bloodhoun's 0' the
law on him."
.'
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Marge Ann's pale face was strained and desolate, her
ey;es, blue and' set wide like the old man's, stuck uneasily to
his. "Ite-he'~ your son," she said.
"N0 son or mine," the old man cried, coming suddenly
to life: "I washed my hands 0' him." He .drew near and
lowered his voice, "Marge Ann, if that bastard comes back
here he'll be rode out 0' Wayne County. If the law don't,
I will."
"He's your son," she repeated. "I'm your daughter."
"You're my flesh," he said, acknowledging.
"John is my br0ther."
"No," he said, and began to arrange the milking stooL
He laid his forehead on the flank of the cow, resting -it
wearily, warming his fingers on the hot teats.
* * *
John Sanderson's lank legs took him swiftly now; he
. was cold; the haystack, damp and chi~l, had been no adequate
be~. When he came in sight of the place; doubts took hold
of him; he forgot his half-laid plans but, keeping out of
sight behind fence and trees, he neared hesitantly. Smoke
lifted lazily out of the chimney, ascending perpendicularly
in the windless air; cows mooed in the barn. He.threw him-
self behind a wagon to watch, counting the beat of his heart,
wishing for Marge Ann. Then she appeared, carrying a
steaming bucket of JIlilk, and his· black fingers strained
white at the kn~ckmS, grasping the wagon-box's rim. She
walked slowly, fearful of spilling the milk, and his throat
swelled, choking him; her breasts moved ea.sily beneath the
worn, thin cotton of her dress and her young thighs sleekly
moved. He watched her enter the back porch, put the
bucket down and, through the patched screening, saw her
place the creaming pans on a bench. The kitchen door
opened, dimly 'he saw the great loose form of his mother.
Sweat stood out'on his forehead and he cursed, seeing that
great dim hulk and looking down at his own hands. ~
The voice of the old man rose in anger, shouting at an
obstreperous cow. John Sanderson cowered; all his old
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fear and hate rose up within him, churning in his bowels
an'a becoming a nauseating nerve-clenching thing that
throbbed behind his eyeballs. Now the girl was going back
to the barn, the old woman standing on the porch, munching
. a piece of corncake, and his stomach contracted jealously.
"Marge Ann, Marge Ann," his thick caruncular lips framed.
The old man came out, stood in the barn doorway,
sniffing at the air and gazing at the sky; he hitched up his
overalls and.took the bucket frmrt the girl. Sanderson could
not make out what, if anything, they said. "Marge Ann,"
the words came to his mouth, and all of him went out yearn-
ingly to her. Rapidly he sketched the past, compacted now
to this moment, compressed of starved days and nights of
prison terror and brutish maltreatment. Sweat prickled
again on his low forehead. "I will kill him," he said slowly.
The rolling mass of dark flesh that was his mother counted
for nothing in his mind: she was himself, all the dross that
choked.his being.
¥' •
The milking was almost done; clearly he could stay
unnoticed only a little longer; and he decided quickly against
encountering the old man until first he had seen Marge Ann
. alone. He waited a morrlent; the old man and the girl en-
tered the barn, pe slippef silently back to the cover of the
fence, not afraid that the~big woman would see. He lay in
the rotted mould of the ditch and for a while his blood
pounded, hammering in the back of this skull, but hunger
asserted itself and he thought of means to allay this need.
The sun rose up so slowly that itflwas some time before he
stopped shiv~ring. .
. In a while, he saw the old man riding off on the seat of
. the cultivator; but no sooner had lie seen than he slipped
across the yard and into the barn. He did not care so much
now for secrecy. If he had been seen he would know soon;
-if not, he had time to forage in the vegetable cellar, and he
went down, clutching fingers finding carrots and potatoes,
and these he tore with hungry teeth, munching and gulping
ravenously. He was comforted reflecting on freedom and $;
)
, .
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little worried about apprehension; if thef were oil his trail
home was an unlikely :place to find him. He sprawled on the
heap of potatoes, looking at his ankles; not again, if he killed,
would shackles hold hiin, even though he must kill himself.
Marge Ann, glancing from the window, in a flash of .
movement saw John Sanderson's dash into the barn. She
dropped the pan she was washing; its clatter caused her
mother to say, "Don't drop no dishes, hon," but sh~. heard
nothing, and stooping to retrieve it gave her no composure,
all the while her heart fluttering, her hands gone cold and
shaking.
In her mind a.conviction of unswervable fate had dwelt
for a long time; she knew now how firmly known this had
been to her.,. John Sanderson's dark form shuttling across
her vision was like the<1' remembrance of a dead life or a
thing seen in a dream: it was strange and natural at once,
and above all neither for joy nor regret, but a fact inescap-
able and uncompromising for what it meant to her. All the
light that glimmered somewhere had faded, and like the
lowering of a curtain on a landscape of hope, cutting off the
sane world across the stage, it hemmed ~er behina the drop;
she was enmeshed. It was not unpleasant, neither pleasant.
The bent-over body crossing the barnyard was the trigger
for what understanding and despair now moved her remorse-
lessly to the barn, knowing, but more feeling, what would be.
She stood at the cellar's entrance, framed in blue sky,
waiting with arms at her sides; from below Joh~ Sanderson
looked, devouring her swelling young shape, restive beneath
the coarse cloth, his eyes dark with rolling whites moving up
to meet hers-widest and ·blue, the Lfair skin and round white
face denied him (his mind saw his mother's treacherous
gray thick-lipped and broad-nosed face) and he clenched
his heavy black jaw.
"Well-I come back like I said." He spoke slowly, con-
trolling his voice. She nodded dumqly, and hie noticed that
her throat fluttered soft as a butterfly's wing -before the
welling voice came high, hysterical, "Brother, you got to go,
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you got to," .and she flung her arms wide, coming to his long
encircling hungry ones. She sobbed and her body shook
convulsively against him. f
"I'll be gain' quick when I got done what I come for."
"No, John-you got to go. You got to go." She looked
wildly up, pushing herself away. "He"ll be back in a
minute." '0/ .
The clashing grind of the disc from out in the yard
came faintly to them and the old man's voice rasping at the
team. John Sanderson shoved the girl hard from, him.
"John !-John!" Marge Ann clutched his long arms as' I
they swung her off. He str_uggled to free himself, then"
sweat breaking under the short-erop~ed kinks of hair, his
head weaving li~e an animal at bay, he struck l}er mouth
sharply with iron knuckles and broke for the steps, bounding
up them lithe as a tiger.
The old man, the father :from whose loins dual issue
had set his doom, fell back when he ,saw and ciutehed his
whip, hastily snatched from its fastening, and faced the son.
"Ain't I shet 0' you, you black bastar,?" the old man
screeched. ' '
,
John Sanderson advanced, remorseless, implacable hate
in his eyes; he came slowly, resistlessly, his teeth breaking
upon the old man's sight, gleamipg white in the dusky face,
and between them words bitten off and spat: "You thought
you was" didn't you.? When you sent me up-:-me, you said I
raped my sister-you son of a bitch-shet of me? Shet of
me," and he moved slowly nearer. ~
"Stay away, you bugger! I'll cut you one!" He lifted
the whip and as John Sanderson sprang cat-like, forward,
brought it snapping down across the dark demoniac face.
The face didn't flinch, the old man bac~ed again. Sanderson
stooped, fingering a stone and, mightily raising it, leaped
upon }lis father, crashing stone to skull in great sobbing
battering blows until the old !pan lay still upon the ground.
Low, unassuagable, the gTief-Iaden moan of Marge Ann,
her hands over her bleeding mouth, was in his ears as John
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Sanderson, looking neither right nor left,· went across the
fields beyond the barn, his eyes on a far horizon. The gray
mass of flesh (whence the seed had sprung) the rolling
hulk of part-bred and inculpable flesh, stood stolid on the
porch munching a piece of corncake.
Inexplicable
By HELENE MULLINS
Upon the ground before me crawled
A harmless ~little bug.
I saw the burdens that he bore,
The humble home he'd 4ug.
I made my heel the heel of God
Destroying a crawling thing.
I felt no malice nor delight,
I did no swaggering..
I merely yielded to a whim,
And then serenely went
Along my way, and soon forgot
The meaningless incident.
,
I
f
I
I
I
~f
I,
~:
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S·ALUDO a todos los paisanos:The most important feature of the summer season
from a general literary interest view-point was the series
of lectur~s sponsored by the English Department under the
supervision of Dr. T.M. Pearce. Those who appeared :were :
Thomas Wood Stevens, author "of the recently published
narrative poem, Westward Under Vega, and recognized
drama critic; Frieda Lawrence, widow of the late D. H.
Lawrence, names which need no identification for moderns
'" /
and particularly for New Mexicans because of their asso-
ciation with the Taos group of writers; Reginald Pole,
English author, actor, and critic; Erna Fergusson, widely
known author and lecturer; Witter Bynner, and Haniel
Long, distinguished poets...."It was extremely disappoint-
ing to those interested that the Dallas Little Theatre Group
could not make a "go" of a summer-stock season here. Their
first performance in the Community Play House, Stag£
Door, was a finishep production but attendanceilid not guar- ..
antee further play productions. Albuquerque [is obviously
not yet theatre-conscious, in spite of the factthat Dr. St.
Clair of the University Dramatic Club, and Kathryn Ken~
nedy O'Connor of the Community Play House, have been
trying to make them so for years.... Several events of inter-
est are scheduled for the late summer.... The "Poet's
Round-Up," at Santa Fe, and the Las Vegas page~nt.....
The poetry round-up always stirs l;lP a lot of excitement,
and the selected number of poets who are deemed worthy of
reading their poetry grows yearly.... This year ten were
chosen out of a verY representative group of thirty..• ". The
Las Vegas pageant is the first of a series which will no doubt
be held all over th~ Southwest, commemorating Cor.onado
and the great and famous date of ·1940.... Miss Lois Law
[-199 ]
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of the Normal School Speech Department is in general
charge of the pageant which will depict the three civiliza-
tions in an elaborate and detailed manner.... Las Vegas is
extremely fortunate in having a minature Hollywood Bowl
for such events. . . . The recently completed stadium is the
only thing that we begrudge that. ancient and honorable
city ... it is about four miles out oi'the town in a setting as
, beautiful as the soul suffering for beauty's sake could pos-
sibly desire.... Omar Barker of Tecoletenos, well-known
southwestern writer submitted the name chosen for the
pageant, "My Sun Upon Them All."
Haniel Long, editor of the "New Mexico Writer's
Page" of the New Mexico Sentinel, observed a first-birthday
editorship with a flood of,; congratulatory letters, some of
which were printed in the paper We enjoyed the follow-
ing ascmuch as Mr. Long did It is from Mr. Clarence E.
Hale of New York ...
"My literary menu-for soup, the.Nation, onions, po- I
tatoes, and a touch of garlic; for beef, the New York Times, t!
unexciting but dependable; for bread the Atlantic Moruthly, !
tasteless but fundamental; and for 'salad, fresh, crisp, sur-
prising, but truly indigenous, the Sentinel with its New
Mexico Writer's Page." ... Congratulations to an editor
upon arriving with the great....
John Kennedy, brother of the wen-known little theatre
director, and the pride and joy of every'professor who ever
had him as a student at the University of New Mexico, re-
cently received his M.'A. at Columbia with honors, and has
been appointed a representative of the Association - of
1&
American Municipalities which will hold a Pan-American
Congress of Municipalities in Havana during November. ; .,
The late Eugene Manelove Rhodes, beloved W~s~ern writer
will hold the spot-light of attention this fall.... The Satur-
day Evening Post announces a Preface for Gene Rhodes by
Eddy Orcutt, and Houghton Mifflin will publish in Septem-
ber Hired Man on Horseback, by May D. Rhodes, the author's
wife and co-worker.... This is the biography that the late
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E. Dana Johnson, editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican was
supervising when death cut short. a brilliant career. Mr.
Johnson was also forwarQing plans: for the erection of a
marker of the author's grave, which is on the top of San
Andres Mountain~between Tularosa and Engle, N. M. . . .
It is extremely regretable that no one has cornie forward to
carry out not only the plan, but a last-loved duty.... Speak-
ing of Tularosa, the Huntington Library is continuing to
acquire some of the most valuable "New Mexicana" in the
state ... from the Watson Rich library in' Tularosa many
rare booksJ1ave gone ... several belonging to the famous
Padre Martinez of T~ws, have been lost to California ... one
rare edition was sold for $500. . . .
, Mr. Harvey of the University rress announces that
the- eagerly awaited anniversary .•edition of· Dr. Edgar
Hewett's, one of the most important publications of any
season will be out in the early fall.... The University Press
also announces several important Bulletins; one, an eight-
year study-report on the Jemez Excavat,ion Pqeblo Unshagi,
and Notes on the Excavation of Amoxiumqua Giusewa, by
Paul Reiter; also another Handbook in the Edgar Hewett
Archaeological Series. . . . Other fall publications' include
Paul Horgan's The Habit of Empire, which has been run-
ning serially in the Sentinel and a new' edition of El Gringo,
by W. W. H. Davies.... Rydall Press is bringing them both
out.... Dutton's announce another bookpy Isis Harrington,
Told in the Twilight, which will be illustrated by Glenn
Ream of the Albuquerque High School. ... Lorraine Cook's
recently published' story, "The l'4other of the Smiths,"
aroused such interest that Macmillan's "scout" was sent to
Taos to have her sign up for a novel. ... Dr. Watt Stewart
of Oklahoma A. &. M. College is spending the month of .
August here where 'he was a visiting professor of history at
the University a few years ago..... Dr. Stewart was granted
a sabbatical year in 1936-7 in order to complete research on
a forthcoming boo.k on Henry Meiggs, famous Californian
who left that sta.te under a cIoud·,went to South America
{
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and subsequently became the most famous railroad builder
in South American history. Several articles on Meiggs by
Dr. Stewart have recently been published in Revista Chilena
y Geogrofio. ... Professor and Mrs. Lansing Bloom, who are
in Rome doing research in the Vatican Library for the Ooro-
nado Cuarto Centennial, have reported to friends that inten-
sive work is successf~lly under way.... Reports have also
arrived that the summer research work of Dr. Marion Dar-
gan and Dr. Fran* Reeve in the Congressional Library is
proving fruitful. ... The Fun of Photography, by Mario and
Mabel'Scacheri, is receiving wide-spread acclaim from all
reviewers. The Scacheri's spent several months in New
Mexico a few years ago, and friends here are very much
pleased with the success of their latest book which contains
375 photographs taken by "these master photographers"
and scientific explanation of their success which they claim
is "picking a subject worth photographing." . ." Kyle
Crichton, associate editor of Colliers, author, and movie critic
spent a few days here recently" on the way back to New York
from Hollywood.... Stars interviewed were: the glamorous
Le Marr, Carole Lombard, and Merle Oberon.... Mr.
Crichton is finishing a novel which will probably be ready
for his publishers by fall.
_.Hasta la proxima vez,
JULIA KELEHER.
Ii'
/
I~i.:•,~,
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Walt Whitman and the Springs of Courage-Haniel Long-Writers'
Editions, Rydal Press, Santa Fe.-$2.50~
How does one teview a book about Walt Whitman?
Should one need to urge the readi,ng of a book about Whit~
man? Whitman stands so tall on the literary horizon of
America!· Anyone S;iling into .the harbor of American lit-
eratur.e should see Whitman first, holding aloft the flaming
torch of humanity, insisting upon the first vitality of fellow-
ship, simplicity, and decent regard among men. Wh~tever
. is said about Whitman is important and yet there will be all
degrees of effectiveness with which the things are said.
HaniellLong's book on Whitman projects the creed of
the great American poet with unusual insight. Mr. Long
has not tried to write a book of direct exposition: of Whit-
man's ideas; nor has he tried to write a book ~of direct
biography. Instead, he· has cl},osen the leading influences
(g upon Whitman from life or letters and discusses them as
they are reflected in his work. The method is highly
eclectic, but the result is a series of essays of distinguished
style' which confir~ the power and originality of Walt as a ~
thinker and in ~ne respect only .challenge the adequacy of
his views.
From Whitman's experimenting with phrenology we
get one of those curious terms which are so important in
his later distinctions about man's nature. In describing
Robert Burns in phrenological terms, Whitman calls him
leproud-spirited, amative, alimentative, convivial, young ...
man of the decent-born middle classes." "Amative, alimen- .
tative," especially "a,mative" reappear later when the poet's
emphasis is upon exercising all the sensory organs of man's
nature. IeAmativeness" and "adhesiveness" are the terms de-
scriptive of love in the sex sense and love in th~ platonic
sense used by Whitman in a, manuscript note to his poem
Children of Adam. He affirms the procreative tie between
[ 203 ]
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the sexes but the psychological rewards of friendship draw
from him such a rbapsody as' one would find only in the
Renaissance or in Greek thought where the cult of male
companionship contributed to a high period of Greek letters
though it seems to have been an element tow~rd decadence
in society. Whitman's doctrine of "adhesiveness" is not de-
cadent; without the economic theory, it has the warmth of
the communist brotherhood, the "camraderie" of spiritual
democracy.
I will plant companionship thick as trees along all the
rivers of America, and along the- shore of the great
lakes, and all over the prairies;
,
I will make inseparable cities, with their arms about. each
other's necks;
By the love of comrades,
By the manly love of comrades.
(From "A Song" in Leaves of Grass.')
..
,Aside from Emerson, the New England literary group
rejected Whitman, and in turn he made cause with his
"barbaric yawp" against the circle of elite culture. He
asserts that he "would leave a select soiree of elegant people
'any time' to go with tumultuous men ~nd roughs." Matthew
Arnold, the English Brahmin, was anathema to him. And
one is refreshed to hear it! For what is, the veneer recog-
nized as cultivation, Whitman substitut~s the stronger vir-
tures of folk life with its warm pulse in the every:day joys
and sorrows of simple peopl~. Certainly, there, he was with-
the heart of America, the great stream of common life, the
mighty currents on which an upper few ride"with leisure and
comfort. From this mass life came most of the boys who
lay on hospital cots during the war in the wards where Walt
visited. It was toward this mass life that he felt that love
which he defines as, "healthy, cheerful feeling of kindness
and good-will, and affectionate tenderness, a warm-heaJ:"ted-
ness, the germs of which are plentifully sown by' God in
each human breast."
"
,
t
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Haniel Long speaks of the "humble and honest feeling
for life" which' saves one from ~'despair or' something
worse." It is this spring of courage that Whitman transfers
to his interpreter and to the' interpreter's reader. > The mind
that looks on the lunacy of the modern world, still .unregen-:
erate from the brutal lust of states seeking to destroy each
other, of instruments of scientific precision in dealfng death,
of the impotence of "adhesiv~ness"among men to get any-
where with the war lords, can be grateful fora boost to
courage an9 for such spirits as Whitman's and Haniel
Long's.
University, Albuquerque.
Women of the Wilderness-Margaret Bell-E. P. Dutton Company,
1938-$3.50.
This is a story. of the pioneer women ot America and
how, in them, the long pent-up forces of woman ,came to
self-expression. .
The separateness of her physical experience breeds an
'intellectual and spiritual separateness that man has long ..
been loath to acknowledge an~ which could' not but develop
a penetration. and a logic of her own. Her logic is a direct
relation of cause and effect on' the demands of her own sex,
She is impatient of theories designed to cover universal '
situations'.
Anne Hutchinson realized that' loy~lty and intolerance
had forced the pioneers to seek new homes, and when she
. .
saw these same qualities develop in the men who had fled to
escape them, -her, essentially logical '.mind rebelled and re-
fused to accept the situation. Her trial is dr~ma of the
purest water.. Governof Winthrop has accused fh~r of ~old­
ing meetings for the women of the colony that w.ere "preju-
dicial to the state." \~he calmly said, "Sir, I do not believe , f
that to be so!" llut if, a!3 he declares, h'e must restrain her,
"If you have a rule for it from Goo's word, you may."
Never had a woman stood up in this fashion to vested
authority~ And authority, unable to deal with the unpre-
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cedented situation, can not destroy but only banish .that
rebellious and courageous spirit. Again and again it comes
to life. Finally, the men recognize and ac1a).owledge the
growing power of women. One Goodman Greene advised
that wives be not too much restrained or "all the women in
the country will cry out against you."
We should have liked to read more of that other Anne,
"the 'renth Muse," Anne Bradstreet, the first American poet
who n~bers among her descendants such men as Wendell
Phillips~ Oliver Wendell Holmes, and the father of New
Engl~nd Unitarianism, William Ellery Channing.
Margaret Bell in these vivid portraits makes us realize
the eternal kinship between these pioneer women and those
women of today who are still pioneering for the improve-
ment of their own' sex. MIRIAM S~GE.
University of Pittsburgh,
PifJtsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Cactus Forest-Zephine Humphrey-E. P. Dutton and C~JTIpany, 1938
--$2.50.
Weare always glad when people come out and find the
Southwest interesting enough to write about. That doesn't
surprise us, and we like visitors and we like to know what
they think about us. But there have been too many books
about the Southwest, by visitors (how does ,one define a'
visitor? three weeks, three months-Willa Cather stayed a
summer) whicn pretended to be profound or rapturous or
debunking, that were actually only ill-informed, or preju-
diced to begin with. Here is a book, casual in its attitude,
clever in its style, and intuitive in its judgment. Zephine
Humphrey hits it off about the Southwest; she gets things
right. This is the second of her western travel booKs which
I have seen. The other was called Green Mountains to
Sierras, and covered, in part, the same territory. It seemed
less thoughtful, less deliberate, more travelog and jotty. Her
books on New England are probablY the best things she's
done, since there, as in parts of Cactus Forest, she can create
I~~·.··-··.·.·.i.•.,f~:-~I~··~.:.;~,,:i~"i
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mood of place, mood and understanding of the people in a
place~
- "Where does· the West begin ?" asks Mrs. Humphrey
and answers: When your restaurant coffee cqps gegin to
be refilled without extra charge; when the accomodations
for men and women begin to be announced, even advertised,
sometimes with humor, instead of concealed behind a name-
less door as in New England; when the attendants at gas
stations'really welcome you and have the windshield cleaned
before they ask about oil or gas; when you see women in
shops or movies with their heads a mass of curling pins;
. r
when you-hear meadow larks, almost universally; when yOU
find the salad served at the start of the meal instead of after
the meat course; when you stay in Tourist Camps instead
of Tourist Homes; when you become aware as you travel
that time isn't a uniform' system' but that your~ own move-
ment, and the earth's movement, and your clock's move-
ment all need frequent coordi'nation.
It is at Cactus Forest Ranch in Ari~ona that these two
easterners-Mrs. Humphrey and her husband, Christopher
-settled down to the solitude of the Arizona oesert. The
author's descriptions of sunsets and sun-ups, of moonlit
nights, of desert birds and plants, are chatty and entertain-
ing. She finds Southwest folk free of sentimentality, but
<
friendly and emotional in a 0 "clear-cut, austere, straight-
forward way." The Mexican young people were handsome,
but the race seemed to age prematurely, yet with character
and dignity. Arizona did not understand either its Indian
or Mexican populations so well as New' Mexico,z The Mexi-
cans are indifferent to this attitude, but the Indians do not
accept the neglect, and there is bitterness in their spirits.
Generous though Mrs. Humphrey is to the Southwest
and its charm, she has a reservation or two. It is a little
hypocritical in advertising bureaus and chambers of com-
merce never to mention the phenomenon of wind in describ-
ing the weather. For an amusing account· of a South-
western dust storm read her chapteron "Arizona Weather."
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She taxes the desert with demanding too much of one's life;
jealous of yielding to its fascination, she guards the iJ;lter-
ests of ,civilization and wants to stay 10yaJ to them. One of
these interests is books, and Arizona was woefully weak in
libraries in comparison to New England. An atrocious
slip in taste which occurred in a church bulletin which
printed the Easter Allelulias beside beauty parlor advice
pointed to something crude in Wesitern newness which New
England found hard to overlook. e, Rentals were high both
at dude ranches and hotels, and Mrs. Humphrey says she
detects a tendency which she notes too in Vermont, to jack"
up prices to the levels of only the rich and let the simple
people take the consequences.
As a New Mexican, I read the book with interest. Mrs.
Humphrey has never tried to "get" Santa Fe, though in her
Green Mountains to Sierras, she has words descriptive of
Taos, Santa Fe, Albuquerque; but the attempt is not so seri-
ous as her attempt at Arizona. Certainly she would not miss
books in Santa Fe; it would be cheaper to live in any of the
New Mexico towns than in Arizona; the weather would be
just as amusing, but a little more temperate, and as for
taste, well, "non disputandum."
<' 208 ]
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T HE THEORY that one should live each day as if it werehis last-to pack eac~ minute with experiences, percep-
tions and thrill-has a dozen arguments against it and a
score for it. I have noticed that men who, in their youth,
led gay and daring lives rarely regret that, though they may
shake their heads in grim humor at the memory; but men
who in their youth led priltl and ponderous lives regret that
bitterly when they wake up middle-aged and declining. The
days of our youth are the days of our glory, they say then,
sickening at the waste of their' youth. .
When historians of the future look over the third decade
of the twentieth centurY, they will be as amazed as we are
at the middle ages. Just to think of the 1930's! A poverty
sweeping across the civilized world and slighting.the un-
civilized world; black reactions of thought in the lyrical land
"of Italy and the scholarly country of Germany; intelligence
in hiding and exile; here and there brave stirrings of
thought; a fresh vigor growing a~id deepest woes; death
and rebirth struggling together; The 1930's will be a dark
era to the investigators of the long future, a dark era with
brilliant flashes of lightning splitting it.
In such a period how should a man live, destined to live
only then out of the wide :possibilities of geologic time, how ~
live to live wisely and happily? I'm not confident enough to
legislate on life, a~d I do know there cann'ot be--cannot
ever be-a universal answer. The life one lives must in the
final resort depend on the person one is. I do think, how-
ever, that in the writing of many fine men there is an bften-
repeated strain which is not to be hastily dismissed. They
may attach their idea to a specific word, like love, but the
idea remains greater than its narrow context. When Carl
Sandburg asks '
Take any streetful of people buying clothes and
groceries, cheering a hero or throwing confetti
~
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and blowing tin horns . . . tell me if the lovers are
losers ... tell me if any get more than the lovers .'! .
in the dust ... in the cool tombs,
I am sure he would not restrict the basic thought here to the
word lovers. He vivifies the thought by applying it to an
individual instance, he does not freeze it there. And when
A. E. Housman whispers that
... malt does more than Milton can
To justify God's ways to man
~
he does not plead essentially for dipsomania. If we could
brit.distill out of these many clever men the basic ingredient
of their idea! Difficult task that is, for, as one poet has put
it stringently, :th~ emotion of an idea can submerge·· its
prosaic rendering:
What does a poet know?-
Only that youth is lovely,
Only that youth must go.
Those are the words of Haniel Long, and in different idiom
they were the words of Wordsworth who likened this earth
to the glory and freshness of a dream, and a glory that passes.
~way. That life is fearfully transient, that no child is born
except to die, is no discovery. But what a discovery it would
be that would enable man to live good-humoredly among
that flux.
Like mist we come and go, and strive as we may we
seem to make no dint upon the mountains of the world.'But·
what is that? If living we have enjoyed and have per-
s.evered, and along with that have made ease and good-
humor more possible and a sturdy humanity more assum- ~
able. We judge a manufacture by its product; we must
judge a civilization by its production of men. Ah, but
there's the rub: what kind of men shall they be.
Too much of the good grows tiresome; our sweet tooth
'li
begins to pain us.. So let our good men be bad! Let them
be defiers and hullooers, let them be straightforward and
manly, not saintly. Let them have soft laughs and quick
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minds and knowing hearts. Let them be friends ~ut no
hangers-On; let them hate their work and a hundred things
in the world, and move one by one up those hundred as they
solve them. Let them be the great dissatisfied and the great
humoristS: Let them $ee everything with a grain' of salt,'
let them relax and si~ quiet and sleep long hours, and
emerge with a whoop to feel their life. Let them hate
routine but like perfections, and love the women they tease.
But better than the loud laugh and the whoop, let them be
chucklers. Let them smile to themselves!
And then let them 'violate every rule and convention
but one, to live and let live. May life some day be a thrill-
ing time, engrossed with being and understanding and en-
joying and in ways that will enable others to .free them-
selves fo~ that too. It is a co~summation devoutly to bel
~~~. .
WILLIS JACOBS.
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THE NEW Ml1lXIco QUARTERLY has never been announced as a magazine entirely for
creative writing. Yet there has never been an issue that has not printed at least one
story and usually there are two. In 1937, E. J. O'Brien listed four stories from the
QUARTERLY among the Distinctive American Short 'Stories, and in the 1938 O'Brien
list, which chooses from issues between January 1 and December 31, 1937,five short
stories are listed; and one, "Zeke Ham~ertight," by Jesse Stuart, is given three stars
and placed on the Roll of Honor. Of the present list of contributors to the August
QUARTERLY, all have had stories starred by O'Brien, with the exception of Mr. Cald-
well, a newcomer to our columns, whoni we nominate at this time for the list of dis-
tinguished writers of American short stories.
_ RONALD CALDWELL is a Californian, young, but experienced in turning his hand to truck
driving, ditch digging, dish washing, bookkeeping, stenography, mill hand, and
service in the navy aboard the aircraft carrier Langley. He's had stories in
Literary America, Aperitif, New Tide, New Talent, and other magazines. At /
present he's writing a novel of the navy, because "Since Melville's, 'White Jacket'
(which did not have much drama to it) I cannot recall reading an honest story
of the navy. Mine is at least honest." Caldwell lives in Santa Monica.
ELIZABETH KNAPP is the author of the stOry, "John Hotchkiss' Religion," which
appeared in November, 1936, QUARTERLY, an.d was starred in the O'Brien list in
1937. Her home is in Moorestown, New Jersey.
ALLISON Ross is the pen-name of an Albuquerque woman who shows definite promise
of sustained creative writing.
MARGARET PAGE HOOD is the well-lmown state pen-woman of Las Cruces. She writes
for the Las Cruces Citizen and is author of the column. "Hoodwinks" in the New
Mezico Sentinel.
HAL ELLlSON has written more than one hundred and fifty short stories. "Walk in
Loneliness," in the' fall Literary America, was starred by O'Brien. His short
story writing creed is "to go beyond realism" to convey the emotional lift 'of
spiritual insight. He writes in Brooklyn, New York.
ALAN SWALLOW is a graduate of the Un,iversity of Wyoming, now doing advanced work
at Louisiana State University. He has published poems in Poetry, Frontier-
Midland, CoUege Verse, Prairie Schooner and Intermountain Review.
T.M. PEARCE, with TELFAm HENDON, arranged the anthology, America in the South-
west. He was ghost-writer to Jim LaIte Cook in Lane of the Llano, and is at
present working with Professors Mabel Major and Rebecca Smith of Texas
Christian University upon a brief history of Southwestern Literature with a
bibliographical guide. The book is to be called I'll. the Southwest, and will appear
C' in September. '
PEARL R. CASEY is the author of the verse entitled Facing West, published by the
Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho. Her poems have appeared in Versecraft,
Literary. Digest, New Mezico Magazine and elsewhere. She lives in Gunnison.
Colorado.
CURTIS MARTIN has published in Coronet Story, the QUARTERLY and elsewhere. He has
had four stories starred by (p~rien in recent years.
EDITH BLESSING will be a graduate fellow in English this fall at the University of
New Mexico. She is a bibliophile and connoisseur of letters and the arts.
GLEN BAKER has appeared with us more than once. Recently his poetry has been in
the University Review of Kansas City; earlier he published in Kaleidograph and
Frontier-Midland.
GEORGE SNELL lives in Salt Lake City, and has had two novels published by the Caxton
Press: The Great Adam and Root Hog and Die. He is author of short stories in
Frontie'1'-Midland, Intermountain Review, the QUARTERLY and other magazinem
HELENE MULINS, author of a book of poetry, StreamB from the Source, Caxton Press,
1938, came west after a terrible automobile accident in New York. Her verse .has
been praised by Lo.nis Untermeyer, William Rose Benet, Harry Hansen and others.
"
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Vision in the Sea
By RONALD C1\LDWELL
, .
~ THE SHIP lay a mile out. We saw her' masts first .and
did not speak for some time, focusing our eyes until
she assumed form and depth. W,e were bewildered. Week
after week we had watched for her and had seen nothing
but water and sky. Al rubbed his eyes and I lighted a
cigarette. Theil we grinned at each other.
"Am I nuts?" said AI.
l;)
- "We're both nuts."
We looked at the ship again. A wind blew and, even
. '
as we stared, a fog appeared, from nowhere. Whitecaps
sprang up on the surface of t~e sea. But the ship was still
there.
"I must be seeing things," Al said.
"It's there, all right."
"Looks like a South Sea boat. Let's swim out and get
a good look at her."
"It's too cola."
I knew-AI could do it all dght., He used to be a fighter
and he swam a lot because he said it was better than run-
ning. I don't know how goo(l he i~ now.
"How -about a rowboat?" he said. "We could rent one
cheap."
"We'd freeze/'
He continued to stare at the ship, sitting with his hands'
clasped under his knees and his back arched. He had large
bony hands with big red and white knuckles.
The fog grew denser. In a few minutes, the ship
disappeared. Al tried to peer through the fog but it w.as • '
too thick. We arose and walked up the beach .until we came
to a restaurant near the pier'. It had grown cold, so we got
coffee. Al kept talking about the ship: it sure as hell looked ,
like a South Sea'sailing vessel. He had a swell book about '
•[ 143]
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Moorea. There were no motorcars or adding machines, or
bills to pay there. The book cost him two dollars.
.. "I'm going out there in the morning," he said "Maybe
they'll let us look it over."
"0. K. I'll go too, if it's still there."
"It'll be there all right," he replied grimly.
At that hour the restaurant was deserted and the waiter
stood at the far end of the counter, staring out of the
window. As soon as we wer~ finished he moved to our end,
wiphlg his hands on his apron.
"Anything else?" he said.
"Are there many boats here now?" I asked.
"There's some row boats, I guess."
"Any big boats out in the ~ay?" said AI.
The waiter's eyes brightened. He wiped his hands
again. '"
"There might be a fishing barge. You fellows fish?"
"I mean a real ship. A four master."
The waiter scowled.
f.'Nope. Ain't seen a thing."
Al looked at me. We returned to the hotel without
speaking. Al frowned all the way and smoked cigarettes
incessantly. As soon as we got. to our room he took off his
coat and shoes and climbed on the bed.
"That guy's nuts," he said. '"
"Yeah. Those guys only see what's in front of their
nose."
I picked up the paper and began turning the pages.
There was little news: a plane crash, another strike~ Finally
I said: "Nice dance here tonight. What do you say we call
up Peggy and her girl friend?"
"Dance?" he snorted. "Who the hell wants to dance?"
"It's only four bits."
"I don't care if they give you four bits. Hand me that
South Sea book of mine, will you?"
The next morning she was still there. We went dO\\?l
early, after breakfast, and when we stood on the sands we
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could see her lying there like a dreapl. The fog ~as still
thick, hovering just over the sea, and even as we waited
began to creep in, moving over the ship and curling about her
masts like ghostly fingers. AI started quickly down the
~beach.
"I'm going to· get a boat," he said.
"It looks pretty rough," I said, catching up with him.
"For Christ's sake, don't you think I ever rowed a
boat before?"
"Yeah, but look at that fog."
"The hell with the fog."
- w
He moved so fast I could hardly keep up with him.
His mouth was set in grim, tight lines. When we reached
the dock the fog had already obscured the .ship and was
roIIipg onto the beach. We stood there, unspeaking, until
it reached us, gray and clammy wet, and then we started
back. There wasn't anything we felt· like saying.. AI
bummed a cigarette from me. His eyes were blank with
despair. .
"I guess that guy was right," he said. "I just dreamed
I saw it. I've been thinking about it too much."
C We stayed at the hotel "ali day; waiting for the fog to
lift but at night it still clung to the sea and· dock and, land.
It was so· thick .we could hardly see the beach. At ten
o'clock we got on the street car. Al was silent and I tried
to do a lot of talking but there didn't seem to be much to
~~ .
The next Saturday we were out on the beach'·again. We
got off work at twelve and by three o'clock had checked our '
suitcase at the hotel. We went down to the beach almost
immediately. . The fog was still in. .
"Don't it ever go away?" AI said bitterly.
We walked out to the boat dock but it was just as bad
there; we couldn't see the ship at all. There were two guys
in blue dungarees swinging a rowboat up on" a davit and
'we watched the water drip from the wet hull into the cold
dark waters below.
I~ ,
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"Do you know when this fog'll clear up?" Al asked
, them.
"You got me, bud," one of them replied without look-
ing up. Al
"Think it will clear up tonight?"
"You can't tell. Sometimes it only stays a couple of
hours and sometimes it stays a couple of weeks."
"Is there a boat out there?" I asked.
"What kind of a boat? A fishing barge?"
.,. "No," said AI. "A big four master."
The other guy dried his hands and swung around.
"Yeah," he said. "I saw one anchored out there last week
but the fog's been in every day since. I guess it's still there."
"What's it doing?" said AI.
"I don't know. It don't look like a fishing barge."
"It isn't."
"It's hard to say what it is. It might be a gambling.
boat."
"What?"
"It isn't a gambling boat," I said quickly.
"Your damn rights it's not a gambling boat," said AI.
- "Well, I don't know what it is. lt might be a gambling
boat or it might belong to some rich\ guy. Chances are it
. belongs to a director or a movie star."
"Let's get going, AI," I said, pulling his arm. I dragged
him up the gangway.
"That guy's lucky he didn't get his face smashed in,"
said AI, looking back over his shoulder.. "He's Goddamn.,
lucky."
When we returned to the hotel, we listened in the lobby
to a football game over the radio but Al couldn't sit still so
we went up to the room. it was dark and cold outside and"
we tried to read some magazines but there didn't seem to be
anything good in them, so Al picked up his book again and
began looking at the pic,tures. We kn~w them by he~rtt.
Last summer we had read a lot of folders about Tahiti ~nd
we looked up steamship fares but were afraid to quit our
."
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jobs. We kept books all day and got damn tired of it. O;n
Saturdays and Sundays we went out with Peggy and her ~
girl friend. .This summer we wanted to do' something
different. We wanted to get some fun out of life, somehow.
We weren't sUre what we wanted to do, but the South Seas
sounded like a swell place.
At five o'clock the phone rang and I answered it.-
"It's Peggy," I shouted to AI. "Want to gO"to a show?"
"Hell no."
"She's got'tickets to the Chinese."
"You go."
I told her we couldn't go, and hung up. I tried to read
again but AI ran out of cigarettes and said: '~Let's go for a
walk." .
"Where'II we go?"
"Anyplace. Anyplace."
I laid my magazine a.side and put on_ my coat. I felt
like screaming, but I guess men don't scream. .The room
was blue with cigarette smoke.
It was cold outside. We walked briskly.
"Peggy's a nice girl," I said.
"What of it?"
"I mean 'we're getting pretty old."
He glared at me.
"Listen. I punched abag for five years and now I'm
punching an'adding machine. If you thi,* I'm going to do
that the rest of my life, you're crazy."
"Maybe you're right," I said glumly.
. We walked about three blocks up the street. It was
five o'clock now. Stores and offices were closing and there
were a lot of people going home from work.
·"Look at 'em," AI said. "LOok at the damn fools. Do
we want to get like that? Why the hell don't they get
away?"
"Where would they go?"
We crossed to the other side and waited on ~e corner
for the signal to change.' . \ .
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"Looks like the fog's lifting," 1 said.
Al looked up. &
'-..> "You're crazy. It's worse."
Half-way up the block we stopped at a movie theatre'
and looked thoughtfully at the posters. We' didn't know
-what to do. To tell the truth we were tired, although we
hadn't walked far. Al jingled some loose coins in his
pocket.
"Feel like going in?" he said finally.
"It's O.K. by me. The picture can't be as bad as it loo~s
out here." .
-I didn't really give a damn whether we went in or not
and 'I knew he didn't eithet-. But there was nothing else to
do except go back to the room or call up Peggy and her girl
friend. My legs felt tired, and my,head ached.
We got seats near the' middle. The show was lousy.
One picture was about a rich play boy and a big city; the
other was about a newspaper reporter and a big city. We
couldn't seem to sit still. After the first picture we wanted
to leave, but somehow we didn't. The people around us
kept giving us dirty looks.
When the newsreel came on we got up and walked
swiftly up the aisle. We stopped in the lobby to light
cigarettes.
"We ought to ask for our money back," said AI.
"They don't make good pictures anymore."
"They make them just for money. That's all the lousy
bastards think of-not beauty."
We stepped out. Then we stopped. We looked at the
sky and we couldn~t believe .it. The sky was clear. Stars
were shining, and the street lights blazed like suns, far on
down the avenue.
"Jesus. AI," 1 cried~
"We're crazy. You can;t see good when you've been in
a show that long."
"No. It's clear. 1 can see the stars."
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"We can't see good," he insisted. He shook his head,
like a groggy boxer. .
We began walking as f~staswe could. Al stared in-
tently ahead. His arms and legs swung like pistons. As
sodri as we reached the boat dock we could seethe ship as
plain as day. Sh~ was silhouetted in a faint outline of fog.
A string of burning lights enclrcled her; she was glowing
like an opalescent jewel.
"Let's hurry up," I said. '''We'll get a water taxi."
"We'll go down to the float." r
"We haven't got time."
"Let's go down to the float first."
"Jesus Christ."
There was a large motor boat- there.. put-putting, half-
.\filled with passengers in evening dress shouting and laugh-
ling and very drunk. The name Daisy was painted in btdght
new letters on the stern of the boat. Inside a square, un-
covered booth, above the float, a fat, red-faced man was
shouting through a megaphone. 1 could feel my heart beat-
ing. We caught· some of his words: "All aboard. All
aboard. Dining ... Dancing ... The Joy Boat/'
"What boat's he talking about?" I said.
•
"Shut up, 'Goddammit." .
A man in evening dress lurched drunkenly down the
gangway, hanging onto a washed-out looking blond, and Al
grabbed his arm.
"Where's that boat going?" he shouted iIi his ear.
"What's shat?" -, i
"I said, where's that boat going?" 1 -J ,l\
"Gh." The man lurched backward, hiccoughing. "You
mean that boat?"
"Yes," AI yelled. "That boat."
"Out to .shee." He waved his hand in a ·great semi,;
circle. "Way, way, way out to .shee."
AI dropped his arm and walked slowly away.
"Come on," I said. "Let's get going."
"Maybe we ought to get a rowboat."
(
<
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"It's too cold now."
"I guess you're right."
He seemed suddenly like an old man.
We moved up the gangway and, started toward our
hotel. We heard the little fat man say: '''There she goes!
There she goes! The Daisy. Isn't she a daisy though~ All
,(
aboard folks for the next trip to the Joy Boat. The newest
and finest pleasure palace on the seas. N0-0-0-0-0, you
won't get wet."
We looked back at the ship just once. The fog had
nearly vanished now but a few soft tendrils of gray mist
remained, curled around her masts~- Her lights shone with
a strange and startling brilliance against the deep sky. I
thought I could hear faint' strains of music, a jazz number
by a dance orchestra, but I wasn't sure. Our ship was pretty
far out. I didn't know ·whether music could reach us from
there or not.
When we got on the street car Al kept looking out of
the window. There w~s still nothing to see: only those
swift passing lights we had seen so many times.
"They weren't going out to our ship," I heard him say,
finally.
"There must have been another boat there. We didn't
look very close."
"That's right."
We both stared out of the window, trying to ,see some-
thing, but it was very dark.
"We'll go out with the girls next Saturday," he said.
"There ought to be a dance or a good show."
"They're nice girls."
"Yeah, next Saturday will be all right,"
His voice sounded very tired."
The red car was p,icking up speed now. The street
lights, passing by outside, began to blurr.
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Peter and the Martins
\
By ELIZABETH KNAPP
T HE MARTINS generally got there in the late spring- when, . the weather had steadied and private school was out.
. From the moment he read their.note asking him ,to open the
house and clean out the well, old Peter arose in the morning
with a purpose in life.
"You goin' to cultyvate them potatoes?" his wife asked.
"Maybe tomorrow; first of all,.the kitchen window needs .
to have a pane puttied in."
Not without j,ustice, his wife shot back, "YoQ let me
tack linoleum over a broken pane. You'd better git to them
.potatoes; you can't eat window. panes in the winter."
"You're never backward about spendin' the money in
the winter time for caretakin',';~ldPeter said neatly.
"It's less than he'd pay a young man and you done more:
to the place than. any young fellow would. Those people
wouldn't keep you if you wasn't a bargain.'"
"That's Sparks Creek talk," observed Peter coldly.
From his father, who had taught school in the winter when
there was no farm work, he had gained certain principles
of living. .
He did not wound his wife. She saw no reason to deny
Sparks Creek; indeed, she wished many a day she were
. back. What was wrong with the creek? Nobody was rich
up there, but the bond holding them together' withstood
any friction. The smell of the' creek lowlands never en-
tirely left her nostrils.
~
So Peter puttied a new pane in the kitchen window; he
-made fresh washers for the pump and put another brace
under the cellar .stairs. The weeds spread luxuriantly in
the potato plot. Janey hoed the lettuce savagely and pulled
weeds in the strawberry bed, wishing she could set fire to
the brown house with the Martins thrown in for good mea-
[ 151]
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sure. He always went off this way the minute they men-
tioned coming down, and all they did for him was let him
live in their tenant house, raise what he wanted to eat,'and -
pay him ten dollars a month for watching the place.
"They'd thank you for potatoes ef some size this sum-
mer 'instead of so much, messing around the house," she
nagged him. A barb like that often set him off ; but if he,
cultivated the garden thoroughly he worked arqund the
house later than usual that night.
The only pleasure the Martins gave Janey was the
chance to go to the s~,re because Peter was too bu~y.
Ordinarily he woqld not entrust the'shopping to her because,
no matter how particular the list was, she could not under-
stand- the fundamental rules of marketing as he saw them.
A standard brand meant nothing to'her, and she was apt to
buy for the color of a package. For her the fun in the store
trip was passing the· different houses, where any face· was
a signal for her to stop for human contacts'. At the store
she frequently found someone from up the creek to give
her the news.
When the Martins arrived Peter was proud that they
found a fire banked in the range, milk and butter in the
pantry, the tenderest of scallions and radishes beside a. bowl
of lettuce on the kitchen table. When they had.c;limbed O\lt
of the car, spread in all directions for investigation, they
yelled questions at him. One question was devoted'to Janey
-"how is Janey?"-of which he was jealous.
He moved inside with the wave of movement, twin
beams of content and interest on his face. It was not enough
for Peter to stand and serve-he must also be fully appre-
ciated. He enumerated in detail all he had done towards'
their homecoming and they admired as much as he expected.
Just because Peter stood over their progress with his
thumbs hooked in his belt, and caught up with all their family
news does not mean that he lacked in the nicety of a school-
teacher's son. Presently he said of his own accord, "Well,
I'll be goin' over now~ Youse wants to get settled. If
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there's anything .I've. forgot just let me know. , I'll be in
tf.?morrow, early." .
Janey said, "I seen 'um comin'g. Was the hull tribe
there:t" ,
"Doris Mae wasn't; she went on some kind of a house-
,party, the folks said." This troubled him a little; he would
~ave liked to reach out and encompass the house party.
Doris Mae should have come with the folks like always.
"They asked after you, Janey," he added in condescension.
"Just on account of you bein' my wife. They always do
things proper like"that." .,
"Cottage cheese for supper," Janey said.
• A
"Shook me by the hand, everyone of them. Mr. Martin
said I don't look a day older than I did five years ago. I told
them about my attack of sciatica last winter and Mrs. Martin
is goin' to give me a prescription.'"
"Maybe they didn't want to hear about it soon's they
drove up," Janey suggested.
This remark required equalling. "There's something I
like about the company of people like the Martins. They're
what I was used to as a, poy. 4 Always express themselves
nice. Of course they wouldn't treat any caretaker the way
they do me. They've said that themselves. I've been in the
family since Doris Mae was born." c' Sometimes he-thought
that if it had not been for a little too much drinking when he
was still young and had a chance a.t good jobs, I he might
have been in business with a man like Mr. Martin.
Peter's devotion to the Martin children blinded him to
their growing impatience with him. The fact that he
annually cut their Christmas tree and gathered the robin-
wood and holly for tlt~irwreaths,was overshadowed by the
new idea that he wa~ too "bossy." _
He imagined simply that all those links bound the chil-
dren. In the wint~r he studied· the pond's freezing so that
he could chart every weak spot, and when they came down
for a week-end of skating, he would, warn them, "It's safe
all but along the wood's side; seems like the trees hold the
•
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"I want to fix you up, Peter," said Mr. Martin. "I'm
going to send you five. dollars a month regularly. I'll neeq
a little wood cut, see." ~
"You know me, Mr. Martin. "Fll cut you' ten dollars
worth for your five."
"I believe you will, Peter. And if you were to keep
chickens we'd be buying a good many eggs."
"Ain't you figurin' on the newman doin' nothin'?"
"There's enough for him to do rolling the court and
taking care of the cars and so on. Now there's no hurry,
, . Peter-" •
"Only I'd like to git settled. Again," added Peter
without malice. He had thought he would probably die here
in the harness. "Must be pretty near lunch time, don't you
think?"
"That it is. Well, I'll see you, Peter."
"Yes sir. Guess I'll turn them vines when the sun gits
behind the trees," said Peter. ~As he walked towards the
house he was inclined to fancy that he had dreamed he was
leaving. He took off his straw hat and studied his handR
on its broad brim. He was forced to notice that they were
the thick-veined hands of an old fellow. Why did they have
to tremble? He thought that they might easily have be-
trayed him.
"I don't think I've got enough tea," Janey said when he
came into the kitchen.
"You was just to the store yesterday. Why don't you
look over everything before you go?" he grumbled.
"It don't cost nothin' to walk to the store. I heard down
there that Doris Mae has got a swell new stylish beau. You
didn't tell me."
. Peter almost acknowledged, '~I didn't know it." He
laid his hat on the table and crossed his aching knee over
the good one.
"Janey, we're goin' to make new plans. I'm thinkin' I'll
leave here. Can't work as I used to. Mist' Martin sflYs he'll
give me five dollars a month on account of the years I've
. '.,'
f
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heat there after the 'sun goes off." .While they skated he
would stamp up and down the bank, feeding the bonfire with
pine chunks; and the .Martins felt the children safe as long
as his voice boomed across the ice, "poris Mp,e, don't you git
any closer to th~ dam. Chris, you're pushin' Helen too
/fast." Peter, the parents said, would give up his life for the
children.
But Doris Mae began to pout, "Mother, I don't have to
listen to old Peter. I wish Y.ou'd tell lii~ so. Tell him not
to order me around right in front of people."
"It wasn't so many years ago that you used to answer
me ~ith 'Peter says I can' when my authority conflicted with
his," Mrs. Martin smiled.
"I was only a kid then. I don't wanf friends from
school to see him talk to me the way he does. Anyhow, we
ought to have a regular man like the other children have.
Nobody else has an old caretaker that is always talking."
In another year or two, the younger children·began to
add the pressure of their pleas. "We should get somebody
who could wait on the table," they said. "We couldn't have
old Peter; he'd correct our table manners in front of com-
pany."
Mr. and Mrs. Martin could not withstand a united
argUment. They weakened. Peter wasgetting old. He was
hardly a stylish adjunct; and the 'children were wanting to
motor down oftener ~nd use the place for frequent week-
ends. While the mother and father saw Peter's interference
as amusing, they admitted t~t children were sensiti,ve.
,,:you tell him" that ... we.'il need the house," Mr. Martin
suggested manfully.
"Oh no, you'll tell him. f'ay we have to get a ~ouple ill
to do all the w?rk. Or you could-oh dear, I'd rather put up
with him than get rid of him."
"Poor devil won't have much to live on. This is kind
of rotten. Suppose I offer him say, five dollars a month
pension? He's be.en with us a long time. He could cut a
, little wood for that."
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been here. Doris Mae was born my first year here. He
wouldn't do that for everybody who worked for him." He
•
. shot a look at Jenny and saw her turning th;e pork chops in "
all innocence. \ i .
She continued to look blank although she said craftily,
"We could rent a house up on Sparks Creek for three dollars
and have two left."
"I'm going to keep' chickens and sell them the eggs.
They will be upto see me right often. The kids won't forget
'0' me," Peter said. Sparks Creek! The inevitability of it.
If he had followed in his father's footsteps h.e would not be
~oming to this now. At the same time, he told himself that
he, Peter, could live anywhere and rise above his 'surround-
ings. When the Martins came kfter eggs, they would see
I
the difference between him and Greek people. And to settle
• .1
that questIon brought the return of peace. .
Janey set his plate before h~m and he dipped a hunk of
bread into the pork grease. A~ he bit into the bread, he
glanced at her uncombed hair Knotted on the top of her head;
and the dress, ordered from the catalog1 washed once a week.
"The kids is growin' 'up," .he ruminated. "They want
things nice and their parents ~can give it to them. The
Martins are l1lighty nice people.. I'll always say that. I
guess I'd have stayed on here, ~xcep~Jfor you. You just '"
don't fit in, Janey."
..
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"Well, you'd better break it to him. Don't drag it oqt
now that we've decided. It will probably be better this
way; poor Peter can't keep the place as slick as it ought to
be." - ' c, '
"It will be an awful blow to his pride," Mr. Martin com-
mented. "I don't know ihow he'll take it. His pride is about
the only thing that kept him from sinking too low."
He found Peter in the vegetable patch.
"It's time to turn the melon vines, Mist' Martin. Gosh
ding, this old ·knee of mine that. gits the rheumatism ain't
. so good for kneelin'. Wonder if the kids would help 1"
Mr. Mantin had a fleeting picture of the 'Children being.
asked. "They seem' to be off swimming," he· answered
vaguely.
"They don't hang around while I work~ I used to tell
them the names of plants and stories about my boyhood and.
all while we got a job done. Course, kids will 'grow up. Mr.
Martin, it ain't any of my business," thus }>eter always
announced his advice, "but do you think it's good for Doris
Mae to have her own autymobile1 She's a nice girl; I always
did like Doris Mae, only kids is liable to lose their heads."
For the moment Mr. Martin was almost as much irri-
tated as the children. He plunged brutally. "That's just it
-about tpe melon vines ... I think the work is almost too
much for you, peter ..."
"Who, me? Ho ho, Mist' Martin, this work don't bother
me one little bit. I'll have those vines turned just soon's I
make up my mind to it."
"No, Peter, the work is too heavy," Mr. Martin re-
peated firmly. "We:ll need a bigger garden next year because
the children are starting to have their 'friends stay here.
And we're going to build a bigger garage since Chris will
get his car for, Christmas. It'll mean more work all
around.",
. "Trouble with gittin' a younger fellow," Peter coun-
. seled, "is that they ain't got any brains. They have strength,
yes." .
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R. W. AND M. McC.
By AL~ISON Ross .
And if they died while, there are those to mourn
They have but clung to laughter and delight.
Their promise is undimmed by age's blight;
They have escapeg despair and hate and scorn.
Having fulfilled what tasks the gods require
And been relinquished froin tomorrow's strife,
They are returned now to the source of life-
Unconquerable, whose aim was Ever Higher.
The Spice Apple'
By MARGARET PAGE HOOD
Life gave her three apples-
One was, too green and she tossed it away
, " 'Over the moon in her childish play;
One was too perfect, she held it so dear
She dared not enjoy it because .of her fear;
But the third was wizened and wrinkled and old,
Such fruit as the autumn wind~ ruthless and cold,
Searching the highest bough, might have found
And idly defiant flqng to the ground.
This one she set on the fireplace shelf .
And stuck richly full 'of the spice of herself;
The perfume of memories scented the air
And she dreamed that her youth and her love were
still there.
[ 158]
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Bless Me, Father
By HAL ELI;sON
I T WAS June. The sky was squared in the frames of the win-. dows of the schoolroom, blue and speckless. The pens
. were scratching on the papers. Up and down· the rows
heads 'were bent over the old desks that were scarred and
carved witH initials and dates of former school boys. Brother
Bruno walked back and forth in the room. He had taken.
his glasses off. His head was bent. Softer yet, than the
scratching of the pens, was the sQund of his black cassock'
swishing. He went to the window and looked out. A flock
of pigeons wheeled in the sky., The whistle of the owner oI;l
a rooftop ca'me faintly into the room. A bumble-bee,
jacketed yellow and ominously black, droned by outside,
scouting. .'
Finnegan stopped writing and put the end of his pen
into his mouth; his teeth sunk into the soft wood. He stared
up at the black crucifix on the wall at the head of the class.
He kept staring. The pens went on scratching in the room.
The clock ticked louder now on Brother Bruno's desk and
on the wall.
Sister Mary walked in theGshade of the w~ll as if afraid
of the sun~ Her face was as white as the communion wafer
and long and thin as if it had been set that way, cast in
plaster.' She carried the long~ thin switch in her left hand.
Brother Gabriel passed her and nodded but Sister Mary
went by him as if' he were a stranger.
Finnegan put his pen to the paper and belran to write
again.
Brother Bruno moved from the window and went to his
desk and glanced at the clock. "Time's up!" he said. A few
pens still scratched. "Pass your papers forward!" There
was a flutter and movement of yellow papers going forward
over shoulders, toward the front t>f the room.
[ 159]
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Finnegan still stared at the crucifix. Though it',was so
,
warm outside it was cool in the room. I j.
Brother Bruno collect~d the papers from each row and
, .
put them on his desk. He looked about the room and his
eyes rested on Finnegan who was still staring at the crucifix.
Brother !Bruno went to the board and wrote in big letters in
chalk-lrhat are you now thinking about? Finnegan?'
All the heads turned toward Finnegan. There were
grinnin faces; someone tittered. Finnegan's mouth was
open an a fly winged about his head. His eyes then fol-
lowed t e fly until it flew off toward the front of the room.
There h saw Brother Bruno looking at him.
"F' negan, what is it you're thinking of now? I could
tell by 'our face that it's a grand invention you'would be
making"
The class laughed.
I
BrGther Bruno picked up his ruler and slapped his own
palm with it. ,"Come up, Finnegan!"
Finnegan was already halfway out of his seat. He
knew what was coming. He went to the front of the room
and stood there before the Brother and put both hands out
to be struck.
Brother Bruno raised the ruler. Then he turned away
from Finnegan and went to the window. As if talking to
the yard outside, he said, with lowered head, contemplating
the flagstones, "Beating the devil does riot hurt him. Come
to the chapel this afternoon. Maybe you can pray the devil
out of you." .'
Finnegan still held his hands up. He would rather have
been hit with the ruler across the palms than spend the
afternoon in the gloOIIl;y 'chapel. Finally, he dropped his
hands and went back to his seat and sat down.
. ,
Brother Bruno turned around and looked at the clock
on the wall that was tocking away dismally. It was five
, minutes to twelve. Brother Bruno clapped his hands and
,.
went to the window again.
"Our Father," he intoned.
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"Our Father,", the class said.
"Who art in Heaven."
"Who art in H;eaven." >_
"Hallowed be Thy name."
"Hallowed be Thy name," they rep.eated after him.
The fly came back frolt\ the blackboard where it had
gone before, and circled about Finnegan's head, landed OD
his forehead ~and went off and came back again. Finnegan
slapped at the fly and missed. He followed it with his eyes.
"Thy Kingdom come."
"Thy Kingdom come," the class intoned after Brother
Bruno.
The fly came circling back through the air.
"Thy will be done on earth-as it is in heaven."
'Finnegan hardly moved his lips and followed the line
of the prayer with the rest of the class.
"Give us this day."
"Giv.e us this day;'" they all said. .
The fly came to rest on Finnegan's desk and took a little
walk around the. place. Then it stopped and rubbed its two
.forelegs together like a man sharpening knives.
"Our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses as we
forgive those-" . . "
"Our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses as we'
forgive those-" . .
Finnegan unclasped his hand and cupping it swept the
top of the desk. The fly was in his palm and then out before '"
~e could close his fingers. ~
"Who trespass against us."
"Who trespass against us."
The 'fly zoomed' over Leahy's head in the seat in front
of Finnegan.
"And deliver us from all evil." !J
Now the fly shot between them over the middle of Fin-
negan's desk. He cupped his hand again and swung.
"Amen!"
"Amen!"
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I
II "Amens" came from all the other rooms along the
, allway.
Finnegan put his closed fist below his desk and held it
, here.
Brother Bruno stared at Finnegan. ,There was silence
·n the room again. The last belated amen had died away.
e clock ticked on the wall. The pendulum swung back
and forth in its regular path without a break in speed or
hythm. Fi~negan dropped his eyes to his pencil which lay
on his desk. He squirmed uneasily in his seat. Brother
runo turned away and then looked back at him again. "Is
it the St. Vitus dance, you have, Finnegan?" he said.
Finnegan did not answer.
A bell clanged at the end of the hallway outside. Brother
Gabriel was swinging the brass bell.
The class got up and filed out of the room. Finnegan
~)tlshed himself among the thickest of the students and kept
, llis- eyes to the floor avoiding Brother Bruno's As soon as
he got out in the hall he began to run as fast as he could
down the crowded hallway. He made for the front door.
Brother Gabriel put down the bell and folded his arms
across pis chest and nodded and smiled at the students as
they filed 'past him. Finnegan ran past and Brother
Gabriel's long arm shot out and grabbed him by the neck.
"Come back," he said. "What's up? Where are you going?
Is it the <levi! after you ?"
Finnegan looked into Brother Gabriel's eyes. Then he
brought his fist up slowly before Brother Gabriel's face.
Brother Gabriel focused his eyes on the fist. Finnegan
opened his fist quickly. The fly flew out under 'Brother
Gabriel's nose.
Brother Gabriel frowned; then a smile formed slowly
J at his mouth and spread over his face. He began to laugh.
"Be -off with you, Finnegan. No hooky this afternoon,
remember I"
Out beyond the wall that surrounded the schoolyard,
Finnegan slowed down to a walk. It was too warm to run.
1
,
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. I
Some one whistled behind him and he turned. It was Jimmy
Dalton and Thomas McMurray. ~
"Where you going in such a hurry?" Jimmy said.
"I'm going to eat, where do you think I'm going?" ~
"We're not going to eat."
"No?"
They shook their heads. "No.,"
"Why not?"" •
"We're going hunting in the woods. We'll have time
to get back at on~;o'clock. We'll each take turns at,the gun."
Finnegan's eyes widened. ..
"Want to come?" Jimmy said.
Finnegan looked at them. He did not answer. He
knew what would happen if he were late for Brother Bruno's
class.
"Come on, Finnegan."
. He shook his head.
"You can take every thIrd shot."
Finnegan shook his head again. He was wavering but
every time he was about to say, yes, Brother Bruno's face
came to his mind and he held the word back.
"We'll 'show you how to aim."·
Finnegan snickered. "You show me. I'm the best bb.
shot in the school." ,
"Yeah," Jimmy said. "You have to show me."
Finnegan did not go for the bait. He won over himself, .
again.' "
"Yeah, you're 4fraid," Jimmy said. "You're getting to
be a sissy. You're mother' washes your ears for you. 'I
"Who's afraid ?r' Finnegan s~id. '..
"You are. You've got a yellow streak a mIle 'wlde up
I
your back. You're yellow."
~
Finnegan stared at them.
"Come on," Jimmy said.. "We can have more. shots for
ourselves." They turned and went down the block.
Finnegan stood there apd watched .them go, his mouth
agape" his grey..green -eyes wide with surprise. He opened
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his mouth wider and caught the words and stopped hi:ms-elf.
He turned toward the school but Brother Gabriel was gone.
There were no other brothers to be seen. Jim and Tommy
were just turning the corner. They did not even look back. ;
Finnegan waited until they rounded the corner. Then his
mind was made up. He started to run after them and went
down the block with his heels flying and turned the corner at
full speed and hailed them. 'Fhey waited, talkin&, to each
other as he came running up breathlessly. "All right," he
said, when he reached ~hem, "I'll go. I'm not yellow."
"We were only lcidding," Jimmy.said.
"That's all right," Finnegan said. "I'm not yellow, I'll
tell you that." '"
On the way they stopped at Jimmy's house and got his
bb: gun and went on to Farragut Woods.
They walked by the water-works this time and went on
down the dirt road shaded over by the great old y,.ellowed
sycamores and crossed the wooden bridge at the hot water
stream where great goldfish finned slowly throu&,h the green
water or floated stationary close to the bottom of the shallow
furrow that the stream had dug, for itself there in the woods.
They stood on the bridge and looked down into the quiet
Iwater. Not even a ripple stirred the surface. They stared
!at themselves mirrored below. The shadow of a bird flitted
lacross their images and was gone.· From the distance the
I
raucous cry of a jay came, its challenge softened by its faint-
iness. Downstream farther, cl~se to the pipe where the
water steamed from'the water-works, a willow leaned over
the stream and hung its long green strands of hair and wept.
:On the other side of the bridge the land rose into the rollipg
green voluptuous breast of a hill. The shade was deep and
,copl, there' beneath the old black oaks that grew upon it.
Down stream the trees thinned out 'until they stopped
abruptly at the border of the swamp where here and there
the grotesque rotting of a stump reared its ugly head.
, Jimmy Dalton raised the bb. gun to his shoulder and
sighted at the goldfish. The sun swept the length of the
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barrel. He pulled slowly with~ his forefinger. There was a
"put" as the bee-bee hit the water. A tiny' ripple flowered
upon the surface and grew wider and wider. The fat gold-
fish in the green depths stirred and then lay still again.
Another one moved slowly and went by. It came slowly
to the surface and opened its mouth wide and turned and
went down again, the gold fading'in the green darkn~ss. A
minute bubble lay on the top of the water. Pricked by death,
it burst and was gone. The water lay flat and still again. '
A yellowed willow leaf floated slowly down-stream and dis-
appeared beneath the bridge. Unseen, a green frog blinked'
his gold-ringed eyes above the rim of. water and flicked his
tongue at a tiny~gnat as it passed.
The three boys went pn and up the slow slope of the hill
. .• ~ It
within' the deep cooling shade of the black oaks. .A squirrel
performed his nimble acrobatics for them. Tommy carded
the.bb. gun now. When they reached the top of the hill they
stopped and looked down at the bridge and the quiet water
glinting with sunlight. A breath of air stirred the tops of "
the oaks. The jay called again, farther away now, faint.
, The three boys listened until the last call echged and died. .
.A silence swept through the shado.w cast over the hill by the
oaks; nothing stirred. Yet, there seemed to be music play.:.
ing there, and ~agic whispers and laughter. The rich:
perfume of the dark wet earth rose to them.
Finally Finnegan moved.~· "What time is it?" he said.
"Aw, it's early yet," Jimmy answered.
"Yeah," Tommy said. "We haven't even done anything
yet. It can't be late." Then he climbed on ap old rotten
'. stump and raised the gun over his head and looking down,
cried, "I am master of all I survey!"
The cry echoed down near th~ bridge and fled through
the grove of sycamores. 1
Tommy jumped down and said, "Come on."
~ey followed "the path along the top of the hill out
toward the swamp. Tommy led ~he way carnring the gun
in readiness. They walked in silence, watchfng among the .
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!trees. Then they came to an~,opening among the trees. In
Ian oak a squirrel was doing a trapeze act from limb to limb.
Tommy. raised his h~nd and they stopped and looked up into
the tree. He put hrs gun up and pulled, the trigger. There
.~ ,was a slight "ping!" and Tommy missed. The squirrel
leaped to another tree.
"What did you shoot at the squirrel for?" Finnegan
said.
Tommy turned. ,"I can shoot at what I want."
"You're not supposed to shoot at squirrels."
"I thought you were tough, Finnegan?" Tommy said.
"What did you come for? What about the birds?" ·
"They're different," Finnegan said.
"Aw," Tommy waved his hand at him. "Different my
neck." .
They began' to walk along again. All thr.ee of. them
were silent now. Tommy stopped and handed Finnegan the
gun. "Carry it, it's your shot!"
Just as Finnegan took the gun a whistle blew in. the
~istance. "It's one o'clock," he said. He looked ~back and
hesitated. It was his shot. He was late anyhow. Time ha~
run swiftly through the quiet peacefullness of Farragut
Woods.
"It's your shot," Jimmy said.
Finnegan looked in the ~direction of the school. Then
he turned away and led them on over the hard-beaten path
of the fflll. Now the trees began to thin out and in the dis-
t~nce t~y could see the smaller trees and the shrubS that
bordered the swamp. The hill sloped downward gently
until it was no more. They went on tr.eading silently,
watching among the limbs for a bird and listening. They
reached the swamp and'the mound that covered the runway
of the sewer. They climbed the mound and walked along it
on the path. On both sides of the path small wild cherry
trees grew and blackberry and elderberry bushes. It was
quiet here, too, but hot. Still pools of water with rotten
vegetation lay putrescent in the sunlight. ~ Farther off a
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patch of tall green reeds swept toward the salt marshes
where the tidal streams meandered through the dark wiry
grass. Beyond that was the bay, grey-blue, and bordered by "
a white strip of beach that fitted about it like a yoke.
Finnegan stopped suddenly.. Jimmy and To.mmy came
to a halt behind him. Fin~gan pointed. On a level with.
his shoulder a thrush with spotted breast and throat perched
on a wild cherry br~nch. Close to its head a cluster of wild
cherries hung, no lpnger red but not yet black and ripe.
Finnegan raised the bb. gun. The thrush hopped to another
limb and faced them again. He turned the barrel, sighted,
and pulled the trigger. In a flutter of feathers the thrush
fell to the grass below. They leaned forward as if surprised;
then,they ran toward the thrush. rt lay still in the grass.
Finnegan dropped the bb. gun and stooped and picked up
the thrush. It was warm in his hand, but its last heart-beat
$
had Bed. Its neck hung and turned as if on a swivel and
its ~~eIids ~losed halfway over the tiny orbs ,shutting away
the light of day.' Finnegan ran his fingers down the soft
feathers of its back. He took it and held it up and there 'It •
upon it, still wet 'yet, was the dark red stain of the wild
cherry on its bill and on its breast among the dark spots
there was a tiny red stain where the bee bee had entered.
Finnegan held it close to him, to his face. The others stared.
Finnegan ·choked but the sob- burst from him anyhow. '
Tommy and Jimmy turned away. Their throats were dry.
"I'm sorry I ever did it!" Finnegan ~aid. "I didn't know.
Look at him."
The others looked.
"I'm going to bury him' here," he said:- He kneltalld
scooped out a tiny grave where 'the thrush had fallen and,
took two twigs from the cherry tree and broke them off
and lay them like a cross over the small blac~mound of soil.
All three of them stood above it in silence; then they turned
and went back the way they had come.
The sun had passed its zenith and had swung downward
toward the west. : They walked along without speaking.
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The black oak woo~s were still quiet and cool, their great· .
branches spread high and. wide. Finnegan felt as if he were
walking down the aisle of the church. There was ~hat same
peaceful coolness and here and there a shaft of surtlight shot
through an opening in the branches, just as in church in the
late' afternoon, the beams of light angled down from the
high colored windows of Holy Cross and broke upon brown
empty, pews.
When they reached the waterworks, Jimmy said, "I
think we're late." -
Noone answered him. They increafled their pace and
lengthened their strides. Finnegan could see the red. spire
of Holy Cross in the distance and the cross against the blue.
In his mind he saw Brother Bruno's face.
They left the woods and the waterworks behind and
went up· the avenue toward the school. - One side was shaded
now and they knew it;'as very late. They'stopped a moment
at Jimmy's house and he left his bb. gun in the areaway.
Then they went on.
Finnegan remembered the thrush. He was twice sorry
he had gone with them.
Two blocks away they could see the clock on the church,
its hands pointing to the time and to ,their doom. As if it
still mattered that they should get there, they hurried and
turned in at a side street and went down it to the back of the
school. As they reached the corner they heard the joyous
shouts, of other kids and saw them come running from the
gates of the school yard> School was over. Brother Bruno
stood at the main door~ of the school with Brother Gabriel.'
The three boys on the corner watched them. Then Brother
Bruno went down the steps and crossed the pavement. The
great wall hid him from sight but they knew he was going to
the chapel to see to it that his group of penitents were there.
The three boys stood on the corner and looked at each
other. It was too late to go to class. The hands on the clock
were moving swiftly. It was Friday. At four o'clock con-
fession would be heard.
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Tommy and Jimttly looked at Finnegan.
"What are you going to do?" Jimmy said.
Finnegan shrugged his shoulders.
"I'm gOIng home," Jimmy said.
"So a}Il I," Tommy added.
The two of ~hem left him standing there on the corner.
Finnegan kept looking up at the clock.. He knew the
penitents were already at prayer in the chapel. They were
the ones whom Brother Bruno had caught throwing spit-
balls, or talking, or other ~uch things, in class~ Each day qe
held his class there in the chapel. Finnegan was due "among
the penitenJ;s, yet, he still stood there looking up at the clock
now and then. He. thought of the thrush again, lying under
the earth now. He was sorry he had ever gone. Now he
knew it was a sin. The thrush would sing no more.
The hands on the clock moved slowly until at last they,
pointed to four o'clock. Father Flaherty with p.is red berette
. cocked on his head came from the priests'house and went
toward the chapel; Father Gilligan followed hi~. They
were going to hear cpnfession.
Finnegan waited· until Father Flaherty entered the
. chapel, and then he walked slowly toward· it. He entered ~
the sudden shadow of the vestibule. Inside he could hear
the penitents intoning, "Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord
is with thee, blessed art thou.'~ \He touched the cold holy .
water with the tips of his fingers and blessed himself as he
, stepped within the chapel. It was dark. The red sa'Dctuary
light flickered above the altar. - He heard the p~nitents
louder now as they continued, "Amongst women and blessed
is the fruit of-o" He saw them now in thcJ pews kneeling
with their heads down over their clasped hands. Brother
Bruno arose from his knees and stepped into the aisle.
Finnegan looked at him and clasped his hands' and went
right past Brother Bruno without a word and knelt in a
pew close to Father Flaherty's box.
Brother Bruno opened pis mouth and closed it without ..
saying a 'lord. Then he went back to the pew and knelt
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again and caught the word and went on with the penitents,
"Pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death.
Amen!"
Finnegan arose and went to the confession box. He
pulled the black curtain behind him and knelt again. "The
thrush!" he thought, and then the grating opened between
Father Flaherty and himself. Finnegan made the sign of
the cross and said, "Bless me, Father ..."
In Oregon
By ALAN SWALLOW.
Where sea beats
where waves break
here is an end to land
Here gulls surge
not caustic as the hawk
drifting over Wyoming
-Here where trails halt
wheels must cease
continual turning
Here at last the West
and plows must feed
man must breed
:/'
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The Unpublished "Lady Chatterley's Lover"
By T. M. PEARCE
LADY CHATTERLEY'S LoVER is D. H. Lawrence's most dis-cussed book. 'Opinion may differ as to whether it is his
best. Those who know hi~ work and who ~ew Lawrence
believe that most of his fundamental ideas about society and
the world in which it exists are contained in this product of
his pen. It is not generally known that Lawrence wrote
three versions of Lady Chatterley, two of which remain in
.. manuscript. They were completed, but rejected as a more
satisfactory shaping of the elements of the story came to his
mind. These manuscript variants were brought to Taos in
the spring of 1938, from Italy 'Vhere they had been sin~e
D. H. Lawrence's death at Vence, in the south of France,
March 1, 1930. Many novelists, I suppose all,rework what
they create as ot~er relationships and new significance
occur in the lives of their characters. Unl1sualare three '"
full-length novels, treating the same theme.s and settings,
the third and final version. emerging not necessarily as the
climax of the other two, but with a balance of emphasis and
point of view which Lawrence preferred. The other ver-
sions are written with comparable brilliance. Either would
have been an astounding achievement, and important in the
tradition of the English novel, 'yet the changes in them
illustrate what Lawrence felt was most important in what
he had, to say about the relations between men and women.
A brief history of the printings of Lady Chatterley will
explain the reprinting of material here. Some misstatement
is possible, for not even Lawrence himself was sure what
happened to his famous book after editions" unprotected by
law or other authority, made their way into the world in
1928.1
1. D. H. Lawrence. Aprop08 of Lady ChatterleJ/s Lover (1930. 1931). 6-11. Wil-
liam Heinemann. Ltd.• London.
£-171 ]
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The authentic first edition _was published in Florence
by a little Italian press calling itself Tipografia Giuntina;
managed by Signior L. Franceschini. The edition wa~ priv-
ately printed and Lawrence paid for it. He describes it as
"bound in hard covers, dullish mulberry-red paper with my
phoenix (symbol of immortality, the bird rising new fr<;>m
the nest of flames) printed in black on the cover, and a white
paper label on the back,"2 Frieda Lawrence recalls the visit
to this print shop in a little, dark, medieval street where she
and Lawrence found a very old-fashioned press which had
only half enough type to set up the book. The book had to
be run in two sections, melting down the first forms to get
lead to set ,up the. second. A second-hand book-seller in
Florence, Pino Or'ioli, guided the Lawrences to printer
Fr~nceschini,who pnderstood no word of English. Nor did
any member of his family. Lawrence knew that the ma-
terial in his book would occasion protest and he told the
printer so. The Italian asked if it was political, or revolu-
1 tionary. When he heard that it described love, he said "But
we do it every day," and thought no more about it.a
Of this edition a thousand copies were printed on th~
first paper, and two hundred of a second edition were run on
ordinary paper. This second edition Lawrence released late
in 1928 after a pirated edition, photographed from the
Florentine first, had appeared within a month's time in
New York and then in London. A second pirated text 're-
Ilroducing by photography even Lawrence's signature
appeared in this same year. To meet these literary scaven-
gers, the author brought out in 1929 a cheap POpu111r edition
in France, printed by Edward Titus, using the English text
of the original Lady Chatterley.
A French translation followed in 1930, published by
Gallimard. There never had been any copy~ight, and other
pirated editions in Paris, Chicago, and elsclwhere, followed
that first from New York. After Lawrence's death, Mrs.
2. Ibid., 96.
3. Ibid.. fiR, fi:l.
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Lawrence ,gave permission to Martin Seeker of London, to
publish an expurgated t~xt in 1932. William Heineman,
Ltd., of London, took over the Seeker rights and reprint~d
the text nine times' between February of 1932 and" Novem-
ber of 1936. Alfred Knopf brought out the same text in
America in 1932. •
An interesting item in this list of edition's, is an un-
catalogued editi,on of two copies at the time of the first
printing. These two books were made from the first plates,
but prin~ed on blue paper of similar quality as' the hand-;
rolled mulberry-red. One of them became the property 1)f
'Pino Orioli, the friend and adviser of the first publishing
.venture; (Orioli distributed the first edition, sent out the
brochure announcing it and directed Lawrence in the pur~
chase of th~ paper) ; the ,second copy went tq Mr~;Lawrence.
In her cOJ~y, Lawrence has crossed out the words "One
thousand copies" so that the page reads in print "This edi-
tion is limited to," and in ink "only two copies and this is
, the dame's." It is signed D. H. Lawrence in the same hand
as the other script. Mrs. Lawrence recalls that jn Orioli's~
copy this verse is:inscribed:
One for the master, one for the dame,
None, for the little boy that cries down the lane.
That is the meaning of his gift to her. Lawrence was "the
little boy," who didn't get a copy on blue paper. '<
Of the manuscripts in Mrs. Lawrence's possession there
are: the version from 'whieh the first edition was 'printed-.
two notebooks, about six inches by eight,' bound in blacl:
imitation leather, written in ink in Lawrence's hand, with
his name, and Villa Mirenda, Scandicci,. Firenz~, Decem,
1927, inscribed on the fly leaf. The title "Lady Chatterley's
Lover," is on thi~ leaf, but page one of the ruled paper has
the title "My Lady's Keeper;" two notebooks, seven by nine
inches, with stiff pasteboard backs have ornamental de-
signs, and are held by leather backings, one purple,'and one
green with gilt impressions reading, "Mss" and" D. L. H."
, 11'
. '
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(volume one of these has "second version" p.enciled on the
fly leaf and a list of the, characters as a sort o~ dramatis
personre on the first ruled page; the tItle Lady ChaJtterley'8
Lover appears at top of page one) ; the fifth notebook is
evidently the initial' stage of the novel and is of pasteboard
binding, plain brown, with a printed title on a small square
of paper on the back; it is entitled, "Lady Chatterley's
Lover," at the top of page one. .
'The change in title is of interest·. Apparently the first
title which came to mind was the final one, but '~My Lady's
Keeper" occurred. to Lawrence as an alternative.' Mrs.
Lawrence says that a third title was i!1 his mind: "Tender-
ness."
I
There will not be space to 'rev~ew the history of this
book with the public. Shortly a~ter it reached the mails, it
was censored and banned in :m'ngland and America, and
• j
esoaping official reviews in botl!. nations, because it had 00
o~al publisher to send it to dignified literary reviewers, it,
ri~v~Jheless began, in press reports and news items, to
pick up the most unreasoning reports and denunciation.
I
References to "the sewers of French pornography," "a
landmark of evil," "turgid vigor of a poisoned. genius,"
appear in one English weekly, which calls for not only the
banning of the book but the imprisonment of the author.4
New Mexicans will recall that it was an incident in connec-
tion with Lady Chatterley that led Senator Bronson Cutting
, to wage the fight in Congress against an amendment te the
tariff act which woqld have made, government customs
officials the censors for the American reading public.
I
During the deba~e in the Se,nate on October 10, 1929,
Cutting remarked: "When Savanarola came into power in
Florence, he burned ih the public square the works of three'
aut~?rs, ~he most notori<fU.. s, as he. said, for licentiousness
and Indecency. One of~e three was Dante. The plays of
Shakespeare were banIftd from the stage within a quarter
of a century of his death as the most striking example of
-
I
r 4. ,John Bull, October 20. 1928.
"
"
I
r
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immorality which cottld be put before the people of
England."5
When he introduced the debate again on October 11,
Senator Cutting pointed out that no book can be judged
fairly from individual words or phrases objectionable in
themselves to some people. The intent'- of the whole, the
achievement, o~ the whole alone make debatable ground. I
submit that the most dangerous book in the English lan-
guage is the dictionary," heco:(.nmented, "Because it con-
tains not only one or two indecent words, but it contains
them all."6
In summary, New Mexico's s.enator declared, "In my
opinion, the only policy we can accept in this matter is the
belief that the 'American people in the .long run can be
trusted to take .care of their own moral and spiritual wel-
fare ... " words that read like a charter for liberty and
. tolerance for sincere artistic utterance. •
No on'e should speak of the ~im-and achievement of
D. H. Lawrence in Lady Chatterley's Lover who has not first
read his book in defense of it: Apropos of Lady Chwtterley's
Lover. Lefthose critics who think,Lawrence's ideas of sex
are debased or that his notion of marriage is low, read what
he has to say in the Apropos. Let me quote: "Marriage is
tqe clue to human life, but there is no marriage apart fr6m
the wheeling sun and the nodding earth, from the straYing
:of the planets and the magnificence of the fixed stars. Is.
not a man dilfereitt, utterly different, at dawn from what he
is at sunset? And a woman too? And does not the chang-
ing harmony apd discord of their ovariations make the secret
music of life? ... This is marriage, the mystery of marriage,
marriage which fulfills itself here in this life. . . . Marriage
is no marriage that is not a correspondence of blood. For
the blood is the substance of the soul, and of the deepest
con'sciousness.... The jrreat river of male blood touches to .
its depth the great rive~of female blood-yet neither breaks
5. Congressional Record, Vol.'" 71, Part 4, p. 4445.
6. Ibid., p. 4436.
.)
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its bounds. It is the deepest of all communions.... Man
dies, and woman dies, and perhaps separate the souls go
back to the creator. Who knows? But we know that the
oneness Qf the blood stream of man and woman in marriage
~ompletes the universe, as far as humanity is concerned,
completes the streaming of the sun and the flowing of the
\
stars."7 . .:
l It is to win through to this ideal knowledge of love that
Connie Chatterley leaves Sir Clifford and mates with the
keeper Mellors. The paralysis of her husband, Sir Clifford,
is symbolic, for to him Constance had never meant the true
creative release in love. He refused to divorce her not because
he held any love for her, but because she represented a pre-
tentious asset to his household, something at Wragby hall
really more important than two limousines, the doorman,
and the other household perquisites. Love, between Lady
Chatterley and the Keeper crosses hereditary caste, social
position, wealth, the unwelcome framework of individual
lives and leaves two souls at peace, prepared for creative
living. Lady Chatterley's Lover is D. H. Lawrence's affirma-
tion of faith in life, not his despair for it; his high-souled
Puritanism, not bestiality. The expurgated edition brings
out the shameful cloak of fear we have nursed toward the,
most natural acts of life and love which with Lawrence were
not two separate spheres, or one a secret compartment, a
'~le shameful, in the other, but one and the same and all
of it wholesome.
Brief excerpts may ~how this positive and constructive
Eawrence as he worked out this material at successive in-
tervals. The opening lines of Lady Chatterley:
Version I:
Ours is essentially a tragic age, but we refuse emphatic-
ally to be tragic about it.
This was Constance Chatterley's position: The war
landed her in a dreadful siJtuation, and she was determined
not to make a tragedy out of it.
7. Apropos of Looy Chatterley'8 L01Jer, selections within pages 62-69.
f
~
I~
I,.ij
,;
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She married Clifford Chwtt rley in 191'1, etc.
Version II:
Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it .
tragically. The cataclysm has fallen, we've got Used to the
ruins, and we start to build up new liJttle habitats, new little
hopes. If we can'Lmake a rocJ,(]p through the obstacles, we
go round, or climb over the top. , We've go.l to live, no matter
how many skies have fallen. Having tragically wrung our
hands, we now proceed to peel the. potatoes or to put on the
wireless.
This was Constance Chatterley's position. The war
landed her in a very tight situation. But she made up her
mind to live and learn. She married Clifford Chatterley in
191'1, etc.
Version III: .
Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it
tragically. The cataclysm has happened, we are among the
I
ruins, we start to build up new little habitats, and have new
little hopes. It is rather hard work; there is now no smooth
road into the future, but"we go round or scramble over the
. obstacles. We've got to live, n,o maltter how many skies
~ve fallen.' So we prt on the wireless while we peel the
potatoes.· ,
This was more or less Constance Chatterley's position.
The war had brought tke roof down over her 'head. And
she realized that one must live and learn.
She married Clifford Chatterley in 191'1, etc.
The last version is the one which appears in the original 4
Franceschini edition except for the omission of the last
sentence in, paragraph one: "So we put on the wireless while
we peel the potatoes.'" .~
A notable change between' the first writing, and the
, last occurs In Sir Clifford's reaction to the revelation that .
his wife is to have a child by the Keeper.
Version I:'
H] hoped it 'would make you happy," she said swiftly,
. the blood dyeing her throat and face. .
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His eyes shone curiously, and he ·smiled with emotion.
uHow beawtiful you are!" he said. uYou are a virgin,.
mother, a Madonna like a rose, instead of like a lily. By
God, I hope the child will be worthy of you. I'll get my'
paints out and try to paint you: The Modern Madonna! and -
I the Joseph! I shall fall into Mariolatry-Mary worship!
,What a wonderful woman you are! Give me your hand a
moment will you?"
She rose, and gave him her hand. He kissed it, and
'/Wessed it to his face. Then he kissed her wedding ring.
And she, as she stood was trembling to herself: UWhat (JJ
scene! What a scene! How one loathes being called a won-
derful woman. But I suppose it's part of the divine justice,
that I must hear it from Clifford."
Version III:
,He still leaned forward in his chair, gazing at her like a
cornered beast.
UMy God, you ought to be wiped off the face of the
earth!" .
"Why?" she ejaculated faintly.
Bwt he seemed not t.o hear her.
uThat scum! That bumptious lout! That miserable
cad. And carrying on with him all the time, while you were
here and he was one of my servants! My god, my god, is
there any end to the beastly lowness of women!"
He was beside himself with rage, as she knew he would
be.
Suddenly he had become almost wistfully moral, seeing'
himself the incarlmtion of good, and people like Mellors and
Connie the incarrW,tion of mud, of eva. He. seemed 'to be
growing vague, inside a nimbus.
~ When Lawrence wrote his first dra~t, he put much more
of the social cause in it. Parkin hopes Connie will join him
in fighting for the liberation of the lower classes, join him
as a Communist. Sir Clifford does not learn that his Keeper
is to be the father of Connie's child. The book ends with
r
l
I
1
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l
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Lady Chatterley determined' t6 renounce what she ':fleels is
a fraudulent position as a· titled woman, mismated in a
loveless mardage. When Lawrence wrote his' final draft,
the cause is a personal one, not social. Though he: treats of
the false distinctions and of the real manliness of Mellors
and the need for true democracy in England, Lady Chatter-
ley is seeking the avenue of creative love ~s the solution to
her personal miser~. She lives in a hollow world of form
and property until a vital love comes to her. Then every-
thing else falls away.
It is the rightness of this relation that,leads Lawrence
to employ 'a condemned English verb in fo~r letters for
which the expurgatea edition substitutes "love." In the
following passage, "love" is used wherever' Lawrence used .
it; the blanks are placed where censorship removed the
other word Lawrence chose.
uSo I love chastity now, beca?,t8e it is the peace that '
comes of -'-. I love being chaste' now. Iflove it as snow-,
drops love the snow. I love this chastity, w.,hich is the pause
of peace of our --, between us now lik~ a snowdrop of
forked white fire. And when the real sPring comes, when
the drawing together comes, thenw.e can - the liJttle flame
brilliant and yellow, brilliant. But not now, not ye~! Now
is the time to be chaste, it is so good to be chaste, like a river •
of cool water in my soul. I love the chastity now that it flows
between us. It is like fresh water and rain. How can men
want wearisomely to philander? What a misery to be like
Don Juan, and impotent ever to- oneself into peace, and
the little flame alight, impotent and unable to be chaste in
. ~
the cool between-whiles as by a river." .
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I, Desert Magic
By PEARL R. CASEY
This is the Hollow of the Hand, the Source of Life,
Where a silver thread runs through the fabric
Like a pattern, untarnished and unshorn.
I see no barrenness-the brittle, surface-shell
Is a faithful covering for the germ of Life
~
Within this ,potent earth.
All things have meaning;
Even the shadows, slantwise, reach ,out fingers
Toward the edge of consciousness,
Seeking the souls of those
Whose brief experience here has made them
Children of the Sun.
The dust coils sinuously like signal smoke;
The heat-waves uncertainly subside
Like cobras, flaccid and inert
Before the piper's wail.
The strataed years are piled as evidence
That nothing here is lost;
~nd for so long the winds have thinned the atmosphere
rphere is no room for pal~ emotion.
The land is wise and calm; the stress of life
Is distant and remote
From such wide blueness and the sunswept space;
The kind old gods remain,
Knowing they never shall be dispossessed
Of what has always been their own.
[ 180]
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These Trees, This Grass
By CURTIS MARTIN
ARTHUR Ross
I WENT across the campus in the gathering twilight. AsI walked I reflected that this would be one of the last
times I would see this campus I had trampled for four years.
The sun had sunk and a bank of clouds in the west was one
huge yellow flame. I looked out through the branches of the
pine trees toward the flame. "There should be some emotion
in me," I thought. "I should fe~l something. This is my' ,
campus. This is my college. This is my Alma Mater. Here
my life has changed, struck a dividing line and turned along)
the road it will follow in the future. Here I first fell in love.
Here I first felt pain and hurt from a girl I loved. Beyond
that bunch of shrubbery I first knew, a woman, Helen. Here
I Was first shocked by. finding out that all was not right in~
the world; that the world was not my oyste~ for the opening.
This place should mean something to me. I should feel
something in common with these trees, this grass. But I
don't. There must be something wrong with me. My Alma
Mater means nothing to me. I won't be sorry -w;hen I leave' ,
it. I won't care to come back to it. It hasn't re'lly touched
" l
me. What I have done here hasn't been life. It has been
merely playing at life, and I will forget it as dUickly as I
forget the lines of the plays in which I act."
I went on across the campus in the gathering dusk. On
the far side I stopped and looked back across the lawn, then
up through the trees at the night sky. A singl~ sta~ shone in
the heavens directly above me.'
NORMAN SMITH
I never did give a damn about fraternities and that sort,
,$ of stuff. I wouldn't have joined one if they had asked me to, .
because I wouldn't ~sta'nd for all that paddling and secret'
[ 181 ]
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. .
stuff that they have. I could have joined two or three of
them if I had wanted to, but I didn't think that it was worth
, it. I mean for what you pay in, you don't get enough in
return. I used to say -to the other guys around the Dorm:
"Why 'the hell should we pay those gu~ys to paddle us ? We
- can paddle each other free. Ha. Ha." That used to get a big
laugh around the Dorm. As for dancing and that sort of
stuff we had our own lobby downstairs and could dance th~re
or in the lobby of the girl's Dorm, which was even larger.
There was a good piano in the girl's Dorm and there was
always somebody around who could play "Si;llitude", or some-
h· l'k h . ,1\t lng let at.' .~
If we wanted to throw a really big affEiir there was the
ballroom in the Student Union Building. .Wf} had, just as
much right to use it as any of:the fraternities had, and maybe
more right. We used to us~ it once in' awhile, too., let me
tell you. I remember one dance we ~had there. It was jn
I
October. "The Harvest, Dapce" we called it. We had the
place beautifully decorated. ,..s We had shocks of corn standing
in the corners and arranged about the roo~. Nestled around
each shock of corn we had some big, orange-colored pumpkins
that Holley Jones and I swiped from a field out east of town.
We had wheat straw woven into ropes and 'draped from the
ceiling and hung on the walls. I tell you it looked nice the
way we had it fixed with the lights dim and the golden ropes
of grain, and the shocks of corn surrounded by orange
pumpkins.
I took Martha Storm to that dance. She wore a kind
of transparent blue net dress, I guess you'd call it, and had
a kind of diamond star at the front where the V went down
between her breasts. She was a honey all right. She was
the best-looking girl at the dance, and you don't have to take
my word for it. The other guys all said so, too.
I filled her book for every other dance, and the guys
were sure sore at me about it. I can remember yet how she
looked in that thin blue dress in the pale light of that
golden harvest scene.>' She had coal-l;Jlack hair and a milk-
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white skin. I remember the way the lights shon~ in her eyes
when we danced. But the best part of the whole night was
the way I made that freshman scram when I cut in on him.
He was dancing with Martha, and I went up and tapped him
on the shoulder. H'e was a big guy, over six feet, and played.
center on the frosh football team. When I tapped him, he
looked around' at me and said that he wasn't cutting. I
looked at him. "You're a frosh, ain't you ?!' I said, keeping
my voice low, but putting plenty of power into it. "Why,
, .
yes," he said, getting the idea. I put my -hand on his
shoulder and gave him a steady. shove. "One side, Frosh," I
. .
said, "or I'll have to get the paddle and work on you when
we get back to the Dorm." He stepped away lively then. I'd
let him know his place. These frosh always forget that
there are traditions and customs to be carried on around any
college that's worth its salt. ~artha looked'at me with her
big eyes, and we finished the dance. I guess that was one
night I was pretty Close to heaven.
."
GEORGE HARDIN
Virginia Woodrow wasn't good looking. When she was
a freshman she was awkward and ill at ease. But during the
next three years she learned to be sure of herself and learned '
how to walk well, her feet close together, and without throw-
ing her hips all over the place. She wore thic~lensed
glasses, and that was one thing that she couldn't do 1Duch
about because she could barely see without them. She went
to good beauty parlors and had her hair done up'in ~ascinat­
ing coils about her head, and she had a smooth, clean skin.
She was just like I 'said, not good-looking, but she eould get
by. And she was smart.
Probably that was what had spoiled everything for
her, being smart. When she was a frosh her smartness was
her only asset, and she used it flagrantly. She flung her
brilliance in the face of every boy and girl she met. She
\ didn't do it to brag; she did it merely because of her inferior-
ity complex and from the fear that no one would see that she ·
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did have one good point. But she got to be known as that
kind of a gJrl. And nowhere is a person cast into a firmer
mold than the prison of reputation in college. It even works
as far as grades are concerned. If you get classed as a C
student by a professor, it takes a super-man to break out
of that classification. If you luckily are cast as an A s~udent,
you can loaf the rest of your college career and make even
the better honorary frats:
Virginia made her prison whclt--she was a frosh~and she
was stuck in it for the next three years. I had known her a
little in high school. She and I were from the same small
town. I saw her on the campus a ~ew times when she was a
frosh, and talked to her a little, but the thought of dating
her never entered my mind.
One evening in May, during Virginia's third year at
school, I was crossing the campus and met her. We were
alone and stopped to say hello. I couldn:t think of anything
to say except to ask her about her folks back home, and tell
her the news I had of the doings there. But she didn't want
to talk about home. She had the attitude about small home
towns that people get when they're not appreciated at home..
It was a lovely evening. The sun had just gone behind
the volcanoes, and the thin clouds near the horizon were
crimson, shading away to a wonderfully deep purple high in
the sky. There was a CQol evening breeze that rustled the
heavy leaves on the trees. Virginia was wearing a yellow
kerchief about her shoulders. I noticed the way her legs
looked through the thin hose she was wearing. We started
off across the lawn.
We got to talking and remembering things we had done
in high school; things like parties we had both attended,
although, to tell the truth, I can't remember her being at
any of them. She told me what good times she ~had had at
some of those parties, then the first thing I knew she was
crying; not actually weeping, but there were tears in her
eyes.
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Naturally, I tr.ied to comfort her. At first I was
'angry as hell at her for trying to pull that sob stuff on me,
but looking at her wet eyes I saw that they were a very deep
blue. I patted her. shoulder and her flesh was surprisingly
soft. Seeing her' wet eyes and feeling her flesh that way,
made me feel differently about her. I cheered her up and
took her to the Pig Stand for a cup of coffee before we went
to her Dorm. Someway or other I got a date with her before
I left.
I began taking her to dances and around. Before I
knew it she was so'popular that I was having a hard time
getting a date with her. When I realized what was happen-
ing, I was pretty upset. I decided' to do something about
. it. The next time I was alone with her I asked her to marry
me, and she actually stalled before she said yes.
But she married a young fellow back home that summer.
•
I haven't seen her since, but sometimes I think about the way
she used to be, and' about the way she changed after that
evening in May on the campus.
\\ NATHAN POLLARD
I had known Curly Smith for over three years. I con-
sidered him to be one of the m~st intelligent fellows around
the camnus. I had been in $everal. classes with him and he
ranked near the top in every one of them. He seemed to
have as much good, common sense as anyone I knew.
One morning he and I were coming along a cold, windy
street on our way home from the dairy where we both
worked. A black cat ran across' the street in front of us
and stopped on the opposite sidewal~ to watch us. i picked
up a rock to throw at it, and kept on walking. Curlystopped
and I waited for him. He didn't advance, so I glanced back.
"What's wrong?" I said.
"Didn't you see that black cat1"
"Sure."
"I won't cross its path. Let's go 'around the block.."
"Don't be a damned fool," I said, beginning to laugh.
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"My father's been sick for three weekS. Bad. I won't.
take a chance by crossing "that cat's path."
I looked at him to see if he were putting on an act. He
wasn't.
RONALD HOTCHKISS
Lucin~ Allen was probably the best-looking girl in
school. She had chestnut-colored hair which she wore
I 0,.
combed straight back and rolled into a soft tope-like affair
low on her neck. When she walked her hair swung with her
movements and glinted wonderfully in the sunlight. But
maybe it wasn't her good looks that attracted all of us to her.
It was her personality more than her looks, I expect. She
had a lovely smile and she always knew you when she saw
you. She wasn't like most of the girls who knew you only
if you were a big shot or had plenty of money. She smiled
at all of us and treated us all as equals.
I don't blame Professor Hughes for marrying her. He
really got something when he got her. In more ways than
one, I mean. Hughes was a young professor, teaching his.
first 'year on the campus. ·He fell in love with Lucille and
married her in the spring of her senior year. None of us
felt bitter toward him. No, it wasn't that.. But we did
feel that we had lost something. It was the kind of loss that
brought all of us, who had known her, closer together and
caused us to feel warmer toward each other, the way you
feel toward a close friend whose wife has died in her youth..
When we met Lucille after her marriage (she remained
in school to finish work on her degree) she still smiled at -q.s,
but it wasn't the same as before. She was changed. She
and I were both in Philosophy 168, and one day in class I
sat looking at her, thinking.' I glanced up and John Barton
was looking directly at me. We both looked away quickly,
because he had seen in my eyes what I had been thinking.
I had been thinking: Lucille isn't a virgi·n any long~r.j ..
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JOE HEMPHILL
Fred Manachelli lived in a little room above the one-stop
filling station just across the street from the gym. He
work~d seven hours"a day wiping windshields, checking oil
and putting gas in tanks. For this work he received his
room and five dollars a week. He" had to ,live'on that five
dollars. He had run away frorP., home to go to college,
because his father was against all rorms of education and'
- n
had once been iIi jail for failing to send Fred to 'grade school.
The father had come from Italy and landed in ,New York
City with twenty dollars in his pocket. He had gone to work'
in the Pennsylvania coal mines, saved his money, then come
West and invested in a tiny, one-room grocery store. Fifteen
years later he was rich. He claimed that since' he had no
education and had been successful his son needed no educa-
tion, for Christ's sake. Fred's mother, on the other hand,
was stealing money from the cash register in her husband's
huge grocery store, and sending it to Fred so that he could
pay his tuition and buy a few clothes.
Tom Hyning and I used to loaf, taking in the sun, in
front of the filling station. We saw Fred at work. He really
went through hell, working alone at the busy station for
seven hours a day, then crawling up the narrow stairs to his
,room and studying for another seven hours, then going to
town about two in the morning to get something to eat. He
wanted to be a lawyer, and that's the way some men get to be
lawyers.
I was study·ing law too, but not the hard way. MyoId
man didn't have half what Fred's father had, but he was
kicking in plenty for me to get by on. 01 was in the class just
ayear behind Fred's. I was in the chapel the night Fred
took his degree. None of his relatives were there to see him.
When he came down off the platform, I went up and ~hook
hands with him. Because I felt sorry for him, I asked him
to go to town with me and celebrate the occasion of his
graduation. He didn't want ,to go at'firstkbut I kept urging
L
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him and finally he said all right. We went Olver to his room
so that he could change clothes. While he was changing, I
sat and looked about the little room. He noticed me' and
said: "Joe, tonight I'm through with this place. ~'ve spent
six yearS' here; winter and summer. But now I'm through .
with it." He looked around and a light came into his black
eyes. .
We went outside and got into my car. It was an old
wreck of a Ford that I had picked up on a used car lot the
week before. Down town we began to make a night of it.
It took 'me some time to get Fred into the spirit of .things
but after awhile he began doing all right by himself in the
way of a celebration. 1 did even better tl].an he did.
It was four o'clock in the morning when we came out of
that last beer joint. The morning wind was just getting up "
in the empty street. A street sweeper came by and blew so
much dust in my face that I wanted to fight its driver, but
Fred got me into the car and I got it started and turned its
nose up the hill toward s,chool.
There were no curtains on the car and the wind was
cold as hell. There wasn't anything in sight up the long
empty street, so I huddled down over the wheel and let the
car find its own way toward home.
I didn't see the damned sweeper until we were on top
of it. I stomped on the brakes but they were useless on that
old wreck. I jerked the steering wheel an instant before
we struck, and the car slewed half head-on into the heaVy
sweeper. When the noise was over and I had come to rest
in the crack between the steering wheel and the seat, I looked
up. The top of the car was gone and I could see that it was
beginning to get daylight. There was a sheen of morning
across the sky. I lay there, not thinking, hoping I would
never have to move again. Then this guy looked in at me,
and begaI(pulling me out.
Fred lay on the black asphalt. There was a sliver of
glass an inch wide sticking- cleanly through his throat. It
had cut his wind pipe and jugular as neatly as an arrow.
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JOHN RUSSELL
Thomas Manders was forty-three years old. I watched
him as we sat on the platform under the trees. Prexy was
speaking about the things that needed to be done in the
world, and the opportunities that we, the present graduating
class, would have of doing them•. It was a bright day in
early June. The sky was as clear as glass and empty of
clouds. The pig' l~aves hung heavily on the trees above us,
full of the juices of life.
Manders had his head turned to one side like a listening
dog. His eyes were on Prexy's back. Prexy) voice rolled.
sonorously over the hoj;, mildly attentive audience that had
gathered to see us take our degrees. Manders kept looking
fixedly at Prexy's back, his eyes almost glazed. I noticed that
the hair was thin on the top of Manders' head and over his
. ~emples it was gray. I remembered the class In geology in
which he and I had sat side by side.' He had been hard put
to make a passing grade in the course. I had heard from
others that he had' a hard time in every course that he took,
barely passing most of them.
On the campus he wore neatly polished shoes and care-
fully brushed clothes, but-they wer~ generally w,eiI~marked
with patches. He lived in a ~oom above a private garage -
two miles from the college, to and from which he walked
twice a day. Besides going to school he worked six hours a
day in a laundry, and wrote a long daily column for the
campus paper called Tfte Bright Now. .
He was ahead of me in the line as we passed the presi-
. .
dent and were handed our sheepskins. When I came down
off the platform and walked across the hot, dry lawn toward
the dormitory, I saw Manders sta:n,.ding alone in a sheltered
corner of the hedge. I stopped and watched him. He was
staring at his diploma as if he were reading the words
printed on it. Then he folded it carefully and began neatly
and methodically tearing it into narrow strips.
..
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Thoughts on Returning to New Mexicd
;'t'
By EDITH BLESSING
A hardy spirit only can survive
Assaults of nature's grandeur. Stretch of plain,
The ever changing colors, cruel heat
And crueler cold: the timeless silent rocks,
The wind-swept sand, wild torrents or parched drought,
All dwarf the days of man beyond respect.
The savageness of men roan comprehends.
The blasting torrents nature hurls remain
Unfathomable.
Go back to man-made cities, timid souls!
In power over men revive your hearts.
Count off your little hours, your little years,
Thinking them something..
Only the strong
Of spirit can accept, embrace and love
The overwhelming beauty of the world.
The Gossip
By GLEN BAKER
Not having very much to do
She's given to imputations, .
She dearly loves to stretch the truth
And discredit reputations:
She moves about from morn till night
V~sitingamong 'her neighbors-
Because her hands are idle now
The devil has found her labors!
[ 190]
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"Throwback"
By GEORGE .SNELL
, JOHN SANDERSON kept to the fringe of trees all the way
along the winding road in the low hills. When the shadows
gathered and the way got difficult he still kept well under
. ".
cover, and the speedIng cars that roared along the pave-
ment seldom shot a shiver of silver light on his furtive form,
. .
making its way.. between the thickly growing pines. When
.
he came to a clearing and it was imperative to emerge from·
the sheltering gloom he ran quickly, bending nearly double, -
across the fields well in from the highway until he reached
another growth ~f timber. Unfortuna~ely the moon came
up about ten, a full glowing disc that was almost as bad as
the sun, and for his purpose worse, for now it had turned
cold and he ,was not only feeling hungry but"tiring from his·,·
exertions.
He stopped to rest frequently as the hours w,ore on and
traffic on the white road diminished. Toward midnight he·
even came out on the· road and looked both ways along it,
. ; .listening intently in the cold mellow light with the sky dim
of stars, hung with the full white moon. Sounds carried'
well in spite of the trees and a car's motor zoomed dist.inctly
while still miles off. He felt less and less the need for hurry·
now and proc~eded leisurely along the should~rs'of the con-
crete, his speed r~gulated only by the chill that crept into
his frame. . .
When he came to more familiar ground he paused,
.formulating what he would do, imagining the reception he
would get. The old barn of his father's north-section farm
stood bleak and battered, stark in the moonlight, with corrals
empty and rusted machinery ~bandoned, it seemed, ~here in
the fall it had been left. No cattle within, he saw as he~peered
over the unhinged door; already weeds were growing in the
old ruts of the farm road, and he veered away, setting his
[ 191 ]
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course to the west, awa~ from the highway and the neglecte
barn.
At two o'clock he was still far from the ranch house.
His legs ached and his eyes rebelled, closing in spite of his
will. Now the timberland was far behind, the landscape
was bare, no seeding had been done, and he strode stumbling
over stubble, dry and harsh, kicking the caked earth~ The
moon was waning in the' west, but by its slanting light he
saw the gray mound of last year's haystack, and he made for
it unwillingly; ~leep was imperative and perhaps ten miles
still separated him from his goal. He pulled handfuls of
the hay, burrowing deep; luckily it was dry, so he pushed
himself in feet first and then lay still for som~ time listening
to the few nig~t sounds. Sleep came to him effortlessly like
a long draught-:of water. .
* * :I:
"'.\
192 ]
The old man groaned, throwing the coyers off. From
the other room sounds of' early morning' i~ the kitchen
clattered through the wall; the black square' of sky in the
window was as depressing as the need to get up in the cold,
but he let his bony feet down to the floor and scratched at his
thin tousled locks of gray nair, yawning and shivering. He
staggered to the water pitcher on the stand and gingerly put
the tips of his fingers with~n,. dabbing at hi$ face and blo'¥.-
ing like a whale.. The aroma of coffee seeping under the
door revived@his spirits, and with shoes and overalls on he
felt better, opening the door and emerging into the warm
rush of atmosphere in the kitchen.
The girl glanced at her father. She said, "Good
mornun, Pa."1 His wife, smacking a batter at the table,
didn't look arQund.
He rubbed his hands, crackling their horny surface
above the hea~ of the stove. He yawned and rubbed the red
pucker of his ;yes, gouging hard, and then tentatively blink-
ing the wide-set blood-shot blue eyes owlishly, drawing to
a kind of composure with the comforting warmth.
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When he' rose from the table, full of corncakes and
eggs, it was to feel much better, and his coat went on easily, -
and the sharp nip of lemon-smo]ce morning air was a little
exhilarating as he went out to the barns.
"Marge Ann," her mother said, "cook me up some more
them eggs."
The departure of the old man automatically lifted
weight from the old woman's mind and,it'was obvious in
her relaxed posture now. She slumped her heavy body into
the corner agai~st the table~nd chair, watching lazily the
movements of her daughter, brown. eyes alone active in her .
big, gray face. Her breath came slowly and with painfully
monotonous gustiness through her thick carunculate lips.
Marge Ann cracked the eggs, fried them and set them
before her mother. She said, "I'm goin' to help Pa," and ran
to the front room fpr her coat, then coming back through
the kitchen swung .the door closed without looking at her
mother. The old woman's eyes followed the door to its last
shudder and slowly ate the eggs, not moving in the least
anything but her gray sagging jowls.
The girl found the old man throwing hay to the cows.,
getting ready to milk. Light was filtering in through the
open door, the dawn was faintly imminent in the east.
"Pa," she said, "John is comin' home."
The old man's lined face jerked up, his eye.s opened
itJ.credulous~ "John," he said.
"Yes," she said, looking far away through the open-
door, "I have a feelin'." .
"That bastard ain't cQmin' here. He can't git ou~no,
he can't!" the old man safd hoarsely, standing blasted and
immobile in the manure. i I
• .,..* ..
"But what if-he did?" she said tonelessly..
"I'd send him off!" ~
"He'd see Ma; she'd try to keep him."
'-'I'd kick him out of here an' set the bloodhoun's 0' the
law on him."
.'
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Marge Ann's pale face was strained and desolate, her
ey;es, blue and' set wide like the old man's, stuck uneasily to
his. "Ite-he'~ your son," she said.
"N0 son or mine," the old man cried, coming suddenly
to life: "I washed my hands 0' him." He .drew near and
lowered his voice, "Marge Ann, if that bastard comes back
here he'll be rode out 0' Wayne County. If the law don't,
I will."
"He's your son," she repeated. "I'm your daughter."
"You're my flesh," he said, acknowledging.
"John is my br0ther."
"No," he said, and began to arrange the milking stooL
He laid his forehead on the flank of the cow, resting -it
wearily, warming his fingers on the hot teats.
* * *
John Sanderson's lank legs took him swiftly now; he
. was cold; the haystack, damp and chi~l, had been no adequate
be~. When he came in sight of the place; doubts took hold
of him; he forgot his half-laid plans but, keeping out of
sight behind fence and trees, he neared hesitantly. Smoke
lifted lazily out of the chimney, ascending perpendicularly
in the windless air; cows mooed in the barn. He.threw him-
self behind a wagon to watch, counting the beat of his heart,
wishing for Marge Ann. Then she appeared, carrying a
steaming bucket of JIlilk, and his· black fingers strained
white at the kn~ckmS, grasping the wagon-box's rim. She
walked slowly, fearful of spilling the milk, and his throat
swelled, choking him; her breasts moved ea.sily beneath the
worn, thin cotton of her dress and her young thighs sleekly
moved. He watched her enter the back porch, put the
bucket down and, through the patched screening, saw her
place the creaming pans on a bench. The kitchen door
opened, dimly 'he saw the great loose form of his mother.
Sweat stood out'on his forehead and he cursed, seeing that
great dim hulk and looking down at his own hands. ~
The voice of the old man rose in anger, shouting at an
obstreperous cow. John Sanderson cowered; all his old
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fear and hate rose up within him, churning in his bowels
an'a becoming a nauseating nerve-clenching thing that
throbbed behind his eyeballs. Now the girl was going back
to the barn, the old woman standing on the porch, munching
. a piece of corncake, and his stomach contracted jealously.
"Marge Ann, Marge Ann," his thick caruncular lips framed.
The old man came out, stood in the barn doorway,
sniffing at the air and gazing at the sky; he hitched up his
overalls and.took the bucket frmrt the girl. Sanderson could
not make out what, if anything, they said. "Marge Ann,"
the words came to his mouth, and all of him went out yearn-
ingly to her. Rapidly he sketched the past, compacted now
to this moment, compressed of starved days and nights of
prison terror and brutish maltreatment. Sweat prickled
again on his low forehead. "I will kill him," he said slowly.
The rolling mass of dark flesh that was his mother counted
for nothing in his mind: she was himself, all the dross that
choked.his being.
¥' •
The milking was almost done; clearly he could stay
unnoticed only a little longer; and he decided quickly against
encountering the old man until first he had seen Marge Ann
. alone. He waited a morrlent; the old man and the girl en-
tered the barn, pe slippef silently back to the cover of the
fence, not afraid that the~big woman would see. He lay in
the rotted mould of the ditch and for a while his blood
pounded, hammering in the back of this skull, but hunger
asserted itself and he thought of means to allay this need.
The sun rose up so slowly that itflwas some time before he
stopped shiv~ring. .
. In a while, he saw the old man riding off on the seat of
. the cultivator; but no sooner had lie seen than he slipped
across the yard and into the barn. He did not care so much
now for secrecy. If he had been seen he would know soon;
-if not, he had time to forage in the vegetable cellar, and he
went down, clutching fingers finding carrots and potatoes,
and these he tore with hungry teeth, munching and gulping
ravenously. He was comforted reflecting on freedom and $;
)
, .
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little worried about apprehension; if thef were oil his trail
home was an unlikely :place to find him. He sprawled on the
heap of potatoes, looking at his ankles; not again, if he killed,
would shackles hold hiin, even though he must kill himself.
Marge Ann, glancing from the window, in a flash of .
movement saw John Sanderson's dash into the barn. She
dropped the pan she was washing; its clatter caused her
mother to say, "Don't drop no dishes, hon," but sh~. heard
nothing, and stooping to retrieve it gave her no composure,
all the while her heart fluttering, her hands gone cold and
shaking.
In her mind a.conviction of unswervable fate had dwelt
for a long time; she knew now how firmly known this had
been to her.,. John Sanderson's dark form shuttling across
her vision was like the<1' remembrance of a dead life or a
thing seen in a dream: it was strange and natural at once,
and above all neither for joy nor regret, but a fact inescap-
able and uncompromising for what it meant to her. All the
light that glimmered somewhere had faded, and like the
lowering of a curtain on a landscape of hope, cutting off the
sane world across the stage, it hemmed ~er behina the drop;
she was enmeshed. It was not unpleasant, neither pleasant.
The bent-over body crossing the barnyard was the trigger
for what understanding and despair now moved her remorse-
lessly to the barn, knowing, but more feeling, what would be.
She stood at the cellar's entrance, framed in blue sky,
waiting with arms at her sides; from below Joh~ Sanderson
looked, devouring her swelling young shape, restive beneath
the coarse cloth, his eyes dark with rolling whites moving up
to meet hers-widest and ·blue, the Lfair skin and round white
face denied him (his mind saw his mother's treacherous
gray thick-lipped and broad-nosed face) and he clenched
his heavy black jaw.
"Well-I come back like I said." He spoke slowly, con-
trolling his voice. She nodded dumqly, and hie noticed that
her throat fluttered soft as a butterfly's wing -before the
welling voice came high, hysterical, "Brother, you got to go,
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you got to," .and she flung her arms wide, coming to his long
encircling hungry ones. She sobbed and her body shook
convulsively against him. f
"I'll be gain' quick when I got done what I come for."
"No, John-you got to go. You got to go." She looked
wildly up, pushing herself away. "He"ll be back in a
minute." '0/ .
The clashing grind of the disc from out in the yard
came faintly to them and the old man's voice rasping at the
team. John Sanderson shoved the girl hard from, him.
"John !-John!" Marge Ann clutched his long arms as' I
they swung her off. He str_uggled to free himself, then"
sweat breaking under the short-erop~ed kinks of hair, his
head weaving li~e an animal at bay, he struck l}er mouth
sharply with iron knuckles and broke for the steps, bounding
up them lithe as a tiger.
The old man, the father :from whose loins dual issue
had set his doom, fell back when he ,saw and ciutehed his
whip, hastily snatched from its fastening, and faced the son.
"Ain't I shet 0' you, you black bastar,?" the old man
screeched. ' '
,
John Sanderson advanced, remorseless, implacable hate
in his eyes; he came slowly, resistlessly, his teeth breaking
upon the old man's sight, gleamipg white in the dusky face,
and between them words bitten off and spat: "You thought
you was" didn't you.? When you sent me up-:-me, you said I
raped my sister-you son of a bitch-shet of me? Shet of
me," and he moved slowly nearer. ~
"Stay away, you bugger! I'll cut you one!" He lifted
the whip and as John Sanderson sprang cat-like, forward,
brought it snapping down across the dark demoniac face.
The face didn't flinch, the old man bac~ed again. Sanderson
stooped, fingering a stone and, mightily raising it, leaped
upon }lis father, crashing stone to skull in great sobbing
battering blows until the old !pan lay still upon the ground.
Low, unassuagable, the gTief-Iaden moan of Marge Ann,
her hands over her bleeding mouth, was in his ears as John
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Sanderson, looking neither right nor left,· went across the
fields beyond the barn, his eyes on a far horizon. The gray
mass of flesh (whence the seed had sprung) the rolling
hulk of part-bred and inculpable flesh, stood stolid on the
porch munching a piece of corncake.
Inexplicable
By HELENE MULLINS
Upon the ground before me crawled
A harmless ~little bug.
I saw the burdens that he bore,
The humble home he'd 4ug.
I made my heel the heel of God
Destroying a crawling thing.
I felt no malice nor delight,
I did no swaggering..
I merely yielded to a whim,
And then serenely went
Along my way, and soon forgot
The meaningless incident.
,
I
f
I
I
I
~f
I,
~:
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S·ALUDO a todos los paisanos:The most important feature of the summer season
from a general literary interest view-point was the series
of lectur~s sponsored by the English Department under the
supervision of Dr. T.M. Pearce. Those who appeared :were :
Thomas Wood Stevens, author "of the recently published
narrative poem, Westward Under Vega, and recognized
drama critic; Frieda Lawrence, widow of the late D. H.
Lawrence, names which need no identification for moderns
'" /
and particularly for New Mexicans because of their asso-
ciation with the Taos group of writers; Reginald Pole,
English author, actor, and critic; Erna Fergusson, widely
known author and lecturer; Witter Bynner, and Haniel
Long, distinguished poets...."It was extremely disappoint-
ing to those interested that the Dallas Little Theatre Group
could not make a "go" of a summer-stock season here. Their
first performance in the Community Play House, Stag£
Door, was a finishep production but attendanceilid not guar- ..
antee further play productions. Albuquerque [is obviously
not yet theatre-conscious, in spite of the factthat Dr. St.
Clair of the University Dramatic Club, and Kathryn Ken~
nedy O'Connor of the Community Play House, have been
trying to make them so for years.... Several events of inter-
est are scheduled for the late summer.... The "Poet's
Round-Up," at Santa Fe, and the Las Vegas page~nt.....
The poetry round-up always stirs l;lP a lot of excitement,
and the selected number of poets who are deemed worthy of
reading their poetry grows yearly.... This year ten were
chosen out of a verY representative group of thirty..• ". The
Las Vegas pageant is the first of a series which will no doubt
be held all over th~ Southwest, commemorating Cor.onado
and the great and famous date of ·1940.... Miss Lois Law
[-199 ]
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of the Normal School Speech Department is in general
charge of the pageant which will depict the three civiliza-
tions in an elaborate and detailed manner.... Las Vegas is
extremely fortunate in having a minature Hollywood Bowl
for such events. . . . The recently completed stadium is the
only thing that we begrudge that. ancient and honorable
city ... it is about four miles out oi'the town in a setting as
, beautiful as the soul suffering for beauty's sake could pos-
sibly desire.... Omar Barker of Tecoletenos, well-known
southwestern writer submitted the name chosen for the
pageant, "My Sun Upon Them All."
Haniel Long, editor of the "New Mexico Writer's
Page" of the New Mexico Sentinel, observed a first-birthday
editorship with a flood of,; congratulatory letters, some of
which were printed in the paper We enjoyed the follow-
ing ascmuch as Mr. Long did It is from Mr. Clarence E.
Hale of New York ...
"My literary menu-for soup, the.Nation, onions, po- I
tatoes, and a touch of garlic; for beef, the New York Times, t!
unexciting but dependable; for bread the Atlantic Moruthly, !
tasteless but fundamental; and for 'salad, fresh, crisp, sur-
prising, but truly indigenous, the Sentinel with its New
Mexico Writer's Page." ... Congratulations to an editor
upon arriving with the great....
John Kennedy, brother of the wen-known little theatre
director, and the pride and joy of every'professor who ever
had him as a student at the University of New Mexico, re-
cently received his M.'A. at Columbia with honors, and has
been appointed a representative of the Association - of
1&
American Municipalities which will hold a Pan-American
Congress of Municipalities in Havana during November. ; .,
The late Eugene Manelove Rhodes, beloved W~s~ern writer
will hold the spot-light of attention this fall.... The Satur-
day Evening Post announces a Preface for Gene Rhodes by
Eddy Orcutt, and Houghton Mifflin will publish in Septem-
ber Hired Man on Horseback, by May D. Rhodes, the author's
wife and co-worker.... This is the biography that the late
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E. Dana Johnson, editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican was
supervising when death cut short. a brilliant career. Mr.
Johnson was also forwarQing plans: for the erection of a
marker of the author's grave, which is on the top of San
Andres Mountain~between Tularosa and Engle, N. M. . . .
It is extremely regretable that no one has cornie forward to
carry out not only the plan, but a last-loved duty.... Speak-
ing of Tularosa, the Huntington Library is continuing to
acquire some of the most valuable "New Mexicana" in the
state ... from the Watson Rich library in' Tularosa many
rare booksJ1ave gone ... several belonging to the famous
Padre Martinez of T~ws, have been lost to California ... one
rare edition was sold for $500. . . .
, Mr. Harvey of the University rress announces that
the- eagerly awaited anniversary .•edition of· Dr. Edgar
Hewett's, one of the most important publications of any
season will be out in the early fall.... The University Press
also announces several important Bulletins; one, an eight-
year study-report on the Jemez Excavat,ion Pqeblo Unshagi,
and Notes on the Excavation of Amoxiumqua Giusewa, by
Paul Reiter; also another Handbook in the Edgar Hewett
Archaeological Series. . . . Other fall publications' include
Paul Horgan's The Habit of Empire, which has been run-
ning serially in the Sentinel and a new' edition of El Gringo,
by W. W. H. Davies.... Rydall Press is bringing them both
out.... Dutton's announce another bookpy Isis Harrington,
Told in the Twilight, which will be illustrated by Glenn
Ream of the Albuquerque High School. ... Lorraine Cook's
recently pUblished' story, "The l'4other of the Smiths,"
aroused such interest that Macmillan's "scout" was sent to
Taos to have her sign up for a novel. ... Dr. Watt Stewart
of Oklahoma A. &. M. College is spending the month of .
August here where 'he was a visiting professor of history at
the University a few years ago..... Dr. Stewart was granted
a sabbatical year in 1936-7 in order to complete research on
a forthcoming boo.k on Henry Meiggs, famous Californian
who left that sta.te under a cIoud·,went to South America
{
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and subsequently became the most famous railroad builder
in South American history. Several articles on Meiggs by
Dr. Stewart have recently been published in Revista Chilena
y Geogrofio. ... Professor and Mrs. Lansing Bloom, who are
in Rome doing research in the Vatican Library for the Ooro-
nado Cuarto Centennial, have reported to friends that inten-
sive work is successf~lly under way.... Reports have also
arrived that the summer research work of Dr. Marion Dar-
gan and Dr. Fran* Reeve in the Congressional Library is
proving fruitful. ... The Fun of Photography, by Mario and
Mabel'Scacheri, is receiving wide-spread acclaim from all
reviewers. The Scacheri's spent several months in New
Mexico a few years ago, and friends here are very much
pleased with the success of their latest book which contains
375 photographs taken by "these master photographers"
and scientific explanation of their success which they claim
is "picking a subject worth photographing." . ." Kyle
Crichton, associate editor of Colliers, author, and movie critic
spent a few days here recently" on the way back to New York
from Hollywood.... Stars interviewed were: the glamorous
Le Marr, Carole Lombard, and Merle Oberon.... Mr.
Crichton is finishing a novel which will probably be ready
for his publishers by fall.
_.Hasta la proxima vez,
JULIA KELEHER.
Ii'
/
I~i.:•,~,
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Walt Whitman and the Springs of Courage-Haniel Long-Writers'
Editions, Rydal Press, Santa Fe.-$2.50~
How does one teview a book about Walt Whitman?
Should one need to urge the readi,ng of a book about Whit~
man? Whitman stands so tall on the literary horizon of
America!· Anyone S;iling into .the harbor of American lit-
eratur.e should see Whitman first, holding aloft the flaming
torch of humanity, insisting upon the first vitality of fellow-
ship, simplicity, and decent regard among men. Wh~tever
. is said about Whitman is important and yet there will be all
degrees of effectiveness with which the things are said.
HaniellLong's book on Whitman projects the creed of
the great American poet with unusual insight. Mr. Long
has not tried to write a book of direct exposition: of Whit-
man's ideas; nor has he tried to write a book ~of direct
biography. Instead, he· has cl},osen the leading influences
(g upon Whitman from life or letters and discusses them as
they are reflected in his work. The method is highly
eclectic, but the result is a series of essays of distinguished
style' which confir~ the power and originality of Walt as a ~
thinker and in ~ne respect only .challenge the adequacy of
his views.
From Whitman's experimenting with phrenology we
get one of those curious terms which are so important in
his later distinctions about man's nature. In describing
Robert Burns in phrenological terms, Whitman calls him
leproud-spirited, amative, alimentative, convivial, young ...
man of the decent-born middle classes." "Amative, alimen- .
tative," especially "a,mative" reappear later when the poet's
emphasis is upon exercising all the sensory organs of man's
nature. IeAmativeness" and "adhesiveness" are the terms de-
scriptive of love in the sex sense and love in th~ platonic
sense used by Whitman in a, manuscript note to his poem
Children of Adam. He affirms the procreative tie between
[ 203 ]
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the sexes but the psychological rewards of friendship draw
from him such a rbapsody as' one would find only in the
Renaissance or in Greek thought where the cult of male
companionship contributed to a high period of Greek letters
though it seems to have been an element tow~rd decadence
in society. Whitman's doctrine of "adhesiveness" is not de-
cadent; without the economic theory, it has the warmth of
the communist brotherhood, the "camraderie" of spiritual
democracy.
I will plant companionship thick as trees along all the
rivers of America, and along the- shore of the great
lakes, and all over the prairies;
,
I will make inseparable cities, with their arms about. each
other's necks;
By the love of comrades,
By the manly love of comrades.
(From "A Song" in Leaves of Grass.')
..
,Aside from Emerson, the New England literary group
rejected Whitman, and in turn he made cause with his
"barbaric yawp" against the circle of elite culture. He
asserts that he "would leave a select soiree of elegant people
'any time' to go with tumultuous men ~nd roughs." Matthew
Arnold, the English Brahmin, was anathema to him. And
one is refreshed to hear it! For what is, the veneer recog-
nized as cultivation, Whitman substitut~s the stronger vir-
tures of folk life with its warm pulse in the every:day joys
and sorrows of simple peopl~. Certainly, there, he was with-
the heart of America, the great stream of common life, the
mighty currents on which an upper few ride"with leisure and
comfort. From this mass life came most of the boys who
lay on hospital cots during the war in the wards where Walt
visited. It was toward this mass life that he felt that love
which he defines as, "healthy, cheerful feeling of kindness
and good-will, and affectionate tenderness, a warm-heaJ:"ted-
ness, the germs of which are plentifully sown by' God in
each human breast."
"
,
t
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Haniel Long speaks of the "humble and honest feeling
for life" which' saves one from ~'despair or' something
worse." It is this spring of courage that Whitman transfers
to his interpreter and to the' interpreter's reader. > The mind
that looks on the lunacy of the modern world, still .unregen-:
erate from the brutal lust of states seeking to destroy each
other, of instruments of scientific precision in dealfng death,
of the impotence of "adhesiv~ness"among men to get any-
where with the war lords, can be grateful fora boost to
courage an9 for such spirits as Whitman's and Haniel
Long's.
University, Albuquerque.
Women of the Wilderness-Margaret Bell-E. P. Dutton Company,
1938-$3.50.
This is a story. of the pioneer women ot America and
how, in them, the long pent-up forces of woman ,came to
self-expression. .
The separateness of her physical experience breeds an
'intellectual and spiritual separateness that man has long ..
been loath to acknowledge an~ which could' not but develop
a penetration. and a logic of her own. Her logic is a direct
relation of cause and effect on' the demands of her own sex,
She is impatient of theories designed to cover universal '
situations'.
Anne Hutchinson realized that' loy~lty and intolerance
had forced the pioneers to seek new homes, and when she
. .
saw these same qualities develop in the men who had fled to
escape them, -her, essentially logical '.mind rebelled and re-
fused to accept the situation. Her trial is dr~ma of the
purest water.. Governof Winthrop has accused fh~r of ~old­
ing meetings for the women of the colony that w.ere "preju-
dicial to the state." \~he calmly said, "Sir, I do not believe , f
that to be so!" llut if, a!3 he declares, h'e must restrain her,
"If you have a rule for it from Goo's word, you may."
Never had a woman stood up in this fashion to vested
authority~ And authority, unable to deal with the unpre-
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cedented situation, can not destroy but only banish .that
rebellious and courageous spirit. Again and again it comes
to life. Finally, the men recognize and ac1a).owledge the
growing power of women. One Goodman Greene advised
that wives be not too much restrained or "all the women in
the country will cry out against you."
We should have liked to read more of that other Anne,
"the 'renth Muse," Anne Bradstreet, the first American poet
who n~bers among her descendants such men as Wendell
Phillips~ Oliver Wendell Holmes, and the father of New
Engl~nd Unitarianism, William Ellery Channing.
Margaret Bell in these vivid portraits makes us realize
the eternal kinship between these pioneer women and those
women of today who are still pioneering for the improve-
ment of their own' sex. MIRIAM S~GE.
University of Pittsburgh,
PifJtsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Cactus Forest-Zephine Humphrey-E. P. Dutton and C~JTIpany, 1938
--$2.50.
Weare always glad when people come out and find the
Southwest interesting enough to write about. That doesn't
surprise us, and we like visitors and we like to know what
they think about us. But there have been too many books
about the Southwest, by visitors (how does ,one define a'
visitor? three weeks, three months-Willa Cather stayed a
summer) whicn pretended to be profound or rapturous or
debunking, that were actually only ill-informed, or preju-
diced to begin with. Here is a book, casual in its attitude,
clever in its style, and intuitive in its judgment. Zephine
Humphrey hits it off about the Southwest; she gets things
right. This is the second of her western travel booKs which
I have seen. The other was called Green Mountains to
Sierras, and covered, in part, the same territory. It seemed
less thoughtful, less deliberate, more travelog and jotty. Her
books on New England are probablY the best things she's
done, since there, as in parts of Cactus Forest, she can create
I~~·.··-··.·.·.i.•.,f~:-~I~··~.:.;~,,:i~"i
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mood of place, mood and understanding of the people in a
place~
- "Where does· the West begin ?" asks Mrs. Humphrey
and answers: When your restaurant coffee cqps gegin to
be refilled without extra charge; when the accomodations
for men and women begin to be announced, even advertised,
sometimes with humor, instead of concealed behind a name-
less door as in New England; when the attendants at gas
stations'really welcome you and have the windshield cleaned
before they ask about oil or gas; when you see women in
shops or movies with their heads a mass of curling pins;
. r
when you-hear meadow larks, almost universally; when yOU
find the salad served at the start of the meal instead of after
the meat course; when you stay in Tourist Camps instead
of Tourist Homes; when you become aware as you travel
that time isn't a uniform' system' but that your~ own move-
ment, and the earth's movement, and your clock's move-
ment all need frequent coordi'nation.
It is at Cactus Forest Ranch in Ari~ona that these two
easterners-Mrs. Humphrey and her husband, Christopher
-settled down to the solitude of the Arizona oesert. The
author's descriptions of sunsets and sun-ups, of moonlit
nights, of desert birds and plants, are chatty and entertain-
ing. She finds Southwest folk free of sentimentality, but
<
friendly and emotional in a 0 "clear-cut, austere, straight-
forward way." The Mexican young people were handsome,
but the race seemed to age prematurely, yet with character
and dignity. Arizona did not understand either its Indian
or Mexican populations so well as New' Mexico,z The Mexi-
cans are indifferent to this attitude, but the Indians do not
accept the neglect, and there is bitterness in their spirits.
Generous though Mrs. Humphrey is to the Southwest
and its charm, she has a reservation or two. It is a little
hypocritical in advertising bureaus and chambers of com-
merce never to mention the phenomenon of wind in describ-
ing the weather. For an amusing account· of a South-
western dust storm read her chapteron "Arizona Weather."
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She taxes the desert with demanding too much of one's life;
jealous of yielding to its fascination, she guards the iJ;lter-
ests of ,civilization and wants to stay 10yaJ to them. One of
these interests is books, and Arizona was woefully weak in
libraries in comparison to New England. An atrocious
slip in taste which occurred in a church bulletin which
printed the Easter Allelulias beside beauty parlor advice
pointed to something crude in Western newness which New
England found hard to overlook. e, Rentals were high both
at dude ranches and hotels, and Mrs. Humphrey says she
detects a tendency which she notes too in Vermont, to jack"
up prices to the levels of only the rich and let the simple
people take the consequences.
As a New Mexican, I read the book with interest. Mrs.
Humphrey has never tried to "get" Santa Fe, though in her
Green Mountains to Sierras, she has words descriptive of
Taos, Santa Fe, Albuquerque; but the attempt is not so seri-
ous as her attempt at Arizona. Certainly she would not miss
books in Santa Fe; it would be cheaper to live in any of the
New Mexico towns than in Arizona; the weather would be
just as amusing, but a little more temperate, and as for
taste, well, "non disputandum."
<' 208 ]
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Personally Speaking
,
T HE THEORY that one should live each day as if it werehis last-to pack eac~ minute with experiences, percep-
tions and thrill-has a dozen arguments against it and a
score for it. I have noticed that men who, in their youth,
led gay and daring lives rarely regret that, though they may
shake their heads in grim humor at the memory; but men
who in their youth led priltl and ponderous lives regret that
bitterly when they wake up middle-aged and declining. The
days of our youth are the days of our glory, they say then,
sickening at the waste of their' youth. .
When historians of the future look over the third decade
of the twentieth centurY, they will be as amazed as we are
at the middle ages. Just to think of the 1930's! A poverty
sweeping across the civilized world and slighting.the un-
civilized world; black reactions of thought in the lyrical land
"of Italy and the scholarly country of Germany; intelligence
in hiding and exile; here and there brave stirrings of
thought; a fresh vigor growing a~id deepest woes; death
and rebirth struggling together; The 1930's will be a dark
era to the investigators of the long future, a dark era with
brilliant flashes of lightning splitting it.
In such a period how should a man live, destined to live
only then out of the wide :possibilities of geologic time, how ~
live to live wisely and happily? I'm not confident enough to
legislate on life, a~d I do know there cann'ot be--cannot
ever be-a universal answer. The life one lives must in the
final resort depend on the person one is. I do think, how-
ever, that in the writing of many fine men there is an bften-
repeated strain which is not to be hastily dismissed. They
may attach their idea to a specific word, like love, but the
idea remains greater than its narrow context. When Carl
Sandburg asks '
Take any streetful of people buying clothes and
groceries, cheering a hero or throwing confetti
~
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and blowing tin horns . . . tell me if the lovers are
losers ... tell me if any get more than the lovers .'! .
in the dust ... in the cool tombs,
I am sure he would not restrict the basic thought here to the
word lovers. He vivifies the thought by applying it to an
individual instance, he does not freeze it there. And when
A. E. Housman whispers that
... malt does more than Milton can
To justify God's ways to man
~
he does not plead essentially for dipsomania. If we could
brit.distill out of these many clever men the basic ingredient
of their idea! Difficult task that is, for, as one poet has put
it stringently, :th~ emotion of an idea can submerge·· its
prosaic rendering:
What does a poet know?-
Only that youth is lovely,
Only that youth must go.
Those are the words of Haniel Long, and in different idiom
they were the words of Wordsworth who likened this earth
to the glory and freshness of a dream, and a glory that passes.
~way. That life is fearfully transient, that no child is born
except to die, is no discovery. But what a discovery it would
be that would enable man to live good-humoredly among
that flux.
Like mist we come and go, and strive as we may we
seem to make no dint upon the mountains of the world.'But·
what is that? If living we have enjoyed and have per-
s.evered, and along with that have made ease and good-
humor more possible and a sturdy humanity more assum- ~
able. We judge a manufacture by its product; we must
judge a civilization by its production of men. Ah, but
there's the rub: what kind of men shall they be.
Too much of the good grows tiresome; our sweet tooth
'li
begins to pain us.. So let our good men be bad! Let them
be defiers and hullooers, let them be straightforward and
manly, not saintly. Let them have soft laughs and quick
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minds and knowing hearts. Let them be friends ~ut no
hangers-On; let them hate their work and a hundred things
in the world, and move one by one up those hundred as they
solve them. Let them be the great dissatisfied and the great
humoristS: Let them $ee everything with a grain' of salt,'
let them relax and si~ quiet and sleep long hours, and
emerge with a whoop to feel their life. Let them hate
routine but like perfections, and love the women they tease.
But better than the loud laugh and the whoop, let them be
chucklers. Let them smile to themselves!
And then let them 'violate every rule and convention
but one, to live and let live. May life some day be a thrill-
ing time, engrossed with being and understanding and en-
joying and in ways that will enable others to .free them-
selves fo~ that too. It is a co~summation devoutly to bel
~~~. .
WILLIS JACOBS.
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